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Gov't buys most of Skeena Cellulose 
THE PEOPLE now own the majority of northwestern 
B.C.'s biggest forest industry company. 
In the latest in a senes of eleventh our deals, the pro- 
vince on Friday bought out the Royal Bank's stake in 
Skeena Cellulose. 
The province will pay the bank more than $31 million 
- $14.65 for the Royal's 27.5 per cent stake and t;16.65 
million for its portion of the operating line of credit. 
Those figures reflect about 40 per cent of the value on 
paper of the Royal's take. 
The result is that the province will have 52.5 per cent 
of the shares, the Toronto Dominion bank will have 27.5 
per cent and pulp mill employees will have 20 per cent 
that hey get in exchange for a previously agreed wage 
rollback. 
The deal also commits the province to pay 70 per cent 
of all future costs associated with Skeena Cellulose, 
while the TD bank picks up 30 per cent. 
Buying out the Royal Bank brings the province's cost 
of saving Skeena Cellulose to $244 million so far. 
That includes the province's hare of anticipated Capi- 
tal expenses over the next seven years. 
Employment and investment minister Dan Miller said 
he and the province are committed to turning around the 
company despite vocal objections in southern B.C. over 
the size of the bailout. 
"There's aline of critics a mile long saying we should 
not do anything, we should step back and let the market 
do it's thing and let the company go bankrupt," Miller 
said. 
"We don't want to be in the forest business. We did it 
to protect he economy, people and communities of the 
northwest." 
A key to the company's ability to eventually become 
profitable was the write down of the debt held by the 
two banks' from $460 million to $75 million. 
Only half of that last figure, or $37.5 million, remains 
now that the goyal's hare has been bought out. 
When capital expenditure monies are loaned out, the 
long term debt of the company will be just over $240 
million. 
Miller said the province will eventually seek to sell 
the company once it becomes profitable. 
But Miller would nol commit o the idea that seats on 
the company's board of directors be reserved for north- 
westerners to ensure the corn party is accountable tothe 
region. 
He predicted instead that the seats on the board of 
directors will be filled with senior executives from the 
financial community and forest industry. 
"It's not out of any disrespect for the ability of any of 
the people in the northwest," Miller said. "But the cri- 
teria is not going to be where you live but what kind of 
leadership they could bring to this company." 
He said any sell-off of the company will likely be as a 
single integrated entity, to ensure the most value is 
preserved. 
Miller said the government had already received 
some interested queries from potential buyers. 
"We will evaluate all of those with a view to exiting 
our ownership osition," he said. 
B.C. Liberal forest critic George Abbott characterized 
the deal as one focussed on the pulp mill in Miller's rid- 
ing, noting the sawmills could have survived on their 
own,  
"It's a hock of a pile of money," he noted. "It's over a 
quarter of a billion dollars. That's three times the small 
business, tourism and culture ministry's budget and 
more than half of the total ministry of forests budget in 
the province." 
Abbott predicted the bills haven't stopped coming in. 
"There's awhole lot more that will be required own 
the line to sustain that one operation." 
The company was facing bankruptcy if a deal was not 
reached and a restructuring plan was not filed with the 
court by Nov. 28. 
The latest crisis arose because a collapsing Asian 
market had hurt sales, and the company required alarg- 
er operating line of credit. 
The Royal Bank was not willing to extend more 
money. 
Unlike the first time a deal was announced tosave the 
company, Miller isn't planning any celebration. 
"We're not here popping champagne corks. It's an 
uphill challenge." 
But he said he wants to see stability and certainty 
restored to the northwest. 
"It's been too much of a roller coaster," he said. 
MLA target 
of two recall 
ill Goodbye fire protection 
THE TERRACE-KITIMAT airport is losing its fire department, 
Transport Canada says 0n-site fire protection isn't necessary for 
smaller airports, although other groups argue ths move jeopar- 
dizes passenger safety. It also means Terrace's four airport fire 
fighters will be out of work as of this week, That's Chief Gord 
Bentham with Mark Kennedy in front of the airport's specialized 
fire fighting trucks. The future of that equlprnent is up in the air, 
but Terrace Fire Dept. Chief Randy Smith hopes it will stay here. 
Two rejections already 
Casino fate known on Friday 
VANCOUVER CHARITY casino operator 
Gary Jackson is down to his last card in an ef- 
fort to expand to the Terrace area. 
With Terrace and Kitsumkalum councils re- 
jecting the idea of casino gambling last week, 
Jackson's last hope is approval this Friday by 
the Kitimat-Stikine regional districL 
It doesn't have to decide on Jackson's planned 
location on Hwy16 in Thomhill. All it has to do 
is say 'yes' to the idea of having a charity 
casino within its jurisdiction. 
Regional district directors two weekends ago 
put off a decision until this Friday, allowing 
them time to think about he issue, 
"I think there is an opportunity for regional 
directors to do what's best for their con- 
stituents," said Jackson last week in adding 
they shouldn't be voting on a morality issue, 
Jackson was disappointed with Terrace city 
council's rejection, saying councillors made the 
wrong choice, 
"(Councillor) Val George is a hypocrite by 
saying casino gambling is a bad thing but it's ok 
to spend money on lotteries," said Jackson in 
attacking George's motion to reject gambling. 
here. 
Kitsumkalum chief councillor 
Steve Roberts said his council 
was unanimous in turning down 
the idea of a casino last week. 
Jackson said councillors are elected to make 
decisions on the more mundane municipal is- 
sues like sewers and roads, but instead they had 
become what he called "morality politicians". 
"Two (councillors) were influenced by their 
relationship to the church ~ the others based 
their decision on polities," he said about the 
way council voted Nov. 24. 
The northwest has a lot to gain from casinos, 
said Jackson. While nmney made at a casino in- 
itially goes to Victoria, he said it filters back 
through various projects, including the recent 
bail out of Skecna Cellulose. 
Jackson has already worked out a deal with 
Palagian Contracting to lease a building on 
three acres of land In ThomhUl. 
But Thombili regional district dkector Les . . . .  
Wal~ough won't release his decision until the 
vote this Friday. 
Jim Thorn, a regional district director and 
Kitimat city councillor, said he still hasn't de- 
cided on how he'll vote, but said he'll consider 
the benefits to local charities. 
While Kitimat recently approved a charity 
bingo similar to Terrace's Lucky Dollar Bingo 
Palace, Thorn doesn't hink a charity casino in 
Thornhill would have a deUrimentai effect on the 
charity bingo hall. 
Kitsumkalum chief councillor Steve Roberts 
said his council was unanimous in turning down 
the idea of a casino last week. 
"Nobody wanted to see a casino here 
council didn't even want to consider it," said 
. Roberts. 
Jackson had approached the band council with 
a casino proposal, saying it was in the best in- 
terest of the band to have a destination casino 
which would guarantee the Kitsumkalum band a 
percentage of the profit. A percentage of the 
money made at a destination casino goes to the 
host community and none goes to local 
charities. 
Cont'd Page ,6,2 
petitions now 
MAKE THAT two petitions filed to recall Skeena NDP 
MI.A Helmut Giesbrecht. 
While Crash Helmut organizer Lorne Sexton was in Vie- 
ad,ia Nov, 28 preparing to file his group's petitidn' 'With 
provincial elections officials, a local resident visited the 
government agent's office here. 
John How registered his petition at 8:30 a.m. Nov. 28, a 
full hour and a half before Sexton filed the Crash Helmut 
one. 
How says he can't block the recall forces, but wants to 
"highlight he absurdity of the process." 
Recall organizers had feared that if they didn't file at the, 
earliest opportunity (Nov. 28), an NDP supporter could fi le 
a petition before them and then not sign anyone up, there- 
by protecting the MLA. That's because they believed that 
there can only be one effort to recall an MI.A in the course 
of the tenn. 
But Elections B.C. spokesman Jennifer Miller says 
there's no danger of that happening. 
Any number of petitions can be approved and circulating 
against a single MLA, she said. It only takes one of the 
petitions to be successful in gathering the signatures of 40 
per cent of the people eligible to vote in the last election to 
force a by-election. The only rule is that the signatures 
from different petitions can't be combined to meet the 40 
per cent. 
And, she says, recall campaigners can conduct any num- 
ber of recall campaigns. But an MLA can't face more than 
one by.election i  the course of his term. 
How's recall application states: "Because we can't 
blame everything on El Nino, Helmut Giesbrecht should 
be called to account for the current state of affairs in 
Skeena." 
How says recall diminishes the value of a ballot cast dur- 
ing a general election because the vote can be overturned. 
"The way it is going is dearly a perversion of the politi- 
cal process," How said. "All yon have to have is 50 bucks 
and an axe to grind and you can buy yourself a chance to 
• unseat your IdLA." 
Cont'd Page A16 
MLA plans to use 
recall campaign 
SKEENA MLA Helmut Giesbrecht says he'll try to use 
the recall campaign being waged against him to bring more 
money to the constituency. 
"If I can squeeze some more out of Victoria because of 
this, don't you think I am going to do it?" he said in a press 
conference Monday. "And I'll let anyone take credit that 
wants to. Because itall benefits Skeena." 
Giesbrecht said he's not predicting any big flurry of gov- 
ernment announcements about o come to the tiding. 
And he says any that do take place are initiatives well 
underway prior to recall and unconnected tothe campaign. 
"There are still some things that haven't yet come to 
fruition," he said, citing the arrival of natural gas in 
Kitamaat Village as one. 
Giesbrecht was responding to a question about whether 
recall forces will claim credit for making him more respon- 
sible to voters. 
,'They will do whatever they can to make this look like 
they've actually done something," he said. "Who knows? 
By the end of this two-month process they will claim all 
kinds of credit for actions taken in Skeena." 
Giesbrecht said he welcomes the filing of the recall peti- 
tion against him. "That's good," he said. "Now it takes it 
out of the hands of Lome Sexton and his group and puts it 
into the hands of the votem," 
I • 
West Fraser shuts down 
logging operations 
WEST FRASER has wound most of its logging opera- 
tions down and doesn't anticipate a re-start until spring. 
All of the company's logging that's done in the Nasa and 
around Kitimat by Terrace-based contractors i  shut down 
with exception of one crew in Kildala Arm and some con- 
tinuing work in the Prince Rupert area. 
"The contractors have either met their quotas or we don't 
need the wood, We've got a log yard full of wood," said 
West Fraser woodlands manager Scott Marleau, 
He said startup won't be until the weather turns favour- 
able in the spring ~ typically toward the end of March. 
Marleau said West Fraser operates on a lot of difficult 
mountainous terrain. "We're not like the interior where we 
can do a 1oi of winter logging." 
West Fraser is planning a two-week shutdown over 
Christmas of its Skeena Sawmills operation i Terrace. 
Skeena Cellulose halted logging nearly two three weeks 
ago in an effort o stretch its cash flow further while talks to 
save the company were held. 
Coach record checks 
could get cheaper 
YOUTH GROUPS that have to pay big bucks for crimi- 
nal record checks on adult coaches and volunteers could 
soon get a break from the city, 
City council sets the fees charged for criminal record 
checks performed here by the RCMP. 
And they're now contemplating setting up a two-tiered 
fee structure that charge youth groups less than the present 
$20 per check. But other requests for criminal record 
checks - sometimes for employment purposes - will be 
charged more to make up the difference, 
City administrators are to look at the matter and report 
back to council with options. 
The review of the issue comes after a new request from 
Terrace Minor Hockey to provide relief to the group, which 
pays about $2,000 a year in criminal record checks. 
Terrace Minor Hockey's Brian Downi6 had come for- 
ward with a new proposal. 
He said a couple of minor hockey volunteers who also 
happened to be RCMP officers had volunteered toperform 
the group's record checks on their own time. 
But RCMP Inspector Steve Leach said he had difficulty 
agreeing to such an idea because itwould put some groups 
in a position of preferred status over others. 
"If they have an RCMP officer in their organization, they 
get it for free. Otherwise itcosts $2~," he said. 
Leach also shot down an idea of council to allow RCMP 
officers to volunteer time to do record checks in a kind of 
pool for the various youth groups in town. 
"That is not something I would impose," he said, adding 
it would put undue pressure on the officers to volunteer. 
After some discussion Monday night, council seized on 
the idea of setting up the tw-o-tiered fee system to give 
youth groups a break. 
It's unclear whether the cheap rate will also apply to 
school groups and provincial agencies that deal with 
youths, such as foster parents. 
• Leach said $20 is a fair reflection of the cost of the time 
officers spend doing the checks. But he noted some otlier 
communities are charging as much as $50 per record check. 
RCMP have performed 425 criminal record checks o far 
this year, taking in $8,500. 
Speeder carrying speed 
TERRACE RCMP are investigating a 2l-year-old local 
man for trafficking speed. 
Police say the man was pulled over for a traffic violation 
Sunday afternoon. An officer then discovered approximate- 
ly 2,000 pills in the vehicle which the driver identified as 
speed. 
The man was questioned and then released. Police are 
having the pills analyzed and the investigation is 
continuing, 
Police cruiser struck 
THE POLICE became victims of a hit and mn last 
Wednesday while they were attending a disturbance atthe 
Keystone Apts. 
Terrace RCMP had just arrested a drunk man at the apart- 
ments for disturbance and damaging property when their 
police cruiser was hit by a passing motorist. The driver then 
fled the scene. 
Police later found the registered owner of the vehicle 
who says the car was missing when the accident occurred. 
The investigation is continuing. 
Bad road conditions 
Road conditions were likely responsible for a van 
that flipped off the road on Nov. 28, near the top of 
Shames Mountain. 
Six people were in the van which rolled about 25 feet 
down an embankment, say fire officials, 
From front 
Casino fate 
Roberts said there wasn't enough incentive to justify a 
casino on the reserve, 
While there would have been a number of jobs made 
available through the casino, Roberts questioned just how 
many people in his community would have the proper 
qualifications, 
" I f  our people are not trained to take on jobs - -  then we 
have very little incentive," he said, adding money made 
through a lease agreement was not enough of a reason. 
While the casino would have been an alcohol-free stab- 
lishment, Roberts aid there veere problems of security and 
policing to take into consideration. 
"There would be security within that would eliminate 
problems Inside the casino. But if ever a problem arose, tt 
I I  would be on the outside, said Roberts, adding they would 
be the ones who would have to provide extra policing. 
An increase in traffic was another issue, "We didn't 
want to see our reserve overran." 
While Jackson also wanted to know if there were other 
poss~iilties tobuild on another reserve, Roberts aid while 
they do have the land, it would require a lot of develop- 
meat, 
"It is a dead issue as far as council is concerned, unless 
we see a big uproar from the community,,' he said, adding 
that poss~ility was unlikely, 
Offer to creditors called an insult 
LOGGING contractors and 
suppliers are threatening to 
vote down the deal to save 
Skeena Cellulose on Dec. 17. 
Creditors of collapsed 
Repap B.C. have been offered 
$10,000 and five cents on the 
dollar after that for their 
unpaid bills. 
"This isn't an offer, this ts 
an insult," said Lloyd Hull, of 
Don Hull  and Sons 
Contracting. 
"I think that idiot (SCI vice- 
president Rudy) Schwartz is 
still kicking us in the ass and if 
cost up to $9.5 million. 
Employment and invest- 
ment minister Dan Miller was 
pressured by contractors and 
chamber of commerce repre- 
sentatives here Saturday to 
find other solutions to assist 
businesses owed money. 
"Th6re's a lot of money 
owed in this town, a lot of 
people facing bankruptcy," 
said chamber president 
Sharalyn Palagian. 
The unsecured creditors in 
the region are owed about $20 
million of the $100 million 
beth inks  we're going to total, which includes larger 
accept it, he's got another 
thing Coming? 
Don Hull and Sons are the 
largest single creditor among 
the contractors, claiming $1.7 
million. 
For those owed large 
amounts the five per cent offer 
is a drop in the bucket. 
But the move to offer to pay 
the first $10,000 in full is 
expected to satisfy many 
smaller creditors, probably 
enough to ensure the vote does 
pass. 
And small as the offer is, the 
creditors would get nothing 
under bankruptcy. 
The offer to wipe out the 
creditors' bills is expected to 
suppliers like B.C. Hydro, 
Pacific Northern Gas and pulp 
chemical suppliers. 
Miller has asked Forest 
Renewal B.C. to look at the 
situation and see if any further 
assistance an be provided. 
The $15 million in FRBC- 
backed bridge financing 
offered to creditors in the 
spring was never fully used 
up, so there's $3 million left 
over in that account that could 
be used. 
Miller said initial talk of 
offering some shares in the 
company to the creditors was 
abandoned in recent weeks. 
After tuming over a 20 per 
cent share in the company to 
pulp mill employees and buy- 
ing out the Royal Bank's 
shares, the province owns 52.5 
per cent of the company. 
Miller said the prownc6 
can't reduce its holdings any 
further and maintain majority 
ownership of th6 company 
something that will be import- 
ant when government sells its 
shares off. they are .sold the proceeds will 
"We think it's important to go to provide relief for area 
maintain that ownership osi- contractors atthat time. 
tion," he said. "We do not Miller said he'd take the 
have any further equity to idea under consideration. 
allocate or we would put our- Bates also offered the idea 
selves in a minority position." of contractors being paid a 
The chamber's Skip Bates somewhat higher rate than 
suggested the province place normal to gradually make up 
some shares in trust, so when their losses. 
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• Your Christmas 
'acancy rate donation guide 
:has tripled ~REAR~somcways to help out this Chrlstmas. 
in one year 
FOR THE FIRST time in 10 years it's a renter's market. 
Terrace's apartment vacancy rate jumped to 5.7 per cent 
last month, up from two per cent a year ago, says the Can- 
ada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC). 
Although only apartments were included, amounting to 
29 vacancies of the 512 units surveyed, other indications 
point to an increased vacancy rate. 
Last week's The Terrace Standard had 41 rental units 
listed in the classifieds ection. Of those, five were apart- 
ments. The majority of units for rent were homes, duplexes 
and townhouses and basement suites. 
City building inspector Paul Gipps estimates apartments 
make up about 40 per cent of the rental market in Terrace. 
He says a lot of the growth in rental units over the last 
few years has been in townhouses and duplexes, giving the 
people the option of grass and larger living quarters. 
Gloria Kirkpatrick of Remax's Property Management 
Services, says she's seen an increase in the vacancy rates 
in everything from apartments to houses and townhouses. 
CMHC considers avacancy rate of three per cent to be a 
balanced rental market, where neither tenants nor landlords 
lose. 
The last time renters had such a good choice was back in 
1987, according to the CMHC. Then the apartment vacan- 
cy rate was eight per cent. The rate fell sharply in 1988 to 
three to four per cent. From 1989-96 the rental market has 
had vacancy rates of around two percent, sometimes dip- 
ping below one per cent. 
CMHC analyst Joel Baltzer attr~utes the change in rent- 
al conditions to continued long term low modgage rates 
which attract renters to home ownership. 
Helga Kenny of the Terrace Anti-Poverty Group Society 
thinks there are more rental units on the market because 
people are moving out of town due to the Skeena Cellulose 
crisis. 
"Our economy has not been all that chipper lately," says 
Kenny. 
Terrace Anti-Poverty runs a housing registry to match up 
tenants and landlords. The amount of would-be tenants 
.registering has dropped off lately. Only eight people regis- 
,tered this month, compared to 30 during the prior two 
'months. 
Yet Kenny said a recent move of her o~ce means people 
'.might not know of the new location. 
', Even though vacancy rates have jumped, as of October 
:that wasn't reflected in a reduction of apartment rents. Ac- 
:cordi~ Baltzer, the average rent in 1996 for a two- 
~bedroom apartment was $572 a month. That increased 
-'slightly to $583 a month in October this year. 
: There's usually a lag between rental prices and an in- 
'crease in the market supply, said Baltzer. But he predicts if 
~the current conditions of oversupply continue, Terrace 
be-rs of ads in the classifiecls section of ihe paper. Canada Mortgage and Housing 
puts the vacancy rate for aparlments at 5.7 per cent, up from two per cent last 
year. That means there's a slight oversupply of places to rent in Terrace. If vacan- 
cy rates stay high, people can expect to see rents drop. 
Rupert leads the north 
for vacant apartments 
APARTMENT vacancy rates are up all 
over the north, with Prince Rupert suffering 
the worst blows. 
The city's vacancy rate rose to 18.5 per 
cent this year, up £rom 8.6 per cent last 
year. That's the highest in the province. 
Joel Baltzer, a senior market analyst at 
the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corpo- 
ration, collected the numbers for the sur- 
vey. He says the weak fishing industry and 
Skeena Cellulose crisis in Prince Rupert 
have resulted in an exodus of people lear- 
hag to search for employment. 
renters, said Baltzer. 
Prince George recorded a rate of 5.2 per 
cent, up 4.1 per cent from a year ago. 
Dawson Creek experienced a big jump, 
from 6.7 per cent to 11.4 per cent vacancy 
this year. Baltzer attributed the numbers 
partially to a downturn in the agriculture 
sector - -  resulting in diminished need for 
seasonal workers. 
Growth in the oil and gas industry in Fort 
St. John caused that city to experience a big 
drop in vacancy rates - -  1.8 per cent this 
year, compared to 5.4 per cent a year ago. 
Our neighbours to the south in Kitimat Quesnel is experiencing its highest vacan- :should see a drop in its rental rates. 
: The increase in vacant apartments reflects an upsurge in managed to buck the trend in rising vacan- cy rate in over six years at 10.2 per cent, up 
ivaeancy rates around the north. " " ; ":' . . . . .  . . . . .  cy ia[es. The city's rate~'dropped~ 8.3"per from 7.4 per cent~ 
And in William's Lake, vacancy rateg : ' To t  the most part, a continuation'of faVourablem'ort' "~nt;~'down from 11.4 pciceut in October 
• gage rates in 1997 has lured renters into the home owner- last year.. The affordable rents in Kitimat jumped from 2.8 per cent to 7.9 per cent 
! ship market," said Baltzer. have attracted increasing numbers of this year. 
9r~cgr~9c 
l'he Salvation Army hands out hampers containing all 
the f'vdngs for a Christmas dinner and toys. 
Donations of non.perishable goodies for hampers are 
always appreciated. If the food isn't used at Christmas, 
it will be handed out at the January food bank. 
If  you'd like to contribute a gift to those Salvation 
Army hampers, you can drop one off at the Skeena 
Broadcasters office, the corner of Lazeile and Emerson. 
The Salvation Arn~y is looking for gifts for chil- 
dren ranging from newborn to about 16 years old. 
Toys and gifts should be new and unwrapped. 
Particularly ill demand are gifts for teenagers. Some 
ideas for teens are games, thick sweatshirta, bath gift 
sets for girls, fleece outerwear like gloves and vests. 
The Terrace Anti-Poverty Group is delivering toys 
for children again this year. 
AJ,ti-Poverty has teamed up with KMart and the Ter- 
race Co-op. Both stores put up trees decorated with 
tags that list a child's age, first name and gender. 
Terrace Anti-Povezty will accept applications from 
needy families for gifts for children until Dec. 15. 
For people who'd like to buy gifts, Dec. 19 is the cut- 
off date to get those gifts back to the trees. Or they can 
be dropped off at the group's new offices, at #6, 4717 
Lakelse, next to Video Update, in the Gobind Mall. 
The staff at Terrace Anti-Poverty is also ~'ying to 
make this Christmas a bit of a cheerier one for parents 
by including small gifts for adults. 
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Other local organizations are looking for donations. 
The Terrace Child Development Centre's Tree of 
Lights is now lighting up the Skeena Mall. 
This is the centre's l lth Tree of Lights. The money 
goes to help the centre deliver programs for special 
needs children. The centre offers therapy, education 
and support. It also sponsors prenatal programs to ex- 
poctant mothers. 
Costa are from $2-$50 for individuals and $10-$100 
for businesses. 
The volunteer bureau is also asking the community 
for donations. It provides help for seniors and people 
with disabilities. The bureau also offers tutors for those 
wanting to improve their reading skills. Donations are 
tax deductible. For information call Pat at 638-1330. 
9c 9r * "k "k 
Local charities also appreciate donations of time. 
Terrace Anti-Poverty is looking for volunteers to help 
wrap donations of Christmas gifts and to deliver them. 
The Salvation Army is looking for people to help out 
with its Red Kettle appeal. All that's required is the 
ability to ring a bell and to thank people. 
To volunteer call the volunteer bureau, or Christine at 
the Salvation Army thrift store. 
The volunteer bureau is looking for people to help 
older people and disabled persons with minor winteriz- 
ing projects uch as sealing windows against winter 
drafts. Volunteer snow shovelers are also needed tb 
clear snow ."or seniors. 
You  As  m'que 
As The  ,rs n It! 
The most unique thing about every Arctic Cat" Snowmobile is its rider, 
That's why Arctic Cat offers a wide variety of custom parts and accessories, 
Deep Lug Tracks 
Available in 2 sizes 
2" x 136" 
, . .-  , .  ,. 
, ,  ~;:,,*-'.. • 
Running Boards Grip! 
absorb shock and pr 
awesome footing, Several 
to choose from, 
Check out all . . 
accessories m 
| Eledfr Ummescent Sharp bght ann catalogue! 
• I Light up your Cat with a custom look 
l that's attractive night or day, Out 
windshield light works on either an AC ARCYI~ ¢ l l r  
ower lu or 12V D/C battery, Easy to " - ' " " - ,  ,"Z'. - -  p P g What Snowmobilings AllAbout:" 
install kit includes all parts, 
GREAT RATE. STRAIGHT RATE. Righl now, our new Civic Sedans couldn't 
Ai l "~, / '  "k iool< I)ctler. Not only can Ihey boast low 
I IV /  4.8% Iirl~mcing, but also, Carguklc's Best ~ ~0 13u' Aw'u'd in the Corn )act Sednn Category; 
0 So see the CMc Sedan LX and EX at your 
F NANCING Up TO 60 MONTHS Honda Dealer today. And rind out why great 
- "C,I - ' • ' looks and a grcat reputation area per[cot fit. 
r -  ............................................. 
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A challenge 
DEPARTING CITY COUNCILLOR Tim Down 
has opened up an intei-esting topic for remaining 
councillors and the rest of us to consider. 
In musing on council's decision to reject casino 
gambling, Mr. Down said it came from a group 
of elected officials that isn't particularly repre- 
sentative of the population of the city. Council, 
said Mr. Down, is made up of predominantly 
white, middle-aged men. 
He's right. With tLe exception of Councillor 
Linda Hawes, council is comfortably white, male 
and middle aged. Mr. Down might have added 
middle to upper middle class, conservative and 
business-oriented to his description. 
With the exception of Mrs. Hawes and in recent 
history Mo Takhar-and Ruth Hallock, the 
municipal government hasn't reflected the many 
and varied other groups living within the city's 
boundaries. 
To be sure, Mayor Jack Talstra has reached out 
in the past to the neighbouring Kitselas and Kit- 
sumkalum villages on specific issues. And 
women and natives have taken roles on local 
health and school district bodies. But Mr. 
Down's central thesis is correct. 
It would be too easy to dismiss Mr. Down by 
saying that if other people want to run, they can. 
It would also be too easy to say that women and 
other groups would bring special interests to the 
municipal governmen't. But the current composi- 
tion of council in itself is a special interest group. 
Municipal governments in the 1990s are called 
upon to involve themselves in issues way beyond 
the traditional pothole and subdivision applica- 
tion variety. Consider the recent issues of low- 
cost housing, encrohching development upon 
green space, gambling, the forest industry melt- 
down. All affect each and every citizen of this 
city. 
So Mr. Down has presented both a reality and a 
challenge to women, natives and other 
minorities. Mayor Talstra's stock in trade is con- 
sensus building. Now's the time to expand that 
consensus into greater council representation. 
Mr. Down has also given residents the perfect 
opportunity. He's resigning and that means a by- 
election early in the new year. 
We got stung. 
PEPPER, SAID Prime Minister Jean Chretien, is 
something he puts on his plate. But pepper, the 
spray variety, was used by police last week 
against students protesting the appearance in 
Vancouver of some of the world leaders attend- 
ing the APEC conference. 
One specific target was Indonesian President 
Suharto who in the 1970s invaded East Timer, 
resulting in hundreds of thousands of deaths. Mr. 
Suharto has also amassed a personal fortune of 
$17 billion. You know he didn't do that by clip- 
ping grocery store coupons or by investing in an 
RRSP. 
The pepper spray stung twice. Once against the 
students and once against Canada. Just what are 
we doing hanging out with a guy like that? 
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Parents mu ;t stop violence 
VICTORIA - -  The murder 
last weekend of 14-year-old 
Reena Virk at the hands of 
several other teenagers i send- 
ing shock waves throughout 
Canada. 
Details of how Reena died 
will have to wait until the case 
goes to court, but there are 
sUong indications that she was 
severely beaten, before being 
dumped into the Gorge, a 
waterway in Saanich, a couple 
of kilometres north of 
downtown Victoria. 
What makes this case so her- 
rific is the age of the accused. 
We have almost become in- 
ured to reports of  gang mem- 
bers in their 20s killing one an- 
other. In this case, the eight 
teenagers arrested, seven of 
them girls, range from 13 to 
16. They are children. 
Even the investigating of. 
ricers are taken aback by the 
severity of the murder and the 
age of the accused, They have 
never had to deal with a case 
such as this, Some of the of. 
ricers have teenage children, 
and they just can't believe 
what happened here. 
I can't either. Nor can any- 
one I have talked to. Though in 
our early 60s, my wife and I 
are raising a 10-year-el d child 
again. Pamela became our 
~i!i!iii:ii~ ::i 
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HUBERT BEYER 
daughter when her dad, our 
son Roderick, died nearly two 
years ago. And I can't help but 
wonder what's in store for this 
girl when she enters her 
teenage years. 
You can protect your chil- 
dren only so much. You can't 
keep them from the real world. 
Raising children has become a 
constant juggling act between 
watching over their safety and 
allowing them to become inde. 
pendent. 
Sooner or later, Canadians 
will have to have a debate on 
what to do about teenage 
violence. Although statistics 
show that the number of 
teenage violence incidents is 
not rising, their severity is. 
What used to be confined to 
pushing, shoving and the oc- 
casional fistfight, has become a
preoccupation with bloody 
violence, indeed, murder. 
How do we curb this devel- 
opment? Ever since Dr. Speck 
came onto the scene, we have 
come to believe that discipline 
isn't necessarily a good thing. 
We have been taught, right or 
wrong, that children will 
respond to reason. But do 
they? 
My parents, too, taught me 
that children must be raised 
with love, not punishment. But 
that didn't mean there was no 
discipline in our home. 
I would no sooner have con- 
tradicted my father's edicts 
than ta lked back to my 
teachers. Yes, it Was a different 
time, a time when children 
showed more respect for 
adults, a time when schools 
still applied the strap if respect 
wasn't shown. 
I wouldn't want the strap 
back. To me it's just another 
form of violence. But I am 
convinced that stricter dis- 
cipline can be applied without 
resorting to physical punish- 
ment. 
Unsupervised TV watching 
of violent shows, often for 
hours on end, surely must have 
I I  
an impact on children. With a 
little effort, I 'm certain kids ,, 
can be weaned of this trash. ,, 
There are so many specialty , 
ehamaels on "IV now that kids 
could watch good programs , 
around the clock. Among the ,, 
few channels we let our girl 
watch arc the Learning Chan- 
nel, Arts and Entertainment, 
Seattle's PES and B.C.'s own ,,, 
Knowledge Network. 
The Reens Virk case will un . . . .  
doubtedly bring renewed calls 
for stiffer penalties. The merits ;,, 
of the Young Offenders Act 
will again be questioned. " 
With all respect, that way 
lies more of the same disaster, o, 
More severe penalties will ap- 
pease the public's demand for 
something, anything, to be '~, 
,a 
done, but they will not reduce , 
youth violence. 
By the time the schools or ,~ 
the state get involved in the ed- ., 
ucation of children it's often ,,. 
too late. ~, 
The answer can be found 
only in the home. Parents are ~., 
the only ones who can stem the ,, 
tide of teenage violence. ., 
Beyer can be reached at: 
Tel: (250) 920.9300; Fax: ,~, 
(250) 385-6783; E-maih .,, 
huberl~coolcom.com :;, 
Recall annoying and dumb 
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CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
years, and by everyo~ne on the 
voters' list. 
Like championship chess, 
challengers' actions are 
clocked, not in minutes or sec- 
onds, but in months. Two 
months per game. The opening 
move cannot be made until ex- 
actly 18 months after an dec- 
tion. 
Recall borrows much from 
Formula One racing. Just as 
that racing begins with laps to 
determine each player's pole 
PERMISSION TO unseat a 
duly elected MLA between 
elections may have begun with 
good intentions. It 's turned 
into the newest parlor game. 
Most board games are well 
thought out, tested, refined, 
and the rules written down. 
This leads to an equal under- 
standing of the finer points of 
the game. 
In recall, everyone interprets 
the few rules in their own way. 
Whereas the law says an MLA 
may be recalled only for break- 
ing a law or something equally 
serious, the ouster side claims 
an MLA may be recalled for 
any reason. Not accepting Karl 
Simpson's invitation is reason 
enough. 
Recall doesn't come neatly 
packaged as a board game by 
Parker Brothers. Still, in 
Skeena, a Parker named Dave 
may be the investigator. 
Recall rules are peculiar: 
Only one pawn is used, the 
hapless MLA. The game can 
be played only once every four 
position in the actual race, in 
Skeena's recall, challengers 
conducted a straw poll to 
gauge support. I f  they didn't 
sign up 20 per cent by Nov. 27, 
they would have held off, 
reviving the effort later should 
the opportunity look more win- 
nable. 
A wen-oiled pit team can 
make or break a winning race. 
Recall challengers, too, require 
teamwork - petition carrying 
canvassers, those willing to 
donate cash, letter writers to 
counter every published word 
written by the recalcitrant 
MLA or his backers. And al- 
ways out of view, a candidate 
waiting to run in a by-election. 
Racing champion Jacques 
Villeneuve is coached by elec- 
tronic means while his coach 
watches him race. Recall 
players, too, are coached ec- 
tronically, by phone and E- 
mail, though their coaches are 
far beyond vision of the game. 
Snakes and Ladders or Shoot 
Yourself in the Fool Prince 
George recallers ran a newspa- 
per ad showing their mayor, 
without his permission, prov- 
ing their own ethics are worthy 
of recall. 
When a preschooler is losing 
in a game, he warps the rules 
to improve his chances of win- 
ning. Recallers are up to the 
same shenanigans. 
Normally, intelligence and 
skill sift out players. In recall, 
anyone at least 18 years old, on 
the voters' list at the time of 
the last election, is eligible to 
play. In fact, at least 40 per 
cent of them have to sign a 
petition expressing their will- 
ingness to play. 
And play is all this recall is. 
Annoying. Costly. Diverting 
attention from worthwhile pur- 
su i t s -  education and health 
funding, for starters. 
By-elections glean extra 
publicity, Winning the first 
recall by-election would pile 
the notoriety even higher. 
Publicity-seekers aren't the 
best MLAs. 
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Casino satisfies 'human need' 
They come to try to beat 
the man who always wins 
By ROD LINK 
THE SECURITY  CHIEF  adjusts a control  
lever. A camera  lens responds by zooming  
in on the cards held by a pair  o f  hands. A 
' IV  screen displays each card clearly. 
"F rom here we can see exact ly what  goes  
on , "  says the secur i ty chief. 
tte's speaking from a small room jammed 
with ' IV  screens, video cassette recorders and 
wall shelves containing scores of video tapes. 
It 's f rom this small room that the serious 
business of the Royal Diamond Casino at the 
Plaza o f  Nations in Vancouver goes on. 
Cameras cover the casino parking lot, the 
entrance, the room where money 's  counted, 
the room where money is exchanged for chips 
and the action at each table. 
There's not a lot of talk on the Royal Diamond 
floor where gamblers it 
hunched over their chips 
and cards, watching the 
croupiers do their thing, 
On an early Wednesday 
evening, some tables are 
empty while others are 
full of a crowd that's 
mostly young, Asian and 
male. 
"They're here to take 
our money," says Royal 
Diamond owner Gary 
Jackson. "They've got 
the itch and luck is on 
Gary Jackson their side and they think 
they're going to beat you." 
Gambling is a serious business here as the casino 
turns over hundreds of thousands of dollars a night 
in winnings, revenues to the provincial government, 
revenues to charities and profits for the casino. 
Gamblers dropped $40.4 million on Royal 
Diamond's tables last year and it paid out heady 
one-quarter of that in winnings while providing 
$10.4 million in revenues for the province, charities 
and for the casino. 
Some people win big but there are plenty of 
others who leave more than enough behind on the 
tables to make Jackson happy. Also more than 
happy is the provincial government which wants to 
expand the quantity and type of casino-style gatn- 
bling across the province. 
It explains why Jackson wants to open a casino in 
Terrace and area and why there's upport and oppo- 
sition to his plans. Rejected twice last week by Ter- 
race city council and by the Kitsumkalum band 
council, Jackson has one card left to play ~ the ac- 
CHIPS AND CARDS are the order of the day at the Royal Diamond 
Casion at the Plaza of Nations in Vancouver. Mark Ouelette and 
Sandra Harvey (left) are from a North Vancouver pre-school which is 
one of nearly 250 charities benefitting from the casino's take. They're 
ceptance by the Kitimat-Stikine regional district for 
a plan to run a casino just o f fo fHwy l6  in Thorn- 
hill. 
"Gambling is no different han food, booze, sex 
you name it. It's a human need," says Jackson. 
"The level of morality is changing about gambling 
and society is becoming more accepting." 
And bc~anse gambling is Jackson's business, he's 
clear alxmt what it'll bring to Terrace. There's the 
promise of up to 70 jobs and a payroll of $1.5 mil- 
lion. And there's the promise of local charities 
benefiting by a piece of the profits. 
But there's another promise outlined hy Jackson 
one that he can't fulfill. The province, says Jack- 
son, willl bring casino-style gambling to Terrace 
and area one way or the other. To reject Jackson's 
plan for a casino to benefit local charities only 
opens the: way for whatever plan the province has, a 
plan that won't help local charities and put casino 
gambling out of the jurisdiction of local govern- 
ments. "The lottery corporation isa crown corpora- 
with croupier danice Dixon, one of 200 full and part time casino em- 
ployees. Full time employees can make upward of $40,000 a year 
through a combination of earnings and customer tips. The casino will 
be moving soon as more room is needed for slot machines. 
tion and it can choose a piece of land and then do 
whatever itwants and everybody loses," says Jack- 
son. 
Terrace and area is a natural place for a casino in 
the northwest because its geographic location 
makes it the centre of a population base of nearly 
70,000 people. 
A recent decision of the provincial govenunent to
introduce slot machines adds to the economic 
potential of opening a casino here, Jackson con, 
tinues. "It gives us an economic engine for 
viability. Table games aren't enough on their own 
to justify an operation. The slots in Terrace will be 
subsidizing the table games." 
Jackson's plans call for 10 gaming tables and 100 
slot machines where a good crowd out for the eve- 
ning would number 250 people. He's not expecting 
to make a great profit in Terrace, saying combining 
a local casino's operations with the one he has in 
Vancouver will bring him internal efficiencies. Be- 
cause of the high level of taxation, Jackson 
Gambling keeps pre-school's do0rs open 
The pr,e-schooi s one  of nearly 250. on  the 
casino's charity qualifying list It'll take nine 
months before the pre-school's turn comes up again 
for a casino evening. 
Last year the charity received $18,000 for one 
night for the pre-school. That amount may be dif- 
ferent thbt year as new rules call for the amount 
charities receive to be pooled once a month and 
then shared equally by the number of charities 
providing volunteers that month. 
Harvey and the other volunteers are divided into 
two even groups so that there are always four 
people on duty from the time the casino opens at 
noon until.it.closes at .2. a.m.,-Their job, according to 
provincial regulations, is to monitor the flow of 
chips from a counting room to the tables. It's not a 
hard job for the benefit the pre-school brings in 
return. 
There isn't a casino in North Vancouver and Har- 
vey doesn't want one in her neighbourhood. "We 
were talking about it in the car on the way over," 
says Harvey. "A  place like here, outside of a neigh- 
bourhood is fine," she says of the Royal 
Diamond's location in the Plaza of Nations, an en- 
tertsinment complex by B.C, Place and GM Place 
which served as the heart of the Expo 86 site. 
A SINGLE NIGHT'S work by eight volunteers a t  
the Royal Diamond Casino provides the Norgate 
parent participation pre-school in North Vancouver 
with enough money to keep it going. 
" I f  we didn't have this opportunity from a casino, 
we'd be dosing the doors," says Sandra Harvey, 
the chairman of the pre-sehoel's fund raising com- 
mittee. 
"The church in which we're located has raised 
the rent and once we pay that, the salary for a 
teacher, hydro and the phone, there isn't much left 
for anything else such as getting the roof done or 
for new equipmenL This is a big help," she says. 
estimates at average casino in B.C. now returns 5 to 
10 per cent a year on investment. 
Opposition to casino-style gambling on the basis 
of morality doesn't make sense to Jackson. He 
notes that the Terrace Anti-Poverty Group, which is 
against his plans, already benefits from bingo. And 
the opposition of local Catholics goes against heir 
church's use of bingos and other means to raise 
money for various activities associated with the 
church. Jackson responds to a quote from local 
Catholic priest Father John Smith that gambling is 
stealing. " I f  it's stealing, why don't they give back 
what they've made?" Jackson says. 
He believes that opposition fIom municipal 
politicians is more in response to their dislike of the 
provincial government. "It 's a political issue, but 
people won't admit that ~ the politicians at the 
municipal evel who hate the provincial govern- 
ment," Jackson continues. 
The casino owner dismisses the image of casinos 
being run by unseen' organized crime figures by 
holding up a red binder containing four inches of 
disclosure documents. " I 'm more squeaky clean 
than a municipal politician," Jackson says. 
Jackson has been in the gambling business for 
nearly 11 years after a long career as a commercial 
fisherman. He got out of that business once he saw 
how the fishery was changing from a social right to 
the reality of a hard-nosed commercial enterprise. 
Just as the business of fishing has changed, so has 
the business of gambling and its acceptance in Brit- 
ish Columbia, says Jackson. He even has a sugges- 
tion as to how the provincial government's profits 
from a northwest charity casino can be used. 
"Maybe they can help keep that Repap pulp mill 
going." 
Obviously, people who voted for 
Democrat supporters. Which 
backers, right? Maybe not. 
Reform were not New 
So there's John Henry - the guy who couldn't be 
bothered to vote last time - relaxing at home after a hard 
day at work and half way through his favourite 'IV 
show. He gets called away to deal with someone on his 
doorstep wielding a recall petition. 
The easy way out is to sign and get back to the pro- 
gram. Will he take it? If he's apolitical enough not even 
to have voted last time, he might. 
And there are 5,625 John Does out there in terms of 
1996 non-voters. Grab just 10 per cent of them and the 
recallers are on a roll. 
But then again, he might just tell you to take a hike. 
Or not even be home when you call. And if he's not at 
home on that first call, will you have time, given the 60 
day time limit, to hit his home again before the sands 
run out? 
Okay, forget the ones that didn't vote, let's con- 
centrate on the politically conversant who did. 
The Kit imat Factor  
This community isa desert for recallers. 
In 1996 Giesbrecht outpolled Wozney and Burton 
combined in six of 20 polls and got as close as makes no 
difference in four more. 
The total anti-NDP vote was nearly 400 short of the 
40 per cent of registered voters, the magic figure to 
make recall work. 
So, in Kitimat, the recallers have to get the signatures 
of every single person who voted Liberal/Reform last 
time, plus another 400. 
In other words get 400 people to sign up who didn't 
even vote last time or persuade 400 Giesbrecht support- 
era to jump ship. 
That last is just not going to happen. Kitimat is in too 
much of a feel good mode, 
The Alean expansion may not be guaranteed, but 
most of the NDP party faithful are convinced it's going 
to happen. 
The community has seen a spate of residential build- 
ing which, based on the experience of the past decade, 
counts as a boom. 
The rental vacancy rate has just tumbled to the extent 
Kltimat is no longer the northern dweller cellar. 
Sears has just launched a new 6,000 sq, ft, store and 
businesses that opened in the last 18 months are still 
makes them natural recall 
alive, no mean feat when compared to the bad old days. 
So who's going to defect when the good times roll? 
No one. 
The Terrace Factor  
In Terrace the recallers task seems comparatively 
easy: sign up everyone who voted the anti-NDP can- 
didate plus a mere dozen extra. 
Until you throw Kitimat into the equation. If they're 
going to be 400 short of the target here, they have to 
make it up elsewhere. 
Which again means you would have to see major 
defections by 1996 Giesbrecht supporters from Terrace. 
Come to think of it, catastrophic would be a better 
word. In 1996 Giesbrecht polled 1,753 votes in Terrace. 
To pull back the Kitimat shortfall, that would mean 
close to one quarter of his supporters from the last elec- 
tion would have to jump ship. 
Dream on. 
Thornhi l l  
Pure recall country. 
Giesbrecht got hammered here in the last election, 
losing all seven polls being outgunned 2-1 in four of 
them and close to that in two more. 
Even so, the total anti-NDP vote was only 11 ballots 
more than the 40 per cent of registered voters recall 
target. 
So here again, it is not enough just to rally tile 1996 
troops, Thomhill has to do something to offset the 
Kitimat shortfall. 
The Reform Factor  
Obviously, people who voted for Reform were not 
New Democrat supporters. 
Which makes them natural recall backers, right7 
Maybe not. 
At least a good chunk of those 1996 Reformers had to 
vote was a protest against "politics as usual." 
So here's 1996 Reformer Joe Blow being asked to 
sign the recall petition. 
Since he can't stand the NDP, he should be an easy 
sign up. But, if he's read the writing on the wall, he 
knows that a successful recall will not offer another 
chance to vault a Reformer into the legislature. 
His party has vanished provincially and it's already 
clear the Libs would be given a clear run against 
Giesbrecht (or any replacement) in a resulting by- 
election. 
So forcing a successful recall doesn't ranslate to 
another chance to vote for his party of choice, but to 
vote for the Liberals. 
The Liberals he wouldn't vote for last time. 
The Liberals that he hates federally. 
A chance to vote for "politics as usual." 
In 1996 in Rosswood 20 people voted for Reform 
against just 8 for the Liberals. In the Gossen/Copperside 
area it was 75-32 in favour of Reform. 
In Remo 29-19. Terrace rural was an even 93 split. 
Small potatoes, on the face of it. But given the recall- 
ers need every signature they can get and the target hey 
face, even small defections will destroy their chances. 
The Rural Factor 
Add up the anti-NDP vote in the three main popula- 
tion centres of Kitimat, Terrace and Thornhill and you 
find the figure falls short of the 40 per cent figure by 
382. 
But if you look at the riding as a whole, the anti-NDP 
vote was only 95 shy of that figure. 
Which underlines the importance of those rural areas. 
Given their problems elsewhere, the recallers cannot 
afford to ignore the rural areas if they are to have any 
chance to achieve their goal. 
The question is, do they have the bodies in those areas 
who can knock on all those far-apart doors to get the 
needed signatures? 
The Bottom Line 
Based on the evidence, the recall effort will not 
succeed unless there's a lot more going on out there than 
we know. 
However, if this analys~s proves to be completely out 
of whack and recall does succeed, this much is certain: 
have worked out their candidate had no chance of Helmut Giesbrecht should go back to teaching and the 
winning. NDP shouldn't even bother unning a candidate in the 
And yet these anti-NDPers till did not swing their by-election. 
votes to Rick Wozney and the Liberals, clearly their best Because, given the impossible odds of success, if 
chance of stopping Giesbrecht being re-elected, recall does succeed theresults of any ensuing by-clue- 
Why? Because a significant segment of the Reform tton are a foregone conclusion. 
The Doorstep Factor  
Recall is a strange animal. 
In an election it's all very clear- to make your mark, 
literally, you have to get off your butt, take yourself to a 
polling station, and put the X in the place of your 
choice. 
With recall, you don't even have to leave the comfort 
of your home...or shopping mall...or bar. All you have 
to do ts scribble your John Henry on a piece of paper 
someone shoves infront of you, 
By MALCOLM BAXTER 
HERE 'S  AN experiment you can all try at 
home - kids included - to give you an idea 
o f  what 's  go ing to happen to the recall cam- 
paign that's just been launched against 
• Skeena MLA Helmut Giesbrecht.  
First, stoke the wood stove up good (if you 
don't have a wood stove, pre-heat he oven to 
350 degrees). 
Next, go outside and make a snowball. Bring 
the snowball inside, toss it into the stove/oven, 
turn your back and wait three minutes. 
Open up the stove/oven and look for the 
snowball. 
It's vanished? 
Congratulations, you've just baked a recall 
cookie. 
Although the above is in fun, it is not intended to 
make fun of the recallers. It's simply putting the cam- 
paign into perspective. 
The opponents of recall say it's being misused, that it 
was only supposed to be invoked in the most heinous of 
circumstances. 
They're wrong in the sense nothing in the legislation 
says that. 
They're fight in the sense that it was designed so that 
it could only work in such circumstances. 
To successfully petition for recall you have to get the 
signatures of 40 per cent of the registered voters at the 
last election. Note well, not 40 per cent of those who 
actually voted, just those who were entitled to vote. 
In Skeena that ranslates to 7,557 votes. 
That's 100 people more than the combined 1996 vote 
for Liberal Rick Wozney and ReformerAndy Burton. 
So your challenge as a recaller is to get every single 
one of those 1996 Liberal/Reform voters to sign up plus 
another 100 - 100 people who couldn't even be 
bothered to vote. 
Can it be done? 
Recall has snowball's chance in Skeena  
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City ponders moving farmers IMake This A 
market to behind curling rink I P |O  
CITY COUNCIL is leaning 
strongly toward putting the 
planned skateboard park in 
the farmers' market location 
on Davis Ave. 
Councillors say they see 
no reason why the market 
cannot be moved to city- 
owned land between River- 
side Park and the curling 
dnk. 
"They'd have double the 
space they now have," 
noted councillor Rich 
McDaniel, noting market 
activity would no longer 
have to straddle Davis Ave. 
Councillor Tim Down 
agreed, noting there's elec- 
tricity and water available 
there, and Riverside Park 
also has public washrooms. 
Councillor Linda Hawes 
said the market has nearly 
outgrown the space it now 
has. 
"They're having to turn 
potential marketers away," 
she said. "That doesn't 
make sense." 
Hawes added that market 
organizers might be able to 
work out a deal with the 
curling rink to use some in- 
door space there during the 
summer. 
She said that could open 
the door to more gallery- 
type activity in conjunction 
With the market hat would 
presently be limited by 
weather. 
" I  think it's a real win- 
win for the farmers 
market," added David Hull. 
Council wants to discuss 
the matter further with farm- 
ers market organizers and 
the curling club. 
Initial indications are the 
idea won't be embraced by 
the markeL 
And the biggest objections 
could come from skateboar- 
ders themselves, who said in 
previom meetings they 
don't want to cause hostility 
'or bad feelings by displac- Most property owners ap- ' r~t  TM The Art of Entertalnme ing another user group. 
• Farmers market officials 
had suggested the city mlo- 
eate the Kalum SL tennis 
courts and put the skate park 
there. But city staff said it 
could cost up to $100,000 to 
move the tennis courts. 
Also being contemplated 
~y city staff is the purchase 
of privately owned land near 
Lower Little Park. 
erty to the east, giving the 
proached by city staff don't city more land to use there 
want to sell, said planner 
David Trawin. 
But he said two owners - -  
the Kermode Friendship 
Society and Thompson 
Residential - -  might be in- 
terested in selling or leasing 
the city the rear portions of 
their lots. If acquired, that 
land would expand the ex- 
isting farmers market prop- 
and perhaps allowing a 
skateboard park and market 
to co-exist. 
That poss~ility is also 
being pursued by city staff, 
and councillors aid it might 
be a good deal for the city if 
the two pieces of land could 
be acquired for around 
$50,000 as Trawin sug- 
gested. 
Christmas! 
PmONEE  ° 
The Art  of  Enterta inment TM 
DEH-245 
• 8 Times ,Over Sampling 
• CD Pau+se 
• Random Play 
I Kettle kick off 
DOROTHY ALWAY is one of many Downtown Uons volunteering time this 
Christmas to help the Salvation Army collect money in its kettles. Lieutenant 
Norm Hamelin of the Salvation Army says the money will go towards helping 
450 families expected to put in applications for Christmas hampers. 
~::i++~+ +: ' "  .+. +++~+ii:. 
~+~+~,:.++Pi++ %++:: 
~ L  oking For Something 
~ ~ e r e n t  For Yo~ __.1 
~ ~ . . : .  ~_a~ ~S ::: 
~ r i s t m a s  Staff Party T~day! 
~, MULUGAN'S HOMERUN k-,~_ 
~ m e  Hardware)  . . , ,~,~, . . .  ~<~ ~ ~ ,~'." .
!i!!!!ii!!!!!!!i 
Glide Your Way Right Into 
The New Year In Comfort! 
Dutailier Gilder chairs provides comfort 
that has to be experienced to be 
appreciated. 
Sale priced now from only .......... $279 
We think everyone would appreciate a 
Dutailier Glider this year make it a home 
fortheho#days. 
•11:::7:::::•: 
Totem's  Count rywide  
Furn i tu re  ~k App l iance  
Ter race  !v~ 
1-800-813-1158 638-1158 
P 
1997 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4 1 4+ 
/~  ~ - ' + ~  , Power Windows 
..+~++~:/ . Power Door Locks 
~,~+'~ r,:. ~ . Power Mirrors 
:~.~-.. ¢~ ::: .::  ..... ...+.~.~___= ___. ,Air Conditioning 
+ ~ . Tilt Steering 
, Cruise Control 
. Remaining Manufacturers Warranty 
$27,500.°° 
• 200 Airmiles w/every ,~L~b,.',~ 
~~:  ....... .~ ..................... purchase ~ 
Dealer #7262 
++:.v: ,...,,x.,s,~+.,,.~+....,,,:..+,,,~...,,,,,'...,~ ,....,,,,'.'.~,,,,',+',,~',,',,',',',~:+~',~',,~,'.'+'~'+'~s~*~, 
+= . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + ...................... ++++2 
, , , ,++,+.++, . :~:  ................................................ = : , , ~  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The Art of Entertainment TM 
KEH 1500 
• I1/lusic Search 
• Clock 
• Radio Intercept 
• 35 Wattsx4 
": i ii%;+~i:';:;{" +~i:::??i:i :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i,:; ii ii+;iiiiii i iil +:;:+:+:;::  iiii, iiiii i;:i~i '+: 
• I~~l::+'+~:':++'++~'+ . . . . . . . .  ~+' '+~'~ :;is
i +:>: . . . .  .::+~:: 5+~+.:.:. :+ : + li ~~!+i l l  :+ 
' The Art  of Entertainment +" 
CDX.FM627S 
• 6 ffsc Capacity • Disc Title Memory 
• Music Repeat • Random Play 
• Wireless Remote Control + 
"- ~ 7 . ~  
++~ + +:+ ~+ ~++~ P+~.~ P+++++' . ,. ~++,,++.-., +.. ++ ,:+ +1,..# • ~ ~+~_, .~   .++  
The Art  of Entertainment TM 
VSX-456 
• FullFunction Remote 
• 3 Video Outputs 
• 100 Wars per channel ++ 
• Do/by Pro-Logic "5-D" Theatre 
.. +,,+:.:.+,,.<:.,.. 
P+C)NE-F_n  ° 
The Art of Entertainment ++ 
PDF-506 
• 25 Disc File Type CD Player , Custom Filing 
• Best Selection Memory , Previous Disc Scan 
: - 'q  
P|ONE  ° 
The Art of Entertainment TM 
50"Large Screen TII BD-PBOA3 
• NewLenticular 
• High Resolution CRT Beat Spot 
• Remote Control 
! 
, ,0+.ou,0 135'"  ~JTSTAHDIHG 
S .vice IAltNIVIRS£1Y 11-2.19~7 
, lat l+r  card  
KEITH AVE. MALL CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE K IT IMAT TERRACE 
635-5333 632-5000 635"4948 
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i Axing airport fire dept. 
i called a risky gamble 
,. AS OF this week the Terrace-Kithnat irport, the second 
;~ most challenging airport for pilots in the province, will of- 
', ficially no longer have its own fire department. 
: It's a move to save Transport Canada money, and one 
~° they/say will not compromise safety. But some groups 
argue that the federal government is gambling with 
" people's lives. 
2 According to new regulations coming into effect this 
: week, regional airports that servicing less than one quarter 
" of one per cent of total Canadian air passenger t affic an' 
= nually are not required to have fire fighters on duty. 
That percentage works out to about 150,000 passengers 
".' per year. The Terrace airport services between 90,1300 and 
: 100,000 passengers on average - -  too few to require a fire 
" department, according to the new regulations. 
Now, emergencies at the airport will have to be handled 
by the Terrace fire department, something that makes 
,'~ Chief Randy Smith a little uneasy. 
: " I t  takes a long time for us to respond out there ~ about 
15 minutes," he says. " I f  a situation should occur without 
:,~ advanced notice, it will take us some time to reach the 
"' site." 
The union of airport firefighters, the Public Service AI- 
~ liance of Canadae says that response time is too long to be 
~_ of any use in a crash or fire situation. 
2 "You've got three minutes (to respond)," says 
" spokespe~son Marion Mahar. "And it's a very specialized 
,: type offirefighting. You can see our concern." 
Mahar says she's distressed to see the government 
moving to risk-management, instead of taking a preventa- 
tive approach. 
"There haven't been many accidents, but it only takes 
one," she says. 
" ~ Skeena MP Mike Scott says he's heard arguments both 
': for and against keeping the firefighters at smaller airports 
i~ "Some say that in a crash, a three-minute r sponse is es- 
~ senfial," he says. "Others say that CFR (Crash Fire 
Now, emergencies at the airport will 
have to be handled by the Terrace fire de- 
partment, something that makes city fire 
chief Randy Smith a little uneasy. 
Response) is never esponsible for saving lives. Those who 
have been saved are saved, and those who are dead are 
dead." But Scott says that the government seems to be ac- 
ting prematurely. 
" I t  would have made more sense to turn it over to the 
• municipality and let them decide instead of the ivory 
towers in Ottawa," he says. " I t  also would have given the 
local people a better chance of being heard." 
Chief Smith says it is also still unclear as to what will 
happen to the airport fire department's specialized equip- 
ment, induding the two huge foam-pumper trucks. 
" I f  they chose not to maintain the equipment and sold it 
off to other airports, they would still be within the regula- 
tionse" he says. 
That's why Smith has asked city council to support he 
Terrace fire department in maintaining the airport's equip- 
ment and training local fire fighters to use it. 
"Their (airport fire fighters') aim is to give passengers 
a means of egress," Smith says. "'They carry 1,500 gal- 
lons of fire suppression foam. If we go up there without 
thai equ~ment we carry 10 gallons of foam. This product 
is very important in dealing with any flaomnable iquids." 
Smith also says that keeping the equipment in Terrace is 
important in case of fire at one of the bulk fuel plants or in 
the rail yard. 
" I  hope that there is a middle ground between the cur- 
rent system and nothing," he says. 
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R.E.M. Lee Theatre, Terrace 
Friday, December 5, 1997 
8:00 pm 
Saturday, December 6, 1997 
1:00 pm & 8:00 pm 
17ckets Available from 
Sight & Sound, Skeena Mall 
Caledonia St. Secondary School Office 
Caledonia Fine Arts Students 
Friday & Saturday Evenings. AlI Scats $13..00 o,~q~os~o,~n,~,s,e,~ 
Saturday Matinee- AlI Seats $7,00 ~osa~o~r~ns~ 
(-OAK WHO'S  
..... | TAKING THE ..I 
e,P~ 
ml 
T~ 
2 
Brian Lindenbach, Terrace Standard 
Darrl Law, Mix 590 t~ 
Bruce Martindale, Web North 
Ed Benney, Co-op 
Dale Lufkin, Overwaitea 
Chris Kofoed, Skeena Cable 
Renita Nays, Skeena Broadcasters 
Fiona McNair, Kinnettes 
Jim Stewart, Royal Bank 
Stu Muir, Safeway 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
P 
7th Annual 
Kermodei Bear Swim 
January 1st, 1998 
Please pledge .or.sponsor these brave penguinslf you 
want to IOta in the fun get a pledge sheet at: 
Valhalla Pure Outfitters, Terrace Co-op or 
Terrace Standard• 
" ' ~ u ~ ) 2 , r " _ / r :  . _ _ _ 
1~ A,~nual K ~  BN¢ 
if you hove any questions, conlacl Palrick Mclnlyre 
at 638-1777 or WebHorlh@osg.net ~, 
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Did yon know that B.C.'s Children's Hospital's Safe Start ,,.~%~ I~1 q~p 
program is aimed at reducing preventable injuries, ,,,, 
the leading cause or hospitalization of children? C'~ild~'-r'en's Hospital 
Make Your Christmas Shopping Easy, 
The Skeena Valley Soft Club Pro 
~'11  pc  P rec i s ion  II w i th  bag  & put ter  ................ $5  
~Big Ber t l la  Woods  .... S tee l  $199. . .Graph i te  $.:" 
~¢rGolf bags ..................................... 10% - 20% 
~)~Shoes  .......................................................... 20% 
• ~Clo th ing  up  to  ........................................... 35% 
Pro Shop flours 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday 
I1 am - 5pro 
Starting November 27 Until December 21 
In many cases, power interruptions due to trees falling on or 
touching power lines can be avoided through preventive pruning 
or removal of hazard trees. These actions will also eliminate 
electrical hazards which threaten life and property. 
You can do your part by monitoring the trees on your 
property. Watch for overhanging, structurally weak or damaged 
limbs that may come into contact with street corridor power 
lines. If a tree threatens the electric service wire to your house, 
arrange for a certified tree service to assess the problem. I fa  tree 
poses an immediate threat to power lines along street corridors, 
give us a call. 
So don't wait until it comes down to the wire. For more 
information on vegetation management and electrical safety, 
call the local BC Hydro number listed in the White Pages of 
,ou  hone oo BO l ]ydro  " 
We're here to help. W 
:. :!!. 
the 
:" "Having my GM car 
inspected by anyone 
, other than GM 
Goodwrench Service 
would be like going to 
dentist for a physical" 
Nobody knows your GM car better than we do. 
: After all, we designed and built it in the first place. 
As a result, our technicians are factory-tralned, 
, . . . .  
ii~i~i !: ;  i.i:::,::i:ii: our diagnostic equipment end tools are designed 
to service GM vehicles, and we only use genuine 
.."~:i ~: ~':~:~ :¢~:~::i:~:::;:,~ GM paris. So we gel the job done right, the first 
time, at exactly the price thai you're quoted. 
~ii~iii!ii{iii! That's a year-end Inspection service you won't 
::~::~:{:;.~,~:i: find anywhere else. That's Goodwrench Service. 
S1399s kYP, c '  s299s 
- - N.I.)~I:nI~I&I./I,',IIHIII%'IK.] i l l~S'llo] Id  l:li~l:IFQiK.)~l:l~'lld | : In  
Lube, Oil & Filter -quality GM oil filter and up to 5 litres of GM Goodwrench 
Premium motor oil*, chassis lube. • Coaling System Service - pressure tesl 
system and check for leaks, mechanicalq flush system and replace coolant, check 
radiator, hoses, cap and healer operalion. • Tire Rotation • 50 Point Safety 
Inspection - including check of fluid levels, u-joints, rear axle, rear suspension, 
front suspension and steering, exhaust system, front & rear brakes, oil leaks, lights, 
horn, and more (see Dealer for complete list).' $139.95. Shop and environ. 
mental charges included. Taxes extra. Dealer may sell for less. Limited time offer, 
• Excludes synthetic oil, and d,ese| engines. 
15 point inspecti6n includes: • aualit'/GM oil filler, lube chassis and up to 5 litres 
of GM Goodwrench Premium molar oil ' top-up windshield washer fluid 
• check Ihe following fluids: brake, power steering, differential, transfer case, 
transmission ° inspeclion of: tires, air filler, coolant, hoses, windshield wipers, drive 
belt, battery, lighls and indicators' shop and environmental charges are included 
. synthelic oils and diesel engines excluded ' taxes extra ' dealer may sell for less 
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TERRACE STANDARI  
BUSINESS REVIEW 
Injuries Stop Here. 
Adjust Your 
Head Rest and 
Buckle Up, 
Feds pouring in cash 
to promote tourism 
Terrace Tourism Council coordinator in place 
TOURISM related businesses are getting a 
big boost with the creation of a new job 
Tourism Council coordinator. 
As the title suggests, Maria McGowan 
will work with local businesses to promote 
tourism in Terrace. For example, she could 
help a hotel, car rental company and 
Shames Mountain put together skiing pack- 
ages. 
Or, if someone is interested in creating an 
adventure tourism business ~ like horse- 
back riding trips 
MeGowan 
could provide 
them with in- 
formation. 
McGowan is 
employed by the 
Terrace Tonrism 
Council, a body 
that's been 
around a little 
over a year. 
Money for the 
position comes 
from three 
sources - -  Maria McGowan 
$50,000 from 
Human Resources Development Canada, 
$45,000 this year from the city of Terrace, 
and a donation of office space and supplies 
from the Chamber of Commerce. 
Although tourism is a provincial jurisdic- 
tion Human Resources jumped on board 
because increased tourism would lead to 
more jobs, said service delivery adviser 
Frank ConUino. 
"The economic impact is well worth the 
investment," he said. 
As to whether that grant will be available 
for further years, Contrino couldn't say. 
"Budgets and political and economic 
priorities change." 
McGowan takes over work started by Sal- 
ly Poppleton. She did the groundwork for 
McGowaa's position. 
For the next few months McGowan will 
be meeting with local restaurant, hotel, and 
adventure industry owners, as well as fish- 
ing guides and anyone else involved in the 
tourism indus W.  
She wants to hear their ideas on how to 
market Terrace and the northwest overseas 
and in the United States. 
McGowan will also be meeting with her 
counterparts in Kitimat and Prince Rupert. 
They'll be discussing ways to market the 
northwest as a package. 
I f  other businesses want to get involved 
they can also join the Tourism Council. 
"Having a representative from each of 
the industries would be great," said 
McGowan. "The better the mix the more 
voice from the conununity." 
Over the next few years the city hopes to 
reduce the amount of money it spends on 
tourism promotion. 
Next year the city's g~ant of $45,000 will 
be reduced to $35,000, says economic de- 
velopment officer Ken Veldman. And that 
amount will likely shrink further in 1999. 
Veldman also sits on the Tourism Coun- 
cil. 
He descried the city's role in establish- 
ing McGowan's position as that of provid- 
ing seed money. 
He wants local businesses to play a much 
greater role in building Terrace's under- 
developed tourism industry. 
And that means businesses need to buy-in 
to this plan. 
What that means is businesses who take 
part in promotion projects could eventually 
end up paying a 5-10 per cent mark-up, 
which would be a type of sales commis- 
sion. 
But Veldman says nothing has been de- 
cided yet, and plans on how businesses 
should pay could change over the next three 
years. 
The business community rejected earlier 
efforts to impose a hotel/motel room tax of 
two per cent to help pay for tourism promo- 
tion. 
Plan to tighten zoning rules 
loosens up after objections 
THE CITY's plan to tighten up the rules on called "associated office" would allow a 
what it allows in light indus~'ial zones has business to have an office if it has other op- 
changed somewhat. 
The initial change would have banned 
new retail shops, offices, restWarants and a 
number of other uses from setting up shop 
on light indusa'ial zoned land. 
The city's goal was to channel those uses 
back into commercial zoned land - -where  
it was felt they belonged ~ in an effort to 
keep the downtown core v~rant and con- 
serve the city's scarce light industrial land. 
But a number of light industrial property 
owners voiced objections, saying they'd 
bought land on the basis commercial enter- 
prises could be located there. 
That's led city planner David Trawin to 
make a series of revisions to the proposed 
bylaw to address those concerns. 
Changes include: 
[] Adding new uses allowing engineering 
and surveying consulting finns and utilities 
in light industrial land. Another new use 
erations that are permitted in the light in- 
dustrial zone. 
[] An entire building would have to be 
unoccupied for six months - -  not just one 
suite ~ before it loses its "grandfathered" 
status. That status protects existing 
businesses that don't fit the new rules. 
Once a building is vacant six months, it 
can't be reoccupied with a non-conforming 
use. 
Property owners who bought their land 
for commercial uses that aren't allowed in 
the new bylaw now face a requirement to 
rezone their land fast at a cost of at least 
$600. 
Trawin said owners of property zoned 
light industrial but designated service com- 
mercial under the Official Community Plan 
(OCP) will be given the option of rezoning 
the property commercial to match the OCP 
at the city's expense. 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
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Associalion 
23 24 25 2R~o~ 
Kermode "'& ~ ~ers d 
Friendship CLOSED CLOSED Terrace 
Nis~a'aT~ C~gt 
Soceity Te~c~ Loc~ 
28 29To,ace 
ThornhiR Minor 
Jr. Secondan/! Hockey 
School i Association 
30 31 
Benevolent CLOSED 
Protective Order 
of Elks #425 
97 K'san Ho~ 
~e~ 
Ka~tteCUaof Te~ace 
Sat. A f te rnoon Games  Doors  11:30 a .m.  Games  12:45 
Even ing  Games  Doors  4 :30 p,m. Games  6 :15 
Thurs . ,  Fri., Sat.  Late Night Games  Doors  9 :30 p.m. Games  10:00 p.m. 
B ingo  Every  Saturday  A f te rnoon Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace • 635,2411 
Great 
mtm_a Caper 
Draws will be held each Friday until Friday, December 19. Entries are 
available from any cashier in any department at the Terrace CO-OP. 
Enter Often! 
ss II ss II ss 1 
; P r i zes  To Be Awarded 
L 
Nov. 28 
5 winners of a 
$100 Gift 
Certificate Each 
Dec 5 
5 winners of a $100 
Gift Certificat~ 
each. 2 winners of a 
$250- gift 
certificate 
Dec 12 
5 winners of a $100 
Gift Certificate 
each. 2 winners of a 
$250-gift 
certificate each 
Dec 19 
5 winners of a $100 
Gift Certificate 
each. 1 winner of 
$1000- CASH/ 
Brought to you by 
Terrace CO-OP & Terrace CO-OP Builders 
And These Co-Sponsors 
MBBM I~amm 
Ed~omon D C DOOR CORPORATION 
It pays  to  shop  CO-OP!  
' 4617 Gre igAve  
& 2912 Molitor Ave._, 
: ( -  
635-6347 
iii~ ~. 'i i 
~'~ ! 
,. ~:~.: ~:,~. ~ ~:  
. . . . . . . . . . .  , ,  
<s, 
,./i~!/: 
, ~ 1997 ~0West'Sled of th Year" 
i ,~!~  Newly Rfined liquid-c001ed 700¢c U.S. built twin 
. Cas~r~l ind~U0n with dual easy pull 3~m I~i~ 
0 slide carbs 
. XTRA-IO front suspension with Controlled Roll 
Centre (CRC) steering package, 38" ~nce, and 825, 
front and 10,9" rear travel, torsion bar. 
,138" ITack witJfl.75" deep lugs 
. New mid.height flared windshield, large 5' 
in - - r i ch  
| 
>- Snowblades& 
Accessories_ for ~ 
your ATV v--~ 
';~" New high-out pul, U.S. Built 600 cc liquid-cooled twin 
with approximately 20% more horsepower ~n our '97 
model, 
• XTRA-IO front suspension with conbolled 
Roll Centre (CRC) steering package, 38" ~ ..... 
stance, and 8.25" ~vel, tors~ bar. 
. Case-reed Induction with dual easy pull 
39ram Keihin O sli~. carbs 
. New 136, Itack with 125" deep lugs 
. Rolled ¢baincase for lower center of gravity 
• Composite kis 
=OLRRISS. 
RIDE THE BEST 
AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
4641 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. • 635-6334 
PILEPSY • EPILEPSY • EPILEP- ~ 
News In Brief 
He did, too 
FORMER NDP MP Jim Fulton did give money to 
party candidate Isaac Sobol's federal election 
campaign after all. 
Fulton announced uring the election he donated 
$500 but his name didn't appear in the list of revenues 
and expenditure submitted by the Sobol campaign. 
That's because all such donations are forwarded in 
the name of the New Democratic Party which then 
sends back a percentage, says Prince Rupert accountant 
Sue Kopeiman, who was Sebol's official agent. 
Fulton will receive a tax receipt for his donation and 
it will come from the New Democratic Party. 
New way to help out 
THE TERRACE CO-OPERATIVE Association has in- 
troduced its own $2 coupon in aid of the Terrace Chur- 
ches Food Bank. 
It did so after trying but failing to be included in a 
province-wide pilot project of coupons. 
That pilot project, by the provincial agricultural min- 
istry, is based on the coupon revenue being used by 
food banks to buy B.C. food products. As such, the 
pilot coupon project is meant to aid food banks and 
help develop the provincial agricultural industry. 
The pilot and Co-op coupons can be bought at the 
registers as part of a regular grocery buy. 
Co-op manager Ed Berney said it would have liked to 
have been included in the project. 
"But since that wasn't possible, we went out and did 
our own. And the food bank can use the coupons for 
whatever it needs to. It's not restricted to B.C. produc- 
ts," he said. 
The Co-op may ask te become part of a larger 
coupon program should the govenrment's pilot one be 
successfully evaluated early next year and then expand. 
Suit home unknown 
SKEENA MP Mike Scott's l~el suit against former 
NDP MP Jim Fulton for conunents made on a TV pro- 
gram during an exchange about land claims is still 
working its way through the court. 
Filed more than a year ago, Scott's suit called 
Fulton's remarks false and defamatory, Since then, 
lawyers have been gathering submissions from all con- 
eerned which will then form the information for a court 
case. 
It's that court case time which Scott says might be 
heard in Terrace sometime next year. 
He says Terrace would be a logical place because the 
issues surrounding land claims are very important o 
nothwestern esidents. 
But Fulton said the matter of  cost would have to be 
taken into account. 
"With the exception of  Mr. Scott, myself, my lawyer 
and his lawyer don't live in the north. Having to come 
up for such a case would be expensive," said Fulton. 
In the end, it's up to the courts to decide the location. 
Pension cheques here 
PENSIONERS will still be able to get their cheques, 
despite the postal strike. 
People receiving pensions from the following pen- 
sion plans can pick up their cheques at the government 
agent's office on the corner of Eby and Lazelle: public 
service, municipal, teachers, college, BC Rail, 13(3 
Hydro, BC Power and Workers' Compensation Board. 
For more information call toll free 1-888-220-9911. 
HELPING YOU KEEP 
YOUR ACCOUNT IN 
GOOD STANDING.  
During the current postal disruption, there are several ways to keep 
your BC Hydra ccount up to date: 
I, Pre.authodzed payments hrough your bank account will 
continue tobe v ,`ithdrawn automatically, If ou would like to take 
advantage of this convenient method of bill payment, contact 
your local customer service office at the number on your bill. 
2. You may also pay by several methods at your local bank. 
Many financial institutions ov,. offer telephone orPersonal 
Computer banking options, which make bill payment very 
com'enient. Please note however, that you will need to give 
your Hydro account number to the teller when making a 
payment WithoUt the bill stub. 
3. You may also dropoff cheque or money order payments at 
your local BC Hydro office or contact the office for the 
authorized paystations i  }'our area including any Money Mart 
office. For the safetY of our staff and customers we regret we 
can no longer accept cash payments atour offices, 
There are also several ways to inquire on.the status of 
your account: 
I' Try our new AccoUnt 0n.line service on the Internet at 
www.bchydro;eom, r 
2, Contact your local customer service office for more 
information, 
Please remember that you are responsible for keeping your 
account ingood standing. 
Thank you fol~ your cooperation. 
BO ngdro m 
Timber case 
won't affect 
SCi holdings 
FORESTS MINISTRY officials say a court decision on 
aboriginal rights to timber doesn't prevent them from 
renewing five-year tree farm licences like the one held by 
Skeena Cellulose. 
The case revolves around Haida efforts to block the 
renewal of Tree Farm Licence #39, held by MacMillan 
Bloedel, on the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
A B.C. Court of Appeal decision handed down in No- 
vember held that the Haidas' aboriginal rights to the land 
can be an "encumbrance" on what had been MacMillan 
Bloedel's exclusive right to harvest trees there. 
The immediate fear in govermnent and industry was that 
an umesolved native land claim ~ which exist almost 
everywhere - -  could block the forests ministry from 
renewing tree farm licences. 
Tsimshian leaders uggested they would explore the pos- 
s~ility of court action on that basis to block the renewal of 
Skeena Cellulose's Tree Farm Licence #1 in 1998. 
But forests ministry director of aboriginal affairs Doug 
Caul says after reviewing the case the ministry has con- 
cluded it's business as usual. 
"It's not turning out to be as big an issue as was first 
thought by government and industry," Caul said. "There 
really is no effect on the ground." 
MacMillan Bloedel is still logging on the Charlottes and 
the government plans to make a decision as scheduled on 
the renewal of Tree Farm Licence #t next year. 
"It 's raised the flag to some extent," C.aul added. "It  
says what the courts have been saying all along: govern- 
ment needs to get on with settling treaties." 
Caul said there's nothing to stop the Tsimshian from 
going to court and trying to have the courts identify and 
enforce their aboriginal rights. 
So far only the Gitl~an in the Hazeltons have pursued 
the court route, while most others ~ including the Tsim- 
shian and ~e Nisga'a are attempting to negotiate 
treaties that would resolve timber ights and other issues. 
The Nisga'a treaty, nearing completion, would turn over 
control of about 2,000 square kilometres in the Nnss River 
valley to the Nisga'a, and would include transfer of  about 
140,000 square metres of timber from SCI's TFL #1. 
But that doesn't mean the flow of that wood to the saw- 
mill here would be turned off. 
"We're committed to maintain the fibre supply for 
Skeena Cellulose," said Nisga'a Tribal Council spokes- 
man Nelson Leeson. 
He said the court ruling underscores the need to settle 
treaties and that the Nisga'a approach of negotiation and 
cooperation is better than litigation. 
"We've negotiated honourably," Leeson said. "Those 
people like the Citizens' Voice (on Native Claims) are 
going to look at our deal and say that's the way to go 
:.lOW. ' ' 
I (;RI|Y|I-" L,;,,,,,',,,, 635.TIP  
A library 
of books, 
videos and 
pamphlets. 
O 
4 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 1.888-223-3366 
L EP LEPSY SOCIETY I :or,fforeh~mmahm 
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Terrace Art Association's 
20lh Annual Christmas Arts & Crofts Sale 
at the Terrace Art Gallery 
with over 45 exhibitors 
Friday, Dec. 5 from 7 pm to 9 pm 
Satarday Dec. 6 from 10 am to 4 pm 
~dmission fees goes towards future exhibitio~ 
at lhe Terrace Art Gallery 
DOOR, PRIZES 
Coat Check available 
In Terrace 
M,Ed. Counselling 
EDUC 692 - Collaborative Therapies 
M.Ed. Curriculum and Instruction 
EDUC 602 - Educational Research Data Analysis 
(see also Web courses, below) 
First Nations Language 
FNST 237 - Tsimshian Language, Level Two 
BA General 
FNST 301 - Art and Material Culture of BC First Nations 
ENVS 309 -Women and Environmental Studies 
PSYC 427 - Cross-Cultural Psychology 
Teleconferenced Courses 
COMM 342 - Services marketing (required for the BA in Resource-Based Tourism) 
ENGL 385 - Modern and Contemporary American Short Fiction 
HIST 301 - Canadian North 
HIST 320 - Western United States 
HIST 458 - History of Crime in Canada 
In Prince Rupert 
BA General, and for the Summer Field School course ANTH 301 
ANTH 202 - Archaeology in Northern British Columbia 
In Smithers 
BA General, BA in Resource-Based Tourism 
ENVS 205 - Environment and Society 
World Wide Web Courses (these courses may be subject to change} 
POLS 100 - Contemporary Political Issues 
ENGL 420/620 - First Nations Literature 
EDUC 645 - Discourse in Classrooms 
Most classes are scheduled for evenings and weekends, 
for the convenience of working people. Instructors are friendly and 
classes are small. UNBC wants to serve your educational needs and interests. 
For registration information, please contact one of UNBC's regional offices: 
• Terrace: 638-5448 
• Prince Rupert: 624-2862 
 USE YOUR S F-AIRS CARD AND 
ON ALL  MAJOR APPL IANCES,  SEWING MACHINES AND VACUUMS 
NO 3rd party credit application NO down payment required 
FINAL WEEK TO SAVE ON SEARS DEALER STORE FLYER 
Only  s998 for team 
Save $321 on Kenmore ® super-capacity 
plus laundry team. 
Washer. #47802. Sears reg. 779.99. $599 
Dryer. #8s802. Sears reg. 539.99. $399 
imlm  
Plus everyday good values 
,. r 
Save  =110 
Zenith 27" stereo TV and stand ensemble. 
TV has front surround sound. #1438o. 
Sears sep. reg. 809.98. 699,98 
........... :~ ......... ~. ....... i i ii..::i::::: 
Save  '200  
CRAFTSMAN ® 11-hp 29" gas snowblower 
with remote control chute is self-propelled. 
#52750. Sears reg. 1449.99. 1249.99 
Plus, use your  Sears  Card and 
don't  pay  'til April  1998"*  
on snowblowers  
Only  =498 
t 
! F r 
Save $101 on Kenmore 'Ultra Wash 
Plus' dishwasher with 3 wash levels for 
even wash coverage and 5 wash cycles. 
#16681. Sears reg. 599.99. 
GET DOUBLE SEARS CLUB POINTS' 
ON ALL  HOME ELECTRONICS AND MAJOR APPL IANCES WHEN YOU USE YOUR SEARS CARD 
*Don't pay until January 1999 on all major appliances, sewing machines and vacuums, on approved credit, with your Sears Card. 
Offer ends Saturday, December 6, 1997. 
**Don't pay until April 1998 on all snowblowers, on approved credit, with your Sears Card. Offer ends Saturday, December 13, 1997. 
For both offers: Minimum $200 purchase. $35 deferral fee and all applicable taxes and charges are payable at time of purchase. Ask for details. 
tUntil Saturday, December 13, 1997, Sears Club Members can use their Sears Card and get double Sears Club points. 
Excludes Ucensed Departments, Labour, Delivery and Custom Orders. All offers exclude Catalogue purchases. 
3228 Kalum St. 
Terrace B.C. 
veG 2K2. 
Men - Wed 9:30am - 5:30pm 
Frl & Sat 9:30am - 5:30pm 
Thursday 9:30am - 8:00pm 
12910 
Copyright 1997. Soars Canada Inc. 
Locally ~ ~ ~ :  = :':':::" 
owned and -":;~*: ::~;:.: 
operated by 
Brian i;!!i! 
Mc lntyre  • i~ii'i:i 
Authorized Sears Dealer 
° ; ' ,  ~ , .o4 
At Sears, we are big enough to have what you want.,. 
but small enough to care who you are. 
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a that recall has nothing to do with the wishes of Recall o o . ~ o ~ o ~ o ~  FOR THE TFRRACE STANDARD people of our community. Don Phllpott 
~ ' - ~ ~ h - ~ i ~ - -  po  Terrace, B.C. 
on't fix op se gambling W Dear Sir:. Mai l  Bag I was very disappoimed that your newspaper failed to report hat a petition signed by 912 citizens system of Terrace and Thornhill who oppose gambling ex" 
pansion was presented to city council, 
This petition was not widely distn"outed but 912 
signatures were collected in about wo weeks. 
Let's aim for real reform they are more accountable. That accountability can 
Dear Sir:. not be achieved by finding trumped up reasons for 
The recall campaign being waged against our recalling our MLAs otherwise the future ability to 
MI_,A far Skeena, Helmut Giesbrecht, is  suchl a govern British Columbia will be severely com- 
waste of time and energy for those who want to see 
him removed from office and those who are fight- 
ing to keep him in. 
There is little doubt there is a distinct difference 
in opinion between British Columbians on what the 
recall referendum means and what is its intent. 
Many, such as Lorne ~exton who is leading the 
campaign to oust Mr. Gieabrecht, are absolutely 
convinced it is intended as a means of removing an 
MLA from office who in the opinion of 40 per cent 
of the voters is not representing or listening to most 
of his constituents. 
There are others such as myself, my family and 
most of the people who I associate with that voted 
in favour of the referendum did so because we 
believed it was intended as a way of removing an 
MLA who is clearly misrepresenting his office, is 
unethical, totally disregards the opinion and advice 
of the majority of his constituents or is clearly not 
acting on behalf of the majority of them. 
Mr. Giesbrecht has done none of the above. What 
he has done for the mast part is support his party 
and government position and policy, just like Mr. 
Parleer did before him as an MLA in the previous 
Social Credit government. 
Whether we disagree with an MLA toeing the 
government line is irrelevant in British Columbia 
because we have a pohtical system that dictates, 
regardless of what party is in power, that business 
will carry on in much the same way as the previous 
government carried it out. 
The only way that we are going to change the 
manner in which governments function, suchas al- 
lowing MLAs to have free votes on important legis- 
lation, recognizing private members bills, parties 
not supporting a particular group such as the busi- 
ness or labour, but instead being more accountable 
to the public, requires a commitment by all political 
parties to restructuring the way we are governed. 
This is what we should be striving for, not fight- 
ing each other and disrupting the function of the 
MLA's office for a minimum of six months. 
I understand the frustration of the recall group 
having to deal with a government in power that 
they do not like and do not support, because those 
of us who did not like or support he policies of the 
former Social Credit governments had to endure 
them for almost 40 years. 
It's unfortunate hat our democratic system is not 
perfect, forcing all of us to live through govern- 
ments we do not agree with and cannot support, the 
• ~i-gnly.,.WSY:.W,e~fan make them m0re palatable is i f  
I 
promised. 
During the early 1980s I served for one term as 
the Director for Thornhill on the Kitimat Stikine 
regional dislrict board and at that time found Mr. 
Giesbrecht, then Terrace alderman, one of the 
fairest, honest and most ethical politicians around 
the regional district table, quite a conUrast from the 
description that is being portrayed of him by the 
recall committee. 
Jim Culp 
Terrace, B.C. 
NDP forces spew lies 
Dear Sir:. 
I do not, along with a great many others I might 
add, .support he stand and deliberate misleading 
statements of the so-called Skeena Taxpayers Asso- 
ciation. 
Also just so you h,ow and it can't be construed 
that I have a hidden agenda, I am also a member of 
the B.C. Reform party and as such I am committed 
to accountability in government. 
That is I believe that not only should the govern- 
ment as a whole listen to the people but each indi- 
vidual member of the Legislature must listen to 
their constituents and govem accordingly. 
Now I am not so naive as to believe that our MLA 
must always vote as directed by his constituents or 
local board directors, or that he can please every- 
one. Nor do I believe he should vote only as party 
majority instructs Oust so happens to be down south 
outside interests?). 
To me what this recall campaign is all about is ac- 
countability. Make Hdmut Giesbrecht and any 
politicians regardless of party affiliation that follow 
him accountable to the people who pay his wages 
the taxpayers of B.C. 
I have just received a flyer in my mail box in spite 
of the mail strike from the Skecua Taxpayem Asso- 
ciation. While I hesitate to call them outright lies, 
the only thing that I could find that wasn't 
deliberately misleading, and I hope is true and have 
no cause to believe otherwise is down on the bot- 
tom right of the flyer statement: "produced by 
volunteer labour." 
As to the issue of outside control of the recall, I 
Iruly believe this is a local initiative with supporters 
from all political parties which I know for a fact to 
include the NDP. And I assume some will continue 
their support of the NDP after the recall of Hehnut. 
If you as citizens of Skeena feel the state of the 
ANTI-RECALL forces have made much of the 
involvement of the Canadian Taxpayers Feder- 
alton in the pro-recall camp. The federation did 
sponsor a training session two weekends ago 
conducted by Victoria lawyer Bruce Hallsor 
(left). With him is federation executive director 
Troy Lanigan. 
economy and your livelihood is secure and in good 
bands in Skeena, it is your democratic right not to 
support the recall. But on the other hand, if you feel 
that things aren't so rosy and just maybe Heimut 
lied about he surplus and balanced budgets and no 
pensions, etc., then it is also your democratic right 
to hold him accountable by recall and go down in 
history as being part of changing politics in B.C. 
and possibly Canada forever. 
Gordon Anderson 
Terrace, B.C. 
Lanigan's in deep 
Dear Sin 
Well the truth is finally out and the fact is that 
Troy Lanigan is up to his eyeballs in the recall 
campaign i  our community. 
Question is, where does this leave Mr. Rosenau 
and Mr. Sexton, who have been ~rying to convince 
us all along that recall is a local effort2 
It is now clear from the comments made by Troy 
Lanigan, who lives in Victoria, that the Canadian 
Taxpayers Federation has and will continue to play 
a leading role in the recall campaign in Skeena. 
Lanigan said he even plans to spend thousands 
more on recall here! 
I, for one, have no interest in furthering the hid- 
den agenda of an outside group. The real truth is 
It shows that our local communities are suongly 
opposed to casinos, slot machines and video lottery 
terminals because they are socially destructive. 
One would hope that your newspaper would be 
more careful about printing the valid concerns of  a 
large number of  people some of whom support your 
business. 
DarTI Anaka 
Terrace, B.C. 
Misguided casino vote 
Dear Sir:. 
Our council of the day has decided to reject a 
casino within our city limits and not to allow the 
residents areferendum vote. 
It is my unders~,anding that we elect these officials 
to act on our behalf and not entirely on personal 
views. We have given up the opportunity for jobs 
and to bring much needed funds to our city's 
charitable organizations. 
It is becoming more and more difficult to rely on 
the older established methods of fund-raising and 
more creative ways must be found. 
There was, of course, a contingent of  persons 
speaking out against a casino. But a far greater 
number of people who voted in this council don't 
feel they have to show up with "yes" signs every 
time something positive is to be voted on. 
This also happened when we were considering 
whether to have our stores open on a Sunday. 
One only has to drive through town on a Sunday 
afternoon to k.,mw how much money this has 
brought our city from our neighbours to the north, 
south, east and west. 
There is no doubt in my mind that there will be a 
casino in this area, be it in the regional district or on 
reserve land close to town. Terrace will reap no 
benefits as far as charities go from such an estab- 
lishment, but will of course be saddled with all the 
social impact. 
We are not so naive to believe that city residents 
or regional district residents will not attend such an 
establishment because it is out of city limits. 
Our retail merchants, particularly the hotel and 
food industry, would have benefitted greatly from 
such an establishment 
In my opinion a more democratic way for our 
councillors t6 have handled this would have been to 
do a phone poll of the residents and this, coupled 
with the Chamber of Commerce polling of their 
members, could have figured in their decision. 
We need to see our city as one of immense 
popularity as a hub based on geographical location 
and not as a small town with small town beliefs. 
Christine Olson 
Terrace, B.C. 
Skeena Valley Snowmobile Association 
It is now December and the 1997-98 snowmobile season is Skeena Valley Snowmobile Association 
underway. The club has prepared a calendar of events for the 
next few months which will include the annua Christmas Party 
for club members and guests, Avalanche awareness training, 
the annual Memoral ride, Snowarama and various Family rides 
throughout the season. For all racing enthusiasts we are also 
planning a Hillclimb in the spring. 
The SVSA is a registered society dedicated to the enhancement 
and development of snowmobile trails within the Terrace and 
surrounding areas. Membership is open to all snowmobilers 
and helps fund the annual maintenance of trails, trail grooming 
and emergeny shelters. 
The membership Fee provides snowmobilers with additional 
benefit's such as; membership to the B.C. Snowmobile 
Federation, a life insurance & club liability policy and the 
opportunity to participate with other snowmobile enthusiasts in 
protecting and enjoyig your chosen winter adventure activity. In 
addition you can also receive snowmobiling information and 
participate in snowmobile safety and avalanche awareness 
courses. 
Memberships are available through your snowmobile dealer- 
ship, at SVSA monthly meetings orby mail. 
December 2, 1997- Meeting 
December 14 - Christmas Party at the KinHut 
January 4, 1998 - Memorial Ride at Sterling 
(In memory of Pete Dobler & PerrieTurner) 
January 6 - 
January 11 - 
January 25 o 
February 3 - 
February 15 - 
March 3 - 
March 15 - 
April 7- 
April- 
• Snowarama 
The largest fund raiser for the club since 1978 has been Snowarama. Only these funds were not raised 
for operating costs but had a special purpose in mind. These funds were earmarked to benefit disabled 
children and to give Ihese children abilities not dsabilifies. In conjunction with the B.C. Lions Socieb,, the 
BC Snowmobile Federation, the SVSA, snowmobilers and the comrnunily have helped raise over a 
$100,000 from this area done. There has been millions raised throughout the province ~wards this 
worhwhile cause. Each year the BCSF presents a cheque to "rimmy's Christmas Telethon. This is the cam- 
bined total from all Snowarama s held by supporting snowmobile clubs and the pride of all B.C. snow- 
mobilers. Watch for the presentation on CBC 
Saturday, Dec. 6, 1997 - approx. 10:00 PM PST. 
All snowmobilers are welcomed to join in the fun of the event. The ride is about 100 km in length and is 
a relaxing tour through the countryside. This is not a race but a fun event [or the whole family. Prior to 
the event ~'0u will nell a pledge sheet andcollect as many pledges as you can. On the event date bring 
the (completed form & funds) pledge sheet, your snowmobile and participate in the ride. 
I[ you are unable to ride then please show your support when asked to pledge. 
Pledge sheets are available at all snowmobile dealers and Keenlyside Insurance. 
. • . - , 
. . . . . . . .  ~rv - i cea  : r . cd .  
4617 Greig Avenue - (604) 635-5232 
Fax. (604) 635-3288 • TOLl, FREE 1-800-335-8088 
Ken 's  Mar ine  
4946 GreigAve., Terrace YAMAHA 
635-2909 The i~ 'T0~.  
Meeting 
Avalanche Awareness Course (TBA) 
Snowarama (location TBA) 
Meeting 
Family day at Sterling 
Meeting 
Family day at Sterling 
Meeting 
Hillclimb (Tentative TBA) 
Box 215, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4A4 
For further information please contact: 
Bonnie 635-5930 or Carla 635-6557 
The club meets the 1 st Tuesday of every month 
Oct. to April., 7:30 PM, downstairs at Denny's. 
• Memberships purchased by Dec. 31, 1997 
are eligible for the early-bird draw. 
Don't forget to check with your dealer about what 
your membership card entitles you. 
The (1997-98) Board of Directors 
President: Mike Schaeffer 
Vice-Pres.: Malcolm Fell 
Secretary: Bonnie Larson 
Treasurer: Carla MacDonald 
Directors: 
Alden Anderson, Trevor Gibson, John Cliff 
Royden MacDonald, Bobby Shauer, 
Donna Bussiere, Adolf Lubke. 
BCSF Director: Ron Niesner... 635-9270 
Ten Tips For Smart Sledding 
HERE ARE some common sense precautions 
"that can go a long way in ensuring a safe, 
en oyable snowmobiling experience. 
I. Join your ocal Snowmobile cub. 
2. Carry electronic transceiver when in 
high altitude areas. 
3. Let others know your destination and 
expected time otreturn. 
4. Have someone in your group who is 
familiar with the trail system and don't 
travel alone. 
5. Stay on marked trails until recreational 
areas are reached. 
6. Watch For and obey all posted signs. 
7. Carry a good map, keep alert to your 
location and possible danger areas. 
8. Obtain current weather forecasts and 
understand the impact of bad weather 
on your activities. 
9~ Carry emergency food, clothing and fuel 
in case an overnight stay is necessary. 
10. Remember, alcohol and snowmobiling 
don't mix. 
The above information provided courtesy of 
the Skeena Valley Snowmobile Association. 
Before you hit the mountains, I   ,O,NSU NCE / 
(or trees, lakes or another sled) AGENCIES LTD. ] Make sure you have insurance. 465o Lake l sF  38-SSS1 
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Thornhill should brace 
itself for tax increases 
THORNIHLL RESIDENTS 
may soon have to pay more 
for the services provided by 
local governments to deal 
with that rural community's 
growing needs. 
Regional district board 
members say they may need 
more staff to handle the in- 
frastructfire problems asso- 
dated with a community of 
Thornhill's size. And the 
City of Terrace is currently 
reviewing the costs of 
projects that benefit all of 
greater Terrace, but are only 
paid for by the city. 
The issue arose Nov. 21 
when regional district direc- 
tors were asked to decide 
what Thornhill affairs 
should be included in the 
regional district's next 
budget. 
That didn't sit well with 
some directors, who argued 
they were not in the position 
to make such important de- 
cisions, 
" I 've made my Thornhill 
speech 100 times," said 
Hazelton director Alice 
Maitland. "It makes me 
very uncomfortable to deal 
with these important issues 
with only one representative 
here." 
But Terrace director Jack 
Talstra said regional dislrict 
staff needed some direction 
from the board soon, even 
though the decisions am 
tough to make. 
"Even if it's not a legal 
municipality it should be 
treated as such," he said, 
suggesting that community 
sewer and building inspec- 
tion should be priorities for 
Thornhill. "A  population of 
5,000 is larger than many of 
the communities represented 
at this table. I f  it's going to 
Alice Maitland Andy Burton 
continue to grow, there wish to do anything for 
needs to be some order. My themselves and have all 
council would like to see their thinking done for 
more planning done." them?" 
And that needed ex~'a Director Fred RoLsum 
planning had some directors agreed, pointing out that the 
suggesting that Thoruhill board has had a hard thne 
may require some staff prying staff loose from 
members olely devoted to Thorahill issues to deal with 
the needs of that corn- the rest of the regional dis- 
munity, tricL 
" I  don't know how our "We have to look at 
(present) staff will accom- charging Thornhill more," 
modate this workload," said he said. "Maybe hiring 
New Hazdton director Pete more people." 
Wceber. " I t  seems obvious Stewart director Andy 
that Thomhill needs some Burton also said something 
dedicated staff - -  at least a had to be done to handle the 
planning engineer. We are workload created by a 
running a satellite growing Thorn!rill. 
municipality here and that is "It's time they woke up 
not fair to the rest of the and smelled the coffee," 
regional dislrict. Is the sole Burton said of Thornhili 
function of the regional dis- residents. "They have to get 
trict to operate a satellite with iL They chose not to 
community that doesn't decide and now it's up to us 
to do the deciding for 
them." 
Thorahill and the outlying 
areas may also soon have to 
help pay for some of the ser- 
vices provided by the city. 
Councillor David Hull 
says Terrace could be 
spending some $250,000 an- 
nually for projects that 
benefit the whole area, but 
arc only paid-for by Terrace 
taxpayers. 
Those costs include 
paying for the victim's as- 
sistance program and the 
Miss Terrace competition, 
.as well as tax exemptions 
for groups like the curling 
rink and the Terrace Little 
Theatre. 
"Ten thousand here, 
twenty thousand there, it 
adds up," he says. "We've 
been aware of this for two 
or three years but the city 
took the high road and 
waited until after the 
restructure process was 
over." 
Hull argues that any move 
by the ci:y to charge the out- 
lying areas for the services 
shouldn't be considered a 
tax grab. 
"This is not a tax grab or 
an attempt to put the screws 
to Thornhill," he says. 
"This is about City of Ter- 
race fulfilling its responsi- 
bility to its citizens and im- 
proving services for all of 
greater Terra ce.' ' 
Councillor Rich MeDaniel 
also said changes are com- 
ing to the rural community. 
"Thornhill people can't 
live just like it was before," 
he says, pointing out that 
some services like building 
inspection are essential. " I  
think you're going to see 
some zeal changes there." 
l i~  n ua.~numin ~ ~. , ,uu .uuuu.u - .~wnuq~ 
I |W~ Furn i tu re  & App l iance  
I f F V ~  4501LakeJseAve. ~ [ ~  i ~  
| ' '  V p " ~  %800-813.1158 Terrace iv=~=~ i ~ : ~  
- ~w,'- 638-1158 ====[-"~---'] ~r=~; :~ 
A Change For All Seasons,,, 
Sofa by day, bed by night, over 
one hundred fabric cover 
choices, You do truly design it 
your way, With six different solid 
pine frames to choose from 
Starting from onlv ...... ~£,-o-;, L
Matching pine coffee, ends and 
shelf units also available 
A home for the holidays with a 
futon you've designed yourself! 
l 
Adjustable Axle Stands 
Capacity: 3 tons 
Height: 11-1/2" to 17 3/4" 
ULT 72333 
First-aid kits 
Includes'. scissors, tweezers, 
bandages, I~eroxide, gauze pads, 
guide and more 
UNA SK911 
, .  : ~ :~ " ~ 
, !  20 backpack teddy bear 
Kid's inseparaiole companion, 
With label holder and :; 
adjustable straps :. ~';~ . .  
MRK V-rE1997TB ..... ,~  = ~"  
Heavy gauge steel tool box 
Drawers open fully for easy tool access. 
21, X 8-3/4" X12" 
UTL 69343 
................................ ! 
i;'2 '7  ~ , ~ . ~ ,  
We have many other great gift ideas at BC Automotive 
AUTOMOTIVE a INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
POLRRIS  
4641 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C.." 635-6334 
149 B City Centre, Kit!mat, B.C. 632 2224 v.,=lt, d= 
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Make This A 
Christmas! 
32" TV Kv-~s~= 
Dynamic Picture 
Matrix Sound 
• ClockJTimer 
,, Remote Control 
Por tab lecF~v~o 
• AM/FM Tuner • Remote Control 
........ • " .......... • Cassette Deck • CO Player 
'i . . . .  ~ i~" • Powerful Bass Reproduction 
SONY 
Discman DE 301 
.... :::~'~iiii!ilili!iiiiiiii!ii:,iii:.i;~.~ .... • 10 Second E.S.P. 
~ii~:,~i i ! ii iii! ~! ! ~ . Digital Mega Bass 
• ~::i., ~ i i} i i  , : :  ~.,. : .  : ....... :: 12 Hour Battery Lde 
S©N  
VCR sLw~5 
• VHS Hi-R Stereo 
• Auto Head Cleaner 
• Multi-BrandRemote 
• On Screen Display 
YOUR:iE NTERTAi NM ENT=  i NT' R 
' : " .  ' .  . • ,  . : . " "  . . ,  . : ' :  ' . .  ' : / . .  i ' :  i " : "~.  ' -< ' , '  ~ : . : . .  . ' '  : : . "  " . ' - (  
Mini Stereo MHC771 
• 50 Watts X2 • 3 Way Speakers 
° 3 Disc Changer ° DualAuto Reverse Cassette 
..::,a:i>:!~:~::. ': ~i::~!~:i~.-~!il :~ii~i 
I ~ ! i ~ ~  ~ ' ~ i ~ i ' ~ ! : ' : : : ~ : " : : $ : : : ~  K':::~' ' ~ . . . . .  i!,:~ii~ ~ '~ ,$.. 
~ ~  !a~ " ' ~  I 
Disc Player co,cx~o 
:~.::::: " i ~~:  ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~i:~".'!!ff ..>:.:, ih :':'::::::' ::':::::::" ':::': :'.":'.~:::;:':~::~ ':':'.!i! 
}i~!::ii~ii::i ii!i:, ii!:: 
iiii!iiiil;ii iiii !ii 
• "50+ 1 Disc "Jukebox" CD Changer 
• Multi D/sc Programming 
27" TV Kv2~s22 
• Clock Timer 
• Matrix Surround Sound 
• 2 ChannelBIocks 
Receiver  ST.OE 415 
• Hi-RReceiver 
• 4x100 Wafts 
• Do/by Prologic 
• HeadphoneJack 
[mace [ ~ ½ ~ ~ ~ - ~  ANNIV[RSARY 
1962.1997 
KEITH AVE. MALL  C ITY  CENTRE SKEENA MALL  
I TERRACE K IT IMAT TERRACE ~ I 
835-5333 632-5000 635-4948 i 
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[] Thieves beware 
THE TERRACE PUBUC Ubrary has installed 
new anti.theft measures in the form of magnetic 
sensor gates. That means if you walk through the 
gates like children's librarian Holly Ngyuen is 
doing here, without checking out your books, an 
alarm will go off. It cost the library about $13,000 
to install the system, and it will take months before 
staff can finish putting matching magnetic tags in 
books, cd's and videos - -  about 55,000 items in 
all. Thousands of dollars in books are stolen every 
year, so the system should pay for itself in five to 
ten years. 
City solves 
mobile home 
park dispute 
THE CITY last week issued a development permit for ex- 
isting and planned pads at Kermodei Park mobile home 
park on Marsh Cres. 
The move ends an 18-month long dispute in which park 
owner Enos Kyle installed new units without permits from 
the city. 
City staff said they held off taking action to avoid being 
drawn into arbitration disputes, still outstanding, between 
Kyle and tenants in the park. 
But Kyle last month applied for a development permit 
that would map ant a layout for the park. 
City planner Dave Trawin has approved that layout and 
council issued the permit last week. 
That paves the way for city inspectors to examine and 
approve individual nnits there. 
Park owner Enos Kyle wants to be able to place more 
units within the park. 
Kyle takes over a city road and services as part of the de- 
velopment permit. The park, comprised of at least six par- 
eels of land, is also amalgamated into one property. 
Terrace Anti Poverty advocates, who have been active in 
defending the rights of tenants there, asked that the devel- 
oper pay the costs of changing addresses there. 
City councillors backed that request and it was written 
into the development permit. 
BC Women's  is the  on ly  hea l th  care 
faci l i ty in Brit ish Columbia devoted  to  
women and  newborns .  
British CoMmbl,, 'z Womerl '$ I fo$1~lal ar,  d I k.alth Cant le 
n( WOM[N5 
unbelievable g taways 
.~__  ~ ~, ILCt l J s IVELY~FRo,q  
/ \ 
San Diego 
8 Day O~uise Vacation devartine MOll 0~, lO.~ 
'Including Port Charges 
I N C L U D E S:.Airfareffom~anc0uvor 
to San Diego • 4 nights at the Ihmcllcry Ilotel 
and Resort (including full Antcricun breakfas t  
daily) ° 4 days cmising t0 Yancouver onboard 
the  Rega l  P r incess  ° T rans fers  in Sun Diego 
PLUS a $~ USD ottbo~rd credil per Cabin! 
Los Angeles~Anaheim 
7 Day 07rise Vocation deporfingMayO~, 1998 
• lndMing Port Charges 
I N ( L U D E S: . hirfure from Vancouver 
to Los Angeles • 3 nights at the Anahgi n): 
Fa i r f ie ld  Inn by Marriott, 4 days cruising to ? 
Vancouver onboard the Crown Pr incess  
• Transfers in Los Angeles 
PLUS a $50 USD onboard credit per cabin! 
h 
Phoenix, AHzona i N C t U DE $:oRound-tripairfarcfrom ~1~ I V, mcouver to Phoenix * 7 nights acc0nlm0dation i 
7Night Vacation ~, la#~ae~, ,~a. , l  * in a 1 bedroom condominium (Sat. ar r iva l s  
',DN. • 2 bedrooms als0 available 
At the beeutiful Pointe Condominiums at Topolio Cliffs. This re~orl is Ideally situoled on 750 acres In the center o[ ~oenix. : 
I N ( L U D E $:•Round-trJpairf icefrom 
Vancouver to San Francisco • 3 nights 
accommodation eL The San Francisco Carlton 
• R0und.trip transfers between SFO airport 
and hotel 
San Frandsco 
1%m • • • CDN. 
An Unbeliovoble City by the Boy! 
0nly UNIGLOBE Travel can send you on an Unbelievable Vacation. 
Coil your UNIGLOBE cruise specialist today. 
UNIGLOBE Courtesy Travel 
4718A Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
638-8522 & 800-668-0828 
" P~e~ are per ~on hosed on d~lde o(ca,~n~ and do not include applicable taxes, i~ronces or gral~ifies. Prices ore subject to 
change. Un~eliemhle Vocations te~s 8, con6ions apply. 6C Regishafion 12320. ®ru Ucensed lrodemd~ of UNIGLOBE Tiovel 
(Interna~nel) Inc. INDEPENDENTLY OWNED mean.: be,er personal se~ce. 
Escapee caugnt 
THE ESCAPE of a prisoner described by police as violent 
from the local correctional centre has raised questions as to 
why he was in a minimum security institution in the first 
place. 
Cecil Floyd Alfred escaped Nov. 23 and was on the loose 
for two days before police arrested him at his Kcnney St. 
apartment. 
Alfred has since been transferred to a correctional facil- 
ity Prince George. He will likely not be returning to the 
correctional centre as he is now considered a higher 
security risk. 
"He was considered violent in that he committed a 
violent act (assault)," says Inspector Steve Leach of the 
Terrace detachment about Alfred. 
But Patty Walker of the Terrace Correctional Centre says 
that the police and corrections have different ways of 
determining the risk an offender poses to the community. 
"I don't want to say that he {Alfred) is not violent," she 
says. "He was here on an assault charge, but that's just 
one of our classification concerns." 
Walker says the centre looks at many factors when 
deciding whether or not to accept a prisoner, ineluding 
past behaviour. 
"He (Alfred) had been at this centre before without 
problems," she says. "The judge had also recommended 
that he be dose to family." 
Alfred escaped from the correctional centre on Keith 
Ave. Nov. 23 by climbing over the barbed-wire fence. He 
was the first prisoner in more than two years to have 
broken out of that jail. 
GENERAL 
MEETING 
The Skeena Valley Farmers Market 
association will be holding a public 
meeting at the library meetingroom 
December 8 at 7:30 pro. 
David Riandeau from the Ministry of 
Agriculture will be attending to 
answer questions re: crop yields & 
greenhouse production. 
All vendors are invited to attend. 
I I ] Monday ]1 Tuesday nday  
For more information contact: 
lan Gordon 635-9533 
Now that it's time to close your 
RRSPs, you probably have a 
thousand questions• 
"Where can I get hell)?" 
should be your first. 
Regardless of when you choose to retire, all 1LRSI's that 
you hohl must be closed by IDcccmhcr 3 I st if you arc 
turning 69, 70 or 71 this year.The range of options can 
be confusing and, needless to say, this is no time to 
jeopardize what you've worked so hard to attain. 
With nay )'cars of experience, I can help guide you 
dmmgh the process by offering a free, no-obligation 
consuhation. Closing your RRSPs needn't be troubling, 
as long as you knmv the facts. Please call to set up an 
appointment. We'll work together so you get the 
answers you need, 
Lyle Harvey, CLU 
Sales Manager 
~anta ~anta  • Santa  
• Santa  
Santa 
Willy Schneider, CLU 
Senior Representative 
30~.4~46 Park Ave Terrace 
Ph: (2~0) 635-6146 
Fax: (250J 63&6112 
SPECTRUM, UNITED 
MUTUM.  FUNnS 
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Late Night 8 
Sboppiug 
Begins 
9:30 .m - 
9:00 pm 
2 
9:5,0 am 9 
- 9:00 pm 
11 am - lpm 
2pm. 4pm 
3 
9:.30 a#l 10 
.9:00 pnt 
11 atn. lpm 
2ptn. 4pm 
4 
9:30 am 11 
-9:00pm 
lpm. 5pm 
. .  9:j0 mn 12 
, - 9.0:, p,* 
3 pro.  5pro 
6pm. 8pm 
5 6 
Santa• 
11 ant- 3 pm 
-"." 13 
- 9:00 p,i 
1I am. 2pro 
3pro- 5pro 
14 
9:30 ant 
.6:00pm 
9:30 ant 21 
6:00pro 
12pro. 4 pm 
28 
12:00pm - 
5:00pro 
• 15 
9:~'0 ,9 a l l l  
- 9:00pm 
9:30 am 22 
- 9:00pro 
11 a#l - I pm 
6 pm - 8pro 
29 
9:30 am - 
6:00pro 
9:30 am 16 
( .  -9.00pm 
1I am - 1 pm 
2pm. 4pm 
9:30 ant 23 
- 9:00 pm 
II am - 1 pm 
6pm. 8pm 
30 
9:30 am - 
6:00pro 
-!):#Opm 
11 ran. 1 pm 
2 pro. 4 pPn 
24 
9:,;0 atn- 
5:00pro 
31 
9:30 atn . 
6:00pin 
V ~I: a'lJt 19 9:30 am 18 -',. 
9:00pro - ,  l:OC,Tn, 
l pm - 5pro 
Closed 25 
Merry Chrishnas: 
Closed 1 
l~'l,, Years 
Oar .x_';~:~ 
3 pro- 5pro 
6phi. 8pro 
26 
Closed 
Boxing 
D O, 
9:jO am 20 
- 9:00 pm 
11 ant. 2pro 
3Pro- 5pro 
27 
9:30 am 
- 6:00pm 
Skeena Mall 
Council Briefs 
Parking privilege to cost 
SENIOR and disabled rivers will soon have to pay a 
fee for special parking privileges. 
The City of Terrace will start issuing annual parking 
placards for those drivers next year that will allow 
them to park in designated spots. 
Seniors will pay $10 a year, while disabled drivers 
will pay $15. 
But council has agreed to hold off on imposing the 
fees until councillor Rich McDaniel has a chance to 
consult with the local Seniors Advisory Commission. 
"This was never brought o their attention that this 
was happening," MeDaniel said. 
In the past the placards were issued at no charge to 
B.C. Old Age Pensioners Association members by the 
Social Planning and Research Council of B.C., but the 
city is taking over the job next year. 
The old ones didn't have expiry dates on them or 
registration umbers and city officials say that's led to 
abuse. 
"What is happening now is people are abusing it who 
are not handicapped," McDaniel explained. "You see 
them run to the store or whatever. This way it will be 
controlled and these people won't be able to get away 
with it any more." 
City plans fee on suites 
A $100 a year fee on owners of secondary suites is just 
one of a range of increased fees being planned at city 
hall for 1998. 
By-law enforcement officer Frank Bowsher said the 
fee would help offset staff time spent inspecting and 
dealing with complaints about secondary suites. 
City councillor David Hull said it's only fair for suite 
owners ~ who are using the suites as a source of 
revenue - -  to pay their fair share of the city's costs. 
But he said $100 seemed "a bit much." 
Bowsher told councillors three other communities 
that have similar fees charge as much or more. But 
none of the communities in this region levy a fee on 
secondary suites. 
The fee increase was approved by council last night 
but Bowsher said later he's still considering whether to 
proceed with it or not. "This may not be the way to 
go," he said. 
Bowsher has also proposed a range of fee increases 
on services provided by the animal shelter. Those have 
been approved by council. 
Fees for an annual dog licence rise from $25 to $30 
for an unfixed animal, and from $10 to $15 for a 
neutered or spayed dog. Seniors pay half those 
amounts. Boarding fees at the animal shelter ise from 
$10 to $12.50 per day for dogs and from $5 to $8 per 
day for cats. 
James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers& Solicitors 
Tax Law. Trusts, Corporat~& Commercial 
1330-1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604.689-1386 
Victor P, Hawes O.D. 
Optometrist 
Wishes to announce that he will be 
in his Terrace Office on 
Wednesday,  Thursday & Fridays 
for visual examinations. 
This schedule is effective 
as of November 1997. 
For an appointment please phone 
250-638-8055 
New off ice hours will be: 
Tuesday  to Thursday  9 :30  am - 5 :30  pm 
Fr iday 9 :30  am - 7 :00  prn 
Saturday  1:1.:00 an~ - 4 :00  pm 
Holiday Specials 
Biolage Holiday Pak 
Priced at $14.95 
The perfect gift. 
Setlncludes: "i:: :i:;:i;;. ;;.:. 
Shampoo, Detangling ~: ~ ~:: :::- 
P~ ~ ~'~ 
Solution & Finishing Spray ,~., .~.~.::. : ..  ~~ 
Back To Basics 
Gift Packs 
• Sunflower $14 ,95  
• Wildberry 
:~ , ~, '~'  Season Survival pack by ISO ,~ :,.:S ~:."'~' 
$14.95 i " i~i ......... {~! • Aligning Shampoo .... , ~ ~:~' • Creative Shaping Spray 
Every Tuesday & Thursday is Seniors Day! 
Hair cut- $10.00 Perms, $45.00 
Shadez of Hair 
109 - 4716 Lazelle Ave 
635-0030 
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Elks propose 
senior units 
THE ELKS want to build a four-storey, 22-unit senior 
citizens apartment building immediately south of their 
Tetrault St. lodge. 
The proposal would involve knocking down an existing 
house just south of the Elks'  lodge parking lot. 
A majority of the units will be put up for sale at a cost in 
the $105,000 range but some of the two-bedroom and one- 
bedroom units will be available for rent. Some will be 
handicapped-acce~ible. 
The Elks asked city council to rezone the land from P1 
public and institutional to R5 high-density multifamily. 
They're also seeking a change of the Official Community 
Plan from connnunity and public use to multi-family 
(apartment). 
City planner David Trawin reconunended granting the 
rczoning, noting the houses just south of the property are 
already zoned R4 - -  medium density multifamily. 
The request will have to get past a public heating ex- 
pected later this month. 
Another obstacle may be a requirement by the minisU T
of environment toclean up contaminated ground water. 
That water contains wood preservative chemicals and is 
flowing underground in a plume from the former Mac- 
Gillis and G~bs pole treatment plant that was once on 
Keith Ave. 
Elks club secretary Lawrence Baker said he's expecting 
word soon from the environment ministry on what may be 
required. 
Meanwhile, he's optimistic that the project's location 
close to the hospital and shopping will make it a success. 
"We felt now is the time because there are so many 
people on the waiting list for these kinds of units," Baker 
said, adding he's aware of more than 40 people on the 
waiting list to get into the Twin River Estates eniors hous- 
ing project. 
He said the building will have a ground-level parkade 
with three floors of residences above it, serviced by an 
elevator. 
He descried the units as fully modem with a video 
security system that will allow residents to see who's at the 
main entrance before buzzing them in. 
Baker said they're hoping to get construction started ear- 
ly in the spring, with the building completed for next Sep- 
tember. 
City councillors were enthusiastic about the project at 
last Friday's committee meeting and were agreeable to the 
Elks' request that the city waive the $1,000 rezoning fee. 
" I  think what you're doing is an excellent idea, greatly 
needed by our community," said mayor Jack Talstra, who 
also urged Baker to take the project o neighbouring homes 
to ensure the Elks have support at the upcoming public 
hearing. 
Home For The Hob'days... 
Just in time for Christmas, a nice selection of 
Grandfather Clocks on sale from only. ......................... $1269 
There is nothing else quite like a Grandfather Clock, bring one home for 
this holiday season and enjoy it for many years to follow, 
Totem's  Count rywide  
Furn i tu re  & App l iance  
4501LakelseAve. ~ l ~ i ~  
1-800-813-1158 638Terlrf~ ~ [~ ~ ! /  
Do Christmas rightwith these great tool 
gift ideas from TerraCe Builders! 
MODEL BT3OOOXB 
::iiiili~.!i~::~'.-! ........ 
:~f%. . .. 
Maklta g Drill 
rlahle speed, reversobh 
• keylass chuck 
comes with carry case 
MODEL 6406K 
Makita 10" Slide Compound Saw 
with Electric Brake -double sliding compound 
• comes with a carblde tipped blade & dust bag 
MODEL LS1013 
Makila V~ Sheet Pafm Sander 
• comes with assorled sand paper end carry case 
MODEL BO4552KX 
.: , ....... ~t~ ~ .~.~.~!~,~ ...... i . .  ~#.~:ii.:.~ .io .~ .... '," ...... .~.i: ~ - ::::i.( " 
. ~ .  -:. f ~:: :~:~., ~. .~,~ -, ,{  ~- . : ,~  .... ~;:~: . , . .~  ..... • . . . . . . .  ~:::!~;:. 
6re 
Porter Cable 7 W' 
comes with 
-built I 
'::~:~: 
15 Piece Router BIt Sel 
- comes In woad carry case 
- (om85 w i re  $1Qno 
-fell 15 amp motor 
MODEL 22-541C 
n ~lta 10 Bet 
-deluxe m 
MODEL 36. 
• comes wllh carry case .... 
MODEL 9125 
a !l 
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I A piece of history 
WORKERS WERE busy dismantling the old Canadian National Railways 
freight shed on Railway Ave. last week.' The large structure hasn't been used 
for years. It was built in the 1940's and was a telling reminder of Terrace's early 
dependence on the iron horse to obtain goods from the outside world when the 
city was just a small outpost in the northwestern wilderness. 
Who did what on garbage 
issue remains a mystery 
DID city administrators i - Halisor responded angrily, what was decided, however, 
sue the call for bids to 
privatize residential garbage 
collection without city 
council's approval? 
Or are some city council- 
lors trying to duck responsi- 
bility for a touchy decision 
by denying they knew any- 
thing about it7 
Those questions remain 
unanswered after the issue 
was raised once again at a 
committee meeting Friday. 
Council had a week earlier 
decided not to contract out 
trash pick-up because the 
proposals submitted would 
not have meant a significant 
saving over the city's pres- 
ent cost of $200,000 a year. 
But councillor Val 
George, emphasizing he 
wanted to clarify the situa- 
tion, said newspaper reports 
last week that minutes re- 
corded council as approving 
the call for proposals were 
incorrect. 
The minutes of the Sept. 
29 closed-door meeting 
read: "It was recommended 
that administration be au- 
thorized to investigate all 
pertinent aspects associated 
with contracting residential 
garbatge collection in com- 
parison with in-house ser- 
vice delivery and report 
back to the Committee for 
further eview and consider- 
ation." 
George said city staff may 
have interpreted a call for 
proposal as being the only 
way to gather firm estimates 
of what it might cost to con- 
tract out the service. 
"There was no authoriza- 
tion by council that we go 
out for bid proposals at that 
time," George said. 
City administrator Bob 
saying he and other city 
staff would "let council 
have its political day if it 
wants to make political gain 
on the backs of administra- 
tion" but that he would not 
comment publicly on the 
matter. 
The committee quickly 
agreed to discuss the matter 
at a future closed-door 
meeting. 
An intemal memo Sept. 
26 from director of 
engineering Stew 
Christensen states "we 
recommend that the city 
prepare a formal tender or 
call for proposals." 
George says that's not 
and that the recommenda- 
tion in the minutes is what 
council approved. 
" I 'm not criticizing the 
administration," said 
George. "My only concern 
was the way it came out in 
the paper. It made us look 
pretty silly." 
George said the issue was 
ser.sitive because it causes 
considerable concern among 
unionized workers. 
Mayor Jack Talstra said 
the matter appears to be one 
of miscommunlcation. 
" It 's probably semantics 
because to find out true 
costs you almost have to go 
to tender anyway," he said. 
Val George 
[ (HtlIMI-'INI  ,,,,,,,,,..-,,,, 635.TIPS l 
Because of a strike by Canada Post, THE TERRACE STANDARD 
& THE NORTHERN SENTINEL subscriptions will not be mailed out. 
To avoid missing any issues of either paper please buy at your 
local newsstand. Pickup of your FREE issue to subscribers is also 
available from the Terrace Standard at 3210 Clinton Street, 
Terrace, B.C. and the Northern Sentinel at 626 Enterprise, Kitimat, 
B.C. 
Your subscription will be automatically extended by the number 
of copies we were unable to mail. 
We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause, and we 
appreciate your support. 
STANDARD S F  inel 
More 
are out 
:of work 
THE UNEMPLOYMENT 
rate in the northwest rose to 
9.9 per cent in October. 
That's the highest rate in 
the province and it's the 
highest hree.month average 
recorded in this region in 
about 18 months. 
Federal employment 
analyst James Gilham 
blamed the northwest's 
"triple whammy" of the 
Skeena Cellulose shutdown, 
a poor commercial fishing 
season and tourism slow- 
downs because of the 
suspension of Alaskan ferry 
service. 
The number for this region 
is up two full percentage 
points from a year ago, he 
added. 
Gilham says the statistics 
also show significantly 
more people in the work- 
force than 18 mouths ago. 
More than 62,000 people 
are now working or looking 
for work, he said, compared 
to 56,000 in June of 1995, 
when the northwest last hit 
10 per cent unemployment. 
The participation rate - -  
which is the proportion of 
people either working or 
looking for work - -  is up 
f~om 72.9 per cent in June, 
1995 to 76.1 per cent now. 
The explanation, says Gfl- 
ham, is that the uncertainty 
of the Skeena Cellulose 
crisis has driven more 
single-earner families to 
send both partners out for 
work. 
"Many people have de- 
cided the currently non- 
working spouse should start 
looking for work," Gilham 
said. 
Because the area has 
grown both in population 
and labour force, Gilham 
says the effects of a higher 
jobless rate aren't as severe 
on the northwestern econo- 
my. 
Where the unemployment 
rate heads next depends 
heavily on whether a deal to 
save Skeens Cellulose 
hangs together, 
"We may reach 11 point 
something if this mess stays 
a real mess, ~' he said. 
Gilham said the situation 
is somewhat easier for Ter- 
race to bear than Pflnce 
Rupert. 
We'll Pick-up and_ Deliver Your 
Christma  
Faster Th 
Speeding 
Reindogs 
(IF YOU'VE GOT IT, FLAUNT IT.) 
2.2 Iitre engine, PASSLock TM 
theft-deterrent system, 
dual air bags, 4~wheel ABS, 
rear spoiler, AM/FM Stereo 
THE 1998 PONTIAC SUNFIRE 
SPORTY FUN FOR LIFE ON THE GO. 
DONTI~ SUNF I r~E I i  BUILT  FOR DI::~qV"~:~" 
OMAC 
FtNANCIAL SE RlflCES 
48 MO, FINANCING* 
SMARTLEASE 
$188/36 
MONTHS 
$2,709 DOWN/$3OO SECURITY DEPOSIT/ 
TOTAL OBLIGATION $9,477/INCLUDES FREIGHT & PDI 
Goat owner to defy 
regional distict order 
A GOAT o~ner in Thorn- 
hill says she won't give up 
her pets, even if the regional 
district takes her to the 
supreme court. 
"It 's not right," says 
Claire Lambert. "They 
aren't farm goats. My girls 
are full grown and they're 
tiny." 
At the regional district 
board meeting Nov. 22, 
directors imtructed Them- 
hill bylaw enforcement of- 
ricer Don Oldham to apply 
for a court order to get rid of 
the goats. 
Lambert lives on Hagen 
St. in the Copper Mtu. sub- 
division. She owns two 
pigmy goats, Lightning Bug 
and Ruffles and a pot- 
bellied pig named Oscar. 
But Thomhill bylaws 
proh~it such animals from 
being kept on small subdivi- 
sion lots. And Oldham says 
Lambert has to obey the 
law. 
"We will allow the pig if 
it's strictly a house pet," he 
says. "But she keeps the 
goats in a pen in the back 
and they're stinking up the 
neighbourhood." 
Oldham points out that the 
lot is small, jest 25 metres 
by 33 metres. And he says 
that on a lot that size, the 
goats wouldn't be allowed 
in Terrace ither. 
But Lambert insists the 
rules aren't fair because 
THE THREAT of supreme court action isn't enough 
to make Thornhill resident Claire Lambert get rid of 
her goats. But the district has said Oscar, her pig, 
can stay at her Hagen St. residence. 
people are allowed to keep 
several large dogs that could 
weigh twice as much as her 
goats. 
"Our society is saying 
you're allowed to have big, 
nasty dogs but not other 
pets," she says. "My marl 
lady even says it's nice to 
come to my house because 
she can actually pet my pets 
and they don't bite." 
Oldham says Lambert is 
simply being foolish, but he 
might try once more to con- 
vince her to get rid of  the 
animals before going to the 
eomts. 
"She's drawn a line in the 
sand," he says. "But I 
might give her another 
chance. It will be at her own 
expense if she decides to go 
to court." 
A court order could take 
some time. Until then, Old- 
ham says he will simply 
have to wail  
"I  don't have the 
authority to go on some- 
one's property and seize a 
goat," he says. 
Treaty vote dashec 
THE CHIEF commissioner of the B.C. 
Treaty Commission is pouting cold water 
on a lobby gm,p's  call for a referendum on 
the direction of  treaty-making in B.C. 
Alec Robert.son, who heads the neutral 
body that coordinates treaty negotiation, 
says the referendum sought by the Citizens' 
Voice on Native Claims would put B.C. in 
breach of commitments it has akeady made 
to negotiate with 44 native groups. 
"The province must refuse a 
referendum," Robertson said in the com- 
mission's latest newsletter. "Otherwise it 
would be repudiating the approval process 
it agreed to with Canada and First Nations, 
and it would be abandoning the mandates it
treaty negotiatiom in British Columbia." 
The Citizens' Voice maintains the current 
treaty process is flawed and a referendum 
would lead the way to major changes. 
Robertson says no one enters treaty nego- 
tiations - -  a long and costly process 
without an assurance the agreement they 
negotiate in good faith will be finally ap- 
proved by all parties. 
Robemon adds that a referendum is not a 
good mechanism to set the province's 
policy direction on treaties. 
" I f  the Citizens' Voice is dissatisfied 
with any aspect of  the provincial mandates, 
then it should avail itself of the consultation 
mechanisms that already exist and, like any 
has given its negotiators." . . . . . . . . . .  other lobby group, a~npt  to influence the 
"That would completely undermine provincial government." 
i i 
"BOXES 
FOR SALE 
10/s5 
STANDARD 
3210 Clinton Street 
638-7283 j 
Got a complaint 
about the press? 
... let the Press Council know 
Formed at the initiative of the 
newspaper publishers in [~ritish 
Columbia, we are a no,z-judlcial 
review board wlfich hears 
unresolved complaints about 
the press. 
The Press Council seeks to 
ensure fairness and accuracy 
and promotes qtzallty journalism 
while protecting the free flow 
of information . . . . . .  
B, C Press Council 
900 - 1281 W, Georgia St. 
Vancouver B.C. ¥6E 3J7 
Tel/Fax: (604) 683-2571 
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Elvis Presley Was Not 
The Kingof Estate Planning. 
E 
lVis Presley isgenerally regarded asthe 
King of R.ock'n Ken, but he turned 
out to be all-too-human when it came 
to estate planning. When he died in 
1977, his gross estate was worth $10 million, 
After taxes and settlement costs, the net estate 
was $2,8 million. Bad estate planning resulted in
a loss of 72% of the estate's value! 
It is important to recognize that death 
may trigger substantial liabilities uch as 
capital gains tax, U.S. estate tax and 
probate fees. Proper estate planning ensures that 
these liabilities are nsininfized and that your 
estate passes effectively toyour intended heir. 
To help you in planning your estate, RBC 
Dominion Securities has a new financial 
plamling service called COMPASS, The 
COMPASS financial plan is a co,npmhemive 
planning tool that orgatfizes your estate and 
retirement planning; your cash management a d 
budgeting; your t.xx and invesuuent planning. 
COMPASS is different fi'om financial plato 
offered by other institutions because it is both 
comprehensive and objective. Its analyfis alld 
reconunendations will ensure your estate 
objectives are achieved. 
For a complimentary Compass brochure, please call: 
Investment Advisor Richard Stanton 
Terrace: 635-8000 Kitimat: 639-9281 
or 1-888-834-3311 
~. RBC DOMINION 
Visit our intemet site: SECURIT IES  W 
www.rbcds.com Professional Wealth Management l ib  
ring will have never been 
new stove from Totem's 
e of Frigidaire & Maytag 
lust in time for Christmas. 
[her top brands like Jenn- 
Magic Chef in gas & 
pecial 
! Range 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  $s99 
me for the holidays like 
! a new stove from Totem. 
kt rywide  
App l iance  
Terrace 
]8 -1158 " 
When we went to the polls on election day just 18 months ago, we gave Helmut Giesbrecht a new 
mandate because we know that he works hard for our community. Look at the work he's done: 
Since Helrnut Giesbrecht was first elected in 
October 1991 our constituency has become a 
top priority in Victoria. Skeena is 6th highest in 
value of approved grants per constituency- grants 
that have helped community projects like: 
Terrace Thornhill Restructure Study 
Skeena-I~alum Housing Society 
Gitwangak - Quick Response Training Program at NWCC 
One Stop access (day care information) 
Applied Science in Industrial Tech. at NWCC (Kitimat) 
Community Skill Centre (Kitimat) 
Women's access to Trades Program at NWCC 
Kitimat Health Centre Planning funds 
Sleeping Beauty Lodge 
PACES day care for young parents at Caledonia Secondary 
Kinsmen's Kiddy Camp 
Kitimat Curling Club 
Terrace Emergency Shelter 
Child Development Centre improvement grant 
Kitimat Youth Soccer fields 
Helmut Giesbrecht khows that our community 
needs a: stable economic environment for the 
future and he's taken important steps. Here's just 
a few of the things he's achieved since we 
re~lected him in 1996: 
Forest Renewal BC 
Will invest $66 million for workforce training, watershed 
restoration and other projects in Skeena, creating forest 
jobs and economic stability. 
InfrastruCture Works 
$1.4 million in road improvements in Skeena to meet the 
current and future needs of the Northern economy. 
Alcan Agreement 
Provides economic stability for the region and protection 
for fish and the fish habitat. 
School District #82- Additional Funding 
$400,000 in additional funding that protects our schools 
against disruptions caused by an unexpected enrollment 
decline due to the SCI shutdown. 
And the work's not done yet. Helmut Giesbrecht is working hard to deliver on the things we need in our 
community.Things like the Skeena Junior Secondary School Replacement, the Kitimat Health Centre, 
viable employment at the Gitwangak mill and the completion of the gas line at Kitimat Village. 
Skeena Taxpayers Association 638-0062 
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Two petitions 
The Crash Helmut group, officially called the Committee 
to Recall Helmut Giesbrecht, meanwhile, expects to get 
the green light early next week from Elections B.C. to be- 
gin gathering signatures. 
Organizers are spending this week honing their canvass- 
ing plans once the official signature gathering period be- 
gins. 
The application filed by Sexton includes a 200-word 
statement hat says Giesbrecht has repeatedly refused to 
listen to or represent the people of Skeena. 
It goes on to say that Giesbrecht has "even publicly 
ridiculed and verbally attacked" people who requested his 
help. 
"He has demonstrated by his decisions and actions that 
he does not work for the people - -  he works for the 
government," it says. "This has leR the people of Skeena 
riding without a voice in Victoria. Because of his unwillin- 
gness to do the job he was elected to do, he should not 
hold the office of MLA." 
They have 60 days to gather 7,500 signatures. 
A dry run of the recall campaign took place last week in 
which the campaigners gathered commitments from 2,107 
people to sign the recall petition once the campaign is offi- 
cially underway. 
Sexton had said they would only proceed if they gathered 
20 per cent of the signatures they need - -  or 1,515 signa- 
tures - -  by Nov. 27, the day before the official filing was 
planned. 
Another recall organizer, Mike Rosenau, said 950 names 
had been collected prior to I~ginning that effort on Nov. 
24 and that 1,150 more names were collected up to late in 
the evening Nov. 27. 
"We achieved what we ~anted to achieve," Rosenau 
said. "We kept on going after we had reached that 20 per 
cent level." 
If those 2,107 people identified actually sign the recall 
petition, they will make up about 28 per cent of the num- 
ber required to oust Giesbrecht from office. ONE MAN'S opinion that recall legislation is wrong 
Nov. 28 was the first day recall petitions could be started surfaced Friday when John How registered his own 
following an 18-month waiting period after the 1996 oleo- petition to oust Skeena NDP MLA Helmut Giesbrecht. 
tion, 
Recallers stay , he truest 
away from 1 steak night 
literature in town!  
Royal Canadian Legion l 
Branch 13- Terrace 
I n l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  
First Friday of Every Month / J u i cy  S teak  - Baked Potato  - Sa lad  5"00 p.m. servings I i | m l  I I I I  I I l I i l  I I I l l  I I I  I I I  I 
Member & Bonafide Guests Welcome. 
COPIES OF a pamphlet put out by a tiny far-right group 
condenming homosexuality have been put into mailboxes 
in the Horseshoe. 
The pamphlet of the Canadian Intelligence Service based 
in High River, Alberta was first published in 1993 and out- 
lines in graphic detail various homosexual activities. 
It also quotes American studies as to the health effects of 
the activities. 
The appearance, so close to the intensified activities ur- 
rounding the recall campaign aimed against Skeena NDP 
MLA tTelmut Giesbrecht, has recall backers worried. 
Opposition to the planned inUoduL'ti6n i lbpublic 
schools of material advocating tolerance toward 
homosexuality is one of the foundations of the recall 
movemenL 
But Mike Rosensu, a local pastor and key recall 
organizer, said the pamphlet distribution isn't connected to 
the recall campaign should not be used to detract from the 
campaign,s efforts. 
"I've read the material and it certainly isn't something I 
support or condone," he said of the pamphlet content and 
of their distribution. 
Rosenau did track down the person distributing the 
pamphlet and found it was someone who supports the idea 
of recall. 
"This person is not a (recall) canvasser and he is not part 
of the team," said Rosenau. 
Training Dollars 
for Employers! 
BC Worksl  matches job ready 
workers with BC employers and 
provides funding for training 
BC Works! benefits BC employers in the following way 
* recruits, screens and refers job ready candidates for interviews 
*reimburses training costs up to $3,500 for every employee hired through BC Works! 
* helps you get the right training for your new employees 
, helps you upgrade the skills of your existing employees 
Interested Employers please call, 
BC Works! Employer Service 
Anne Johnson 
638-8108 
BC Works[ is a workp lace  Tra in ing  Init iat ive o f  the  Min is t ry  of  Edu/:ation, Ski l ls  and Training Province o f  BC 
!'1o! He! He/He! 
How about a new computer desk under the 
tree this year. Canwoods collection of solid 
pine home office furniture with prices that 
would light up any face. 
Reg. Computer Desk ..................... $199 
Corner Computer Desk ................. $299 
Printer Stand .................................. $1  99 
22" Filing Cabinet .......................... $279 
3 Drawer Storage Unit .................. $249 
Matching Hutches all available at great 
prices. Make it a Canwood Christmas only 
from Totem. 
";'~~{i:~{~~~*-,.~@~it~i%~!iii#!~iiiii#ii~::~;ii~i!~.i~:! 
*All prices are unassembled - very easy to put together 
so youwont need Santos Elves. 
Y ml lLTotem s Count ryv  
| 1 ~  Furn i ture  & App l  
f P rF f~d~ . . . . . . . . . .  4501 LakelseAve.  
l • F /  1 -UUU-U1 ~-11 :)U Terrace ~ . 
638-1158 ~ ~ 
r (::LEAR - 
THE AIR 
Reduce air  Mal~ 
q MIIIW'"¢r~", pollution 
'/' t '~ fromresldenlial 
'~ :%'~! wood smoke 
and auto emissions with tips 
from the Association. 
:[: BRITISH COLUMBIA 
[.  LUNG ASSOCIATION 
BOX ]4(XX), Slaii0. D 
Valic(uP,'¢r, B,C VOJ 4M2 
I A,h¢lflunf , l~e d.,~J~td ht #,,j l,.bl. ,!u,m~ ~ 
Finally, the cell 
phone for peopl 
who don't want  
to be seen with 
a cell phone. 
See your  BC TEL Mob i l i ty  
dealer  today, and get  
the world's smallest 
cel lular phone. 
1'25 
Unl imited Free Weekends 
100 Free Evening Minutes 
Add i t iona l  Evening Minutes 10¢ 
12 Month  Contract  
Buy a second $99 
Motoro la  StarTAC TM 
and add it to  your  
plan for  just $9.95 
a month  more .  
" ' -  . . . . . . . .  13S'"l 
KEITHAVE. MALL CITYCENTRE SKEENAMALL l|%2"|997j 
-~TERRACE K IT IMAT TERRACE 
635-5333 632-50 .00  635-4948 
YOU BETHE JUDGE 
How risky was that ear operation? 
"Mr. Parsons, the doctor will see you 
now," 
The nurse held open the door to the doc- 
tor's office, 
Mike was quiet throughout the whole ear 
examination. But his mind was racing. 
"i 'm 50% deaf in one ear." Mike thought, 
"This doctor is supposed to  be one of  the 
best, if I have any hope, it's him," 
The examination seemed to go on forev- 
er. Mike anxiously waited for the doctor to 
speak, Finally, the doctor looked Up, 
"There's hope, Mike, I can coerate,  
Chances are 90% you'l  be completely 
improved. 8% chance no improvement. 2% 
chance you'll be worse, Your biggest danger 
is an ear infection.". " Mike almost fainted. 
Mike added the figures up in his head, 
He could hardly contain his joy. 
"You got me, Doc. Lay me out on that 
table and do your magic." 
Three months later, they wheeled Mike 
into the operating room The anesthesia 
knocked him out almost immediately, 
"Nurse t~and me the specialized 
instrument." 
The nurse smacked the instrument into 
the doctor's hand. The doctor began work- 
Ing on Mike's ear. 
Suddenly, he gave out a curse. 
"Darn it, that Instrument has jammed 
open in the oatlent's ear. Fix it. Quick." 
After a couple of hours, the instrument 
was out and the operation continued. 
Two days after the operation, the symp- 
toms appeared. 
Mike was beside himself. 
"Those buzzing noises In my ear are driv- 
ing me crazy. I'm so sick. Life is hell. I 
was better off with Just a touch of 
deafness.' 
But the problems dissapeared quickly, 
Soon after, Mike left for a contract job as a 
mechanic in California. 
On his way back home to Canada Mike 
developed an ear Infection. 
"We've got to go heavy with the antibiot- 
ics," said the emergency doctor in the hos- 
pital at the border. 
Whe~ Mike got home, his wife removed 
the bandages. 
"My hearing is gone In that ear. 
Completely gone. I'm totally deafl That 
doctor who did the operation mucked up, 
He's made me deaf. I'm suing." 
In court, Mike was extremely emotional, 
° "Your Honor, I'm deaf In one ear and it's all 
the doctor's fault. He should're checked 
the instruments before he operated. He 
also should've specified the risks involved. 
If he had, I would never have agreed to the 
operation. Because of his mistakes am 
now legally deaf. Make him pay for the 
damage he has caused my ear." 
The doctor had a different spin, "Your 
Honor, did the best that I could. I told 
Mike there was a possibility of failure. But 
it wasn't the operation that caused the 
deafness. I told Mike that if he got an ear 
infection, it would cause serious problems, 
It wasn't anything I did or didn't do. It was 
completely out of my hands," 
Is the doctor responsible for Mike's ear 
damage? Youl Be The Judge. Then see 
below for the court's decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
LAWYERS 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Child Custody  
• Personal  Injury 
• Adopt ions  
• Impai red Driving 
• Immigrat ion  
• Wrongful  D ismissa l  
• Wil ls 
• Smal l  O la ims 
638-1764 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE J UDGE- DECISION 
"Doctor. pay Mike for the damage to his ear," the Judge ordered. =You should've have told Mike a.bout he risks 
and checked your instruments before operating," 
YOUl BE THE JUDGE Is based on actual court cases. Today's decision is based on the facts of the case and the 
law of the province of Manitoba. If you have a almllar problem, please consult Lindsey & Gruegor. Claire Bernsteln Is e 
Montreal lawyer and nationally syndicated columnist, Copyright 1997 Halko Enterprises. el24. 
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JUST A THOUGHT-  
KATHY FLORITTO 
An ode to soup 
LEWIS CARROLL'S "Mock Turtle Song" 
says it all... 
"Beautiful soup, so rich and green 
Waiting in a hot tureen! 
Who for such dainties would net stoop? 
Soup of the evening, beautiful Soup!" 
Around the world, soup is hailed as an 
antidote for colds and flu, depression, upset 
stomachs, cramps, allergies, bronchitis, arthritis, 
plus hangnails, bad report cards and political 
unresL 
On cold, blustery days, it makes our world a 
warmer place. In the 'dog days' of summer, a 
chilled version rejuvenates us. 
It is the best of foods and the simplest of 
epicurean delight whether concocted from 
freshly caught salmon and just picked herbs or a 
hodgepodge of tidbits saved from last week's 
suppers. 
It can be the entree to a seven-course designer 
dinner, or a wonderfully complete meal on its 
own and is always the answer for weary pro- 
riders with tired vegetables and hungry chil- 
dren. 
Although it has long been a primary building 
block of lunch-time menus, only recently have, 
ena'epreneurs recognized a good bowl of soup's 
value in creating profit. To give credit where it 
may well be due, the television program, Sein- 
fold awakened capitalists, young and old, to the 
potential profits bubbling inside the stock pot. 
Hail the soup Nazi. 
Now, from downtown street corners to "grab 
'n runs" everywhere, soup is given top billing 
and the customer lineups are astonishing. 
I was unable to locate stats for Canada, but a 
Gallup poll done in the US reveals that over 3 
billion soup and sandwich combinations in 1996 
alone. 
Tomato soup with a grilled cheese sandwich 
was the undisputed winner as America's favor- 
ite soup and sandwich combination of choice, 
followed by chicken noodle soup with a turkey 
sandwich. 
New Yorkers break up the hustle and bustle of 
Manhattan life with chicken noodle soup and a 
turkey sandwich, while over on the west coast, 
Los Angelans take-five to enjoy vegetable soup 
with a turkey sandwich and San Franciscans 
cast their reels for clam chowder and a turkey 
sandwich. 
If you're a patron of establishments serving 
Chinese foods, soup is probably one of the of. 
ferings you often select. When trying to decide 
which to choose from a menu of interminable 
choices, you might be interested in how they're 
rated by their creators. 
"Tang" means oap. 
"Shang" means best. "Shang-tang" is just 
what you'd expect - -  "best soup," a descrip- 
tion, by the way, of the ingredients, not the 
quality of the soap. "Er-tang" is second best 
and "Crao-tang" is best ranked soup stock. 
A melange of stir-flied lobster and asparagus, 
for instance, would be a "shang-tang," whereas 
a cabbage soup with bits of pork would be "or- 
tang." 
There are few who have not been introduced 
to "Jewish Penicillin," a miracle-worker that 
relies on that most estimable of creatures, the 
chicken, sccompanied, as a rule, by matzoh 
balls/small dumplings. If  a steaming bowl of 
that doesn't solve life's most difficult problems, 
it comes close ~ darned close. 
From whatever it is prepared and wherever it 
is served, wheiher a fast meal in a cup or a 
reach back in time to being coddled by Morn, 
no matter the reason or season, soup offers 
nutrition, satisfaction and delight. 
Best of all and for all age groups, soup spells 
comfort. 
One of my favourite quotations about this 
most favoured taste treat - -  probably because it
says more about the soup maker than the soup 
itself, comes from a man whose music is age- 
less: 
"Wuoever tells a lie cannot be pure in 
heart - -  and only the pure in heart can 
make good soup." 
- Ludwig van Beethoven 
An artist, a connoisseur of f'me foods and a 
realist,..Whatsguyl! 
Teens are tuning in 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
ENERGY. That's what Z.ac 
Nyce is. The 20-yesr-old is 
so pumped about music that 
he can barely talk fast 
enough to get his feelings 
ouL 
It's that energy that comes 
across during the shows he 
deejays on CFNR, FM 92.1. 
Shows which are attracting 
a growing and diverse 
young audience. 
During the one and a half 
hours of dedications Nyce 
gets between 85-100 phone 
calls. 
Some callers are a little 
snooty sending Meredith 
Brooks' song "B " out 
to a less than favourite step- 
mother. Another girl sends 
the song "Loser" out 
perhaps to an ex-boyfriend. 
But Nyce keeps it light, 
mostly concentrating on 
playing modern music 
something that's hard to 
come by in Terrace. 
"People want to hear what 
just came out," says Nyce. 
He thinks other local radio 
stations aren't playing the 
"'I never dreamed I 'd 
end up doing this. I 
love myth  so much. I
get paid to listen to 
music.' 
kind of inusic young people 
wanted to listen to. 
" It 's cool," says 13-year- 
old Ryan Mitchell. "When 
you make dedications you 
can listen to what you like." 
Another fan, Morgan 
Manning, .listens to Nyce 
regalarly, as do most of her 
fliends. "! think it's ex- 
cellent and it has great 
music," she says of the 
show. 
Nyce started working at 
CFNR in July. 
About two months ago his 
boss "just threw me in the 
booth." 
Nyce hasn't had any 
professional training ~ and 
that comes across in shows. 
He makes mistakes and 
apologizes a bit too much 
last Friday about an on- 
air case of hiccups. 
But he also sounds sin- 
cere, and obviously loves 
music and his job. And 
that's made him a hit with 
his audience, which he 
thinks ranges in age from 
11-26. 
" I  never dreamed I'd end 
up doing this. I love my job 
so much. I get paid to listen 
to music.' 
Since he started going on 
air Nyce has tried to 
squeeze in at least an hour 's  
worth of good music and 
perhaps some dedications 
during week nights. 
For the last few weeks 
he's taken over the show 
"Smoke Signals," which 
runs after school till 6 p.~. 
and till 8 p.m. on Friday. 
Nyce has the show until 
Dec. 8. 
Listeners might not realize 
that the man they're tuning 
into looks as different as 
some of the music he plays. 
Nyce presses buttons on 
his board with a silver claw 
finger ring, fitted over a 
black fingerless glove. 
A dark blue old fashione.d 
military-style jacket helps 
hide the chain hanging off 
his jeans belt loops. On the 
other end of that chain is his 
wallet. 
" I  dress down for work," 
Nyce explains. 
I f  you've seen Nyce ~ his 
shoulder length black hair 
partially died an orangey- 
blond - -  wandering around 
town, you'd probably agree. 
Nyce isn't sure what's 
going to happen to the 
show, which was formerly a 
pro-recorded dedication 
show. Management hasn't 
decided yet, he says. 
Nyce moved to Terrace 
two years ago, originally 
coming from Alberta. 
Surprisingly, he credits his 
parents' good taste in music 
for helping him to develol~ a
wide appreciation for dif- 
ferent music styles. 
It's Nyce's own huge col- 
lection of CDs which help 
him run the show. 
As for his favourite band, 
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ZAC NYCE gets close to a hundred requests during the phone-in portion of a 
show he hosts weekday nights on CFNR. Playing music that people want to hear 
Is the secret, he says. 
v 
it's Bad Religion. 
"It's an absolutely fantas- 
tic band with something to 
say." 
Some of Nyce's listeners 
are industrial fans, request- 
ing songs by Prodigy, Daft 
Punk and Chumba Wumba. 
Pap still has a few fans too, 
and Puff Daddy's "I ' l l  be 
Missing You" often gets 
calls. 
Rap isn't as popular as 
hip-hop in the larger cities 
an3mmre, but Nyce figures 
tastes run about five months 
behind in more rural areas 
like Terrace. 
Since the show is about 
phone-in requests, Nyce 
also finds himself playing 
music he hates "like that 
Barbie Girl song," by Aqua. 
He once told listeners how 
If listeners wonder how" 
Nyce manages to keep up to 
date on the latest music' 
while living in Terrace, the 
computer is his answer. 
He's regularly on the In- 
temet looking at the new 
annoying he found the song, ' Top 20 lists, and surfing to 
and for the next week he band sites. 
was deluded with requests Perhaps if Terrace is ex- 
for it, from people who posed to enough new music, 
wanted to hear it just to bug . Nyce won't have anymore 
him. requests like he did last Fri- 
A few local bands have '  day, for Vanilla Ice's "Ice 
also caught his ear, such as Ice Baby." 
Tension, Bardia and All Not all oldies are goodies. 
Those Opposed. 
Book celebrates discovery of artifacts 
THIS CEREMONIAL MASK is one of those pictured 
in Bringing Our Ancestors Home: The Repatriation of 
Nisga'a Artifacts. The book is published by the 
Nisga'a Tribal Council, with text by Alex Rose and 
Photos by Gary Fiegehen. It sells for $24.95 at Misty 
River Books, 
By JEFF NAGEL 
• LATE IN the 19th century, as the white 
man was beginning to arrive in this area, 
Nisga'a treasures were looted. 
The great works of north coast aboriginal 
a r t -  fantastic ceremonial masks, totem 
poles, bowls, rattles and head dresses 
were liken away. 
Collectors, anthropologists and mis- 
sionaries scoured the region snapping up 
native artifacts. 
They ended up in museums and private 
collections around the world, where they 
remained for decades. 
Bat in recent years, the Nisga'a have been 
combing the world's collections, catalogu- 
ing the treasures that were taken from the 
Nass Valley. 
Bringing Our Ancestors Home, a new 
book written by Alex Rose and published 
by the Nisga'a Tribal Council, tells the tale 
of stolen artifacts and the Nisga'a drive to 
' " bring them back. 
The book is the latest project of the same 
team of people that produced Nisga'a: 
People of the Nass Valley and a dazzling 
Nisga'a calendar each year. 
Vivid photographs by Gary Fiegehen cap- 
ture the mysterious energy and wonder of 
these works of art. 
The objects represent he trappings of 
wealth and power of the top Nisgs'a chiefs 
of the day. 
Some artifacts were for heraldic display, 
others were for initiation rites or to 
represent spirits on which a halayt or 
shaman would rely for magic and power. 
Others were used during dances and songs 
to illustrate stories connected to the Nisgs'a 
culture. 
Why did the Nisga'a part with objects of 
great spiritual and cultural significance? 
The book paints a stark picture of natives 
who were in the process of being converted 
to Christianity and faced with a harsh new" 
order that allowed no room for oom -r 
promise: accept he terms of a new religion 
or face e.temal damnation. 
Fearing just that, they turned over 
artifacts in great numbers to the mis- 
' sionaries. 
They sometimes burned the artifacts, bat 
in many cases kept them or sold them to 
traders, who in turn sold them to museums 
around the world. 
One of the compelling stories in the book 
is that of Nisga'a Tribal Council president 
Some an'facts were for heraldic 
display, others were for in~'ation 
rites or to represent spirits on 
which a halayt or shaman would 
rely for magic and power. 
Joe Gosnell's memory of playing as a boy 
in the crawlspace under his grandfather's 
house in Gitwinksihlkw to find carved fig- 
urea on the wooden beams. 
" I t  was only years later, after returning 
from residential school, that Joseph realized 
the foundations of his grandfather's house 
had once been the towering Nisga'a totem 
poles that graced the main street of his vil- 
lage." 
"As the price of a new religion, mis- 
sionaries had coerced the Nisga'a people 
into cutting down their own poles. Before 
they were allowed to embrace Christianity, 
they had to deny their own spiritual beliefs. 
Other totem poles were chopped own and 
floated down river where they were 
boomed up and milled in Prince Rupert." 
But this book is also about rebirth, telling 
of Nisga'a artists like Norman Tait who 
have taken the culture's art to new, cnn- 
temporary heights. 
Good explanations are given for the sys- 
tem of clans and crests and how the art fits 
into the culture's ceremonies and traditions. 
And most inspiring is the search for 
artifacts and the Nisga'a dream to one ~y 
have them returned to the Nass. 
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CITY SCENE 
MUSIC 
A BYE BYE BIRDIE - -  Caledonia 
Fine Arts presents this musical comedy 
at 8 p.m. on Friday, Dee. 5 and at 1 and 
8 p.m. on Saturday, Dee. 6. Tickets are 
$13 for evening shows and $7 for the 
matinee. Prices include $1.50 head tax. 
• TERRACE SYMPHONY OR- 
CHESTRA presents selections from 
The Messiah, on Saturday, Dec. 13 at 8 
p.m. at the REM Lee Theatre, The 
symphony will also perform Mozart 's  
Jupiter Symphony and other Christmas 
works. The community  choir and guest 
soloists Becky Bloski, Myma Fisher 
and John Arsenault are also featured 
during the concert. Tickets are $10 for 
adults and $8 for seniors and children at 
Sight and Sound or at the door. 
• GEORGE'S PUB presents the De 
La Hova title fight on Saturday, Dec. 6. 
Northern Lights plays live country rock 
and the 50s and 60s, every Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday night. Plus there's 
karaoke every Wednesday, and alternate 
Sundays. 
• THE THORNHILL PUB brings 
back karaoke very Friday. 
• GIGI'S PUB features Dance Ex- 
spress. 
MASKED - -  Kirsten and Melissa Earl, 
Natasha Ray and Crystal Evanoff spent an 
entertaining afternoon at the library, making 
masks. The library offers many free programs 
for children - -  check out the upcoming crafts 
and wreaths workshops. 
ETCETERA 
,t THE TERRACE ART GALLERY 
presents the Christmas Arts and Crafts 
sale is Friday, Dec. 5 from 7-9 p.m. and 
Saturday, Dec. 6 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Admission is $1. Regular gallery hours 
are noon to 3 p.m. from Wed. to Fri., 
Fri. nights from 6:30-8:30 p.m., Sat. 
from noon to 4 p.m. and Sun, fi'om 1-4 
p.m. 
A THE TERRACE HOSPICE 
SOCIETY hosts "Celebrate a Life" at 
7:30 p.m. on Dee. 9 at the Elks Hall. 
This is an opportunity to remember 
loved ones who have died. Participants 
are invited to bring a Christmas gift in 
memory of a loved one. (Gifts will go to 
the Salvation Army). Everyone is wel- 
come to attend. For more info call Terry 
at 635-4811. 
NIGHTS 
ALIVE 
A On Friday, Dec. 5 is a special tree 
trimming and crafts night at the Car- 
penter's Hall from 8-12 p.m. Saturday, 
Dec. 13 is a Yule Tide Relay at the 
Skeena gym from 7-11 p.m. Get teams 
together. Sunday, Dec. 14 is the movie 
afternoon special from 1-6 p.m. at the 
Carpenter's Hall. Bring a pillow and en- 
joy the popcorn. Finally, Friday, Dec. 
19 is the last regular drop-in night at 
the Carpenters hall before Christmas. 
All events are free. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
MARITAL AIDS- LINGERIE- VIDEO SALES 
OILS- GAMES -KUMA SUTRA ND MUCH MORE! 
OPEN: 12 NOON I0 9 P,M. MON.- SAT. CLOSED SUNDAY 
#2- 3237 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N4 
PH: (250) 638-1070 Fax: (250) 638-1021 
TOLL FREE: 1-888-638-1070 E-mail: ebonys@kermode.net 
. . . .  i ',.,)f,-|tUlUr~Jyl ~ ,  u l UGOUOy I'+ILJI I L  
at 6 prn Pool Tournament 
De La Hoya Wednesday Night 
Title Fight Karaoke 
3086 Highway 16 
Ph: 635-6375 
Friday, Dec. 05 place at the library from 3:30-4:30 month in the board room at 8 p.m. activity room. For morn info call 8- DAIKO Jl SOTOZEN CENTRE 
HOUDAY STRESS relief spaghetti pm. Program is free, but register by Everyone is welcome. 1863. hosts Zazen meditation every Tuesday 
supper starts at 5 p.m. at the calling 638-8177. evening at 7 pm at the centre. For hd'o 
Kermode Friendship Centre. $6.95 TUESDAYS TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND phone 635-3455. 
for adults and $3.95 for children. WEEKLY MEETINGS PLANNED PARENTHOOD Clinic '.meets every Tuesday at 7 p,m. at the 
Pro qeeds to 8th Terrace Beavers - . ...... , , is o~n every:Tneaday..night from 7-9-,-~.ledonia high school, For, more info ..... The, T.erraee, Standard . offers the 
,, aiicl C05s. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' .................... , ................... ,', '~'p;m'.' ,antotmsnoa.'~na ,"counsenmg oK',.:Call Jim Ryan at 635-4089. c e t r~un i ty  ca lendar  as ia f fub l i c  ser- 
Saturday, Dec. 06 
MARKET BAZAAR takes place 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 3222 
Munroe St. Tables for rent for $10 
each. Contact Randy at 635-4355. 
Sponsored by Terrace Full Gospel 
Christian Fellowship. 
UNITED CHURCH WOMEN hold 
their annual tea and bazaar from 2- 
4 p.m. at the Knox United Church. 
Everyone welcome. 
TERRACEVIEW'S annual Christ- 
mas Tea and Bazaar takes place 
from 2-4 p.m. Fellowship, baked 
goods and great handicrafts. 
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR takes place 
from 10 a.m. till 4 p.m, at the 
Kermode Friendship Cenb'e. Tables 
available for $25 each. Phone Lil or 
Patricia at 635-4906 for more info. 
Sunday, Dec. 07 
LAKELSE LAKE Community As- 
soc. meets at the Hot Springs Ban- 
quet Room at 1 p,m. Bring your 
questions about fire protection, 
Monday, Dec. 08 
ALZHEIMER SOCIETY of BC 
hosts a support and educational 
meeting from 3-4:30 p.m, at Ter- 
raceview Lodge. For more info call 
Mrs. McConnell at 798-2581 
Tuesday, Dec. 09 
PACIFIC NW MUSIC FESTIVAUS 
monthly meeting is at 8 p.m. at 
3639 Krumm Rd. Plus, the 1998 
entry forms for the music festival 
are now available at Sight and 
Sound IocalJons in Terrace, Pdnce 
Rupert and Kitimat. Last year's syl- 
labus applies for this year. For info 
call 635-9O89, 
Sunday, Dec. 14 
TERRACE SPORT CARD collec- 
tom are Invited to a card show at 
the Coast Inn of the West from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. F~oceeds go to local 
charity. For more Info call Rob at 
638-0807. 
Tueeday~ Dec. 16 
CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT 
CRAFTS for children aged 6-8 will 
take  place at the library from 3:30- 
4:30 pro. Program is free, but regis- 
ter by calling 638.8177. 
Wednesday, Dee. 17 
WREATH MAKING CRAFTS for 
children aged 9 and up will take 
WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY 
birth control and birth control supplies wee to its readers and community or- SUNDAYS 
at reasonable cost. Drop in. They're at STRETCHING CLASS - -  The MEn- 
GROUP ~ This non-pargsan group is the rear of the health unit on Kalum, so istry of Health community rehabilita- 
for women to gather and talk about go to the back door. For more info or teen program hosts this seated stretch- 
their spirituality. Openness, support to volunteer call 638-2027. ing class from 1-2 p.m. at the Skeena 
and respect valued. No fear of con- ' Health Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum 
denmation. Share joy, tears and . TWIN'S CLUB PLAYTIME is the SL Call Anne at 638-2272 for more fore each event. 
laughter in the slzuggle towards fast Tuesday of every month from info. 
shalom. From 2-3:30 at the Terrace 10:30-noon at the Family Place. Call 
Women's Centre. For more info call 635-9669. 'PAl  CBI FOR SENIORS is held 
Pat at 638-7906. Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at Submissions should 
FAMILY PLACE hosts a parent and the Happy Gang Centre. For more info primed neatly. 
child drop-in fxom 10:30-noon at the call Jean at 635-3159. 
/ 
TERRACE BAHA'I community of- 
fers weekly classes in spiritual educa- 
tion for children. For more info call 
635-4595. 
MONDAYS 
SKEENA SQUARES - -  Join them 
for square dancing Mondays at 7 p.m. 
starting September 8 at the Carpenter's 
Hall 3312 Sparks St. Beginners wel- 
come. For into call Jim at 635-6724. 
SENIORS GET together for Five-Pin 
Bowling at the Terrace Bowling Alley. 
Meet at I p.m. 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays 
at 7:30 p.m, at 4542 Park. For more 
info call 1-888-706-1780. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the t'wst and third Monday of 
each month. New members welcome. 
For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or 
L~ at 635-9405. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
sociation meets the second Monday of 
every month at 8 p.m. at Thomhill Jr. 
Secondary in the h'brary. 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE 
meets the 2nd and 4th Monday of 
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. Call 635-2415 and 635.9228 for 
more info. 
BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet the 
first Monday of the month in members' 
homes on an alternating basis, For in- 
formation or to volunteer call Linda at 
635-6849 or Michele at 635-3087. 
Birthrite offers free, confidential preg- 
nancy services and is located above the 
Tillicum Theatre, suite #201, Office 
hours are 11 a,m. to 1 p.m, Monday to 
Friday. Call 635-3907 or call the 24- 
hour hotline at 1-800.550-4900. 
ARE YOU HAVING U'ouble seeing 
your grandchildren? Call Marge at 
635-7421 for info. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
iary meets the third Monday of each 
ganlzations. 
This column is intended for non- 
Fro~ organizations and those events 
for rt,hich there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
S leeping.  Reading.  F ish ing.  And more s leep ing .  
ENJOY YOUR 
Start preparing now so you can afford to do'almost anything, 
Yo u 
RETIREMENT 
can even af ford to do abso lute ly  no lh ing .  
DID YOU KNOW... 
That if you have RRSP's and are 
turning 69, 70 or 71 this year, you 
have to transfer all your RRSP's into 
RRIF's (Registered Retirement 
Income Funds) before December 31. 
1997 
be tymd or 
" " I  
For the most flexible RRIF's in town 
come see us at the Terrace & District 
Credit Union 
Terrace & l 'strict Credit Unio  
tl~ credit uglott adva~ag~, we am a profit sharing, member ,mmed instflutiott.. 
we belong to yott 
• j ,  
, t  
q~ 
~g 
H 
m 
HUNDREDS OF RED PLACARDS decorate the arena hill this week. They 
represent women in Terrace who've suffered violence over the last four years. 
Sarah deLeeuw of the women's centre was one of those who helped organize 
~is display which is to mark Dec. 6, a national day of mourning. 
Display protests violence 
HOW MANY women in Terrace have suf- 
fe'red violence over the last four years? 
J f  you want to f'md out, take a drive by the 
arena hill. There 425 placards have been 
s iapled to wooden stakes. 
,The Terrace Women's Centre, Ksan 
transition house, the Family place and other 
community groups helped put the placards 
into the ground on Monday. 
Each placard represents one reported inci- 
dent of violence against a woman in the 
Terrace area over the last four years. 
The women's Centre organized this very 
visual statement in honour of Dec. 6, a na- 
tional day of mourning for women who 
have suffered violence. 
The day is the anniversary of the date that 
Mark Lepine murdered 14 women and in- 
jured 13 more in Montreal's Ecole 
Polytechnique in 1989. The women were 
engineering students. 
Lepine, who committed suicide, ex- 
plained his actions in a letter: " I  have de- 
cided to send the feminists, who have al- 
ways ruined my life, to their Maker." 
Now Dec. 6 has become a day to remem- 
ber all women who are victims of violence. 
Last year in Terrace and surrounding area 
there were 134 reported cases of violence 
against women, says Carol Sabo of the 
women's cenUrc. Of those, 84 were inci- 
dents of spousal assault. 
Those are only the cases that were 
reported to the police, she points out. The 
actual numbers of assaults are probably 
much higher. And many women endure 
repeated assaults, hoping to keep the family 
together. 
In order to commemorate Dec. 6, and 
women hurt or killed by violence, the 
women's centre and some local businesses 
are distributing white ribbons at no charge. 
I ADDRESS:  
I CATEGORY:  
I 
! at any sponsor listed. 
Fax entries to board office at 638-1837 or drop off 
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HEAI~ 
AND STROKE 
FOUNDATION 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR V8G 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS 
AGAINST Anne Evans Your donation is 
CANADA'S 638-1966 tax deductible 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a last!ng tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
Or. Meg Sexsmi~h 
E3/~tom~eCr~ist~ 
OFFICE HOURS 
Monday 9 a.m. . 8 p.m. 
Tues - Fri 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
4550 Lekelse Ave. Terrace 
Ph: B3B.EDED 
The Dease Lake Recreation Centre Committee 
is pleased to present it's 5th Annual ,~:~ 
ONLY 1000 TICKETS TO BE SOLD BUT 
Draw - 1700 hrs, Dec. 29, 1997 at Supervalu, Dease Lake, B.C: (RCMP supervised). 
Winners consent to the release of their names and addresses by the licencee. 
1 st '98 Arctic Cat Powder Special 
EFI600 
2nd '98 Arctic Cat Panther 440 
3rd '98 Arctic Cat Jag 340 
4th CMA return flight [or 2 in C.MA's 
World 
5th arctic Cat Windshield Storage 
Bag 
6th Skimmer 
7th Robert Bateman "Misty Lake 
Osprey" 
8th $200 in Petro Can Gas Gift 
Certificates 
9th Universal Snowmobile Cover 
10th C. Brenden Collector Plate & 
Frame 
1 lth Arctic Cat Gore Tex Gloves 
12th D. Burnham Water Color 
Painting 
13th GPS Hand Held Unit 
14th 101 Piece Emergency Road Kit 
PRIZES: 
15th Arctic Cat Backpack 
16th ,$100 Cash 
17th Arctic Cat Sweatshirt 
18th Child's Snowboard & Bindings 
19th Team Arctic Bag 
20th Emergency Rd Kit/Travelers First 
Aid Kit 
21 st Arctic Cat Boot & Glove Dryer 
22nd Arctic Cat Plush Backrest Bag 
23rd 8" Swede Bore Ice Auger 
24th Apres Snowmobile Surprise Pkg 
25th Mini-Binoculars by Bushnell 
261h Arctic Cat XL Leather 
Snowmobile Jacket 
27th $100 SuperValu G!,ft Certificate 
28111 Smith Quick Strap Goggles 
291h 1 Qt Aladdin Metal Thermos 
30111 Arctic Cat Gore Tex Milts 
31 st Arctic Cat Backpack 
32nd Smith "Quick Strap" goggles 
33rd Hwy. Emergency Kit/Travel First 
Aid Kit/Touring Kit 
34th GPS Hand Held Unit 
35th $100 SuperValu Gift Certificate 
36th Dease Lake Sweatshirt 
37th Arctic Cat Luggage Bach 
Wraparound 
38th Arctic Cat Boot & Glove Dryer 
39th Arctic Cat Tool Holder with Seat 
Tray 
40th Team Arclic Fleece Pullover 
41 st Arctic Cat Handle Bar Bag 
42nd Arctic Cat Luggage Rack 
Wraparound 
43rd Arctic Cat Sweatshirt 
44th Arctic Cat Rally Cat Sweater 
45th Arctic Cat ToolHolder with Seat 
Tray 
46111 $100 Cash 
47th Buck Hunting Knife Set 
48th Leatherman Tool 
49th Sorel Glacier Snow Boots 
TICKETS are $50 each payable by cheque to the Dease Lake Recreation Centre. 
If paying by VISA/MASTERCARD, include account no, expiry date, contact name, phone number and 
address. MAIL TO: P.O. Box 359, Dease Lake, B.C. VOC 1 L0 or Fax (250) 771-3449 or Phone Lottery 
Line (250) 771-3555. *Only 400 tickets sold to date* Lottery Licence 810751. 
OUT SOON ! 
:..Le 
Lower 
:e. author 
Bennett 
I. Lee 
. 
SkeenaRiver and pays 
• tribute to the rugged 
individuals who travelled, 
explored and lived along 
itsturbulent len& th. 
:. :./il . ; . i  ~ " /. -.. " ~ : ~  . 
:'¢, . . . . . . . . . . .  ..:.~)'~,"¢'k,,. ' 
Delivery expected December 1, 1997 
2":: ~: ' .  : : : '>  : . .>k  . . . . . . . .  " -  
:": :Available from Misty River and other locations. 
0rders cah'befaxed or phoned to 250-635-5320 or mailed to:The 
. . . . . . . .  . . . .~ ,  :.. 
Lee: Hospital Foundation 4720 Haugland Ave., Terrace, B.C V8G 2W7 !i~: •:,:: 
I i': 
' ORDER FORM , I 
I I:: 
I NAME:  ......................................................................................  . . . .  . . . . .  . . .  . . . . .  . u/ 
! ! 
n ADDRESS:  .... • . iH~Jm. |e Jmi .ml . |  . u ie  . . i  mm m.me. lmJ .m.  • • i i  im lmlm Jee l .m~m|~m ~m • | - i  i i  i ~111 i i  i~ l l l l l~ l l l l~ l  i i  ~1  i ~ i H i  i i 
I I Enclosed find a cheque or money order for 
I I 
$30 each  copy  p lus  sh ipp ing  & hand l ing :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; ................................. i 
i 
i Visa card number: .................................................. Expiry Date:  .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i u 
, Orders can be faxed to 250 .635-5320.  i 
I More Information avai lable by call ing 250-635-5320 i 
' Price $30  each copy plus shipping 
' All proceeds go toward equipment for Mills Memorial Hospital. ! 
- - - . . ~ . - - .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
I I I  I I I  i ~1 I I I I I I  I I I I  I I I  I I I 
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Long-time nurse passes away/ 
ONE OF TERRACEVIEW 
Lodge's most beautiful and 
gracious ladies has passed 
away. 
Helen Ernestine Jefferson 
died on August 26, 1997. 
Helen was born on Aug. 1, 
1908 in Lunneberg, Nova 
Scotia, at the River John 
House, a stopover for 
travelers run by Helen's 
grandmother. 
Helen's family owned 
three mast schooners and a 
fish company. Her father 
kept race horses for a hobby 
and her mother was a school 
teacher. 
Helen took her early 
schooling in Lunneberg 
county. After she graduated 
she enrolled in the school of 
nursing at White Plain, New 
York. 
After a few years of train- 
ing Helen returned to Cana- 
da to begin her career as a 
nurse in Bridgewater, Nova 
Scotia. From here she went 
to work in the old Digby 
general hospital for about 12 
years. 
That's where she met her 
beloved husband Harry Jef- 
ferson. 
Harry was born in 1909 in 
Digby and was a farmer. 
After a brief courtship the 
couple married on Jan. 1, 
1929. They raised a family 
of three boys and four gkls 
in Digby. Their children 
were Charlie, Lena, Doris, 
Peg, Murray and Ruth. 
Daughter Francis was lost to 
whooping cough in 1939. 
While the family was 
growing up Harry was in- 
volved in mixed farming, he 
raised milk cows and prize 
oxen.  
The Jeffersons decided to 
sell the farm and make the 
7:!ii:~ 
YVONNE MOEN 
big move to Terrace in 
1956. 
Helen resumed her nurs- 
ing career in the dd Red 
Cross hospital, where "the 
Flyna Apartments are now. 
She later transferred over to 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
where she worked until she 
retired in the 1970s. 
. When the family came to 
Terrace Harry found a job 
working at Skeena Con- 
struction. From there he 
went to work helping to 
rebuild Pohle's mill. 
That led to a job as a 
'millwright which kept Harry 
busy until his retirement in
1975. 
Both Harry and Helen en- 
joyed their retirement time 
together. Helen loved to 
play bingo. She would 
travel to Prince Rupert and 
Smithers rain or snow. 
Helen was always helping 
people. She often visited 
them to see if they needed 
anything, and was a very 
kind gentle lady. 
She kept very active until 
she had a stroke. So in 1984 
Helen decided maybe it was 
time to let others look after 
her and admitted herself to 
Terraceview Lodge. 
Helen lost her beloved 
:iiiii;ii~ii!i!!iii: 
Helen Ernest ine  Je f fe rson  
husband Harry in 1994, 
after 65 years of marriage. 
Then in 1996 she lost her 
son Murray and her health 
began to fail more. 
She passed away this year 
on August 26. 
Helen is survived by her 
daughters Doris, Lena, and 
Ruth and sons Reg and 
Charlie, many grand- 
children, great- 
grandchildren and many 
friends. 
Helen had a special impact 
on my life as well. She was 
my nurse when my daughter 
Maxine was born in 1959. I
feel lucky to have known 
her. May she rest in peace. 
Take precautions against 
hand, foot and mouth disease 
By MARGARET McKELVIE 
Public Health Nurse 
NW Community Health Services Society 
DID YOU know that during the recent few weeks 
there have been a number of cases of hand, foot and 
mouth disease among school-aged children? 
Although adults can be affected, and usually experi- 
ence flu-like symptoms, the disease is more common- 
ly seen in children under the age of 10. Hand, foot 
and mouth disease is caused by a virus and is spread 
the same way as upper respiratory infections or 
"'colds." 
It takes approximately 3-7 days after exposure to 
the virus for the rash to appear. Children may feel 
slightly ill and have a mild fever for a day or tow. 
They may have a loss of appetite also. There are no 
serious after-effects of this disease. 
As the name implies, the hands, feet and moutl/are 
affected. Sores in the mouth will be either small 
bright red areas or small white blisters urrounded by 
a red ring. These sores can be found on the tongue, 
lips, inside cheeks, or top of the mouth. They can be 
painful. 
On the hands and feet a rash appears with bright red 
spots, grey ulcers inside a red ring, or thin blisters. It 
is uncommon for a rash to appear on the feet of chil- 
dren underthree years of age. Occasionally a rash ap- 
pears on the buttocks of infants. 
There is no treatment for this disease. The rash will 
heal on its own within 5 - i0 days. Antibiotics are not 
beneficial. 
Good handwashing particularly after use of the 
toilet, prompt disposal of soiled nasal tissues fol- 
lowed by handwashing, and particular attention to 
handwashing after diaper changes help to minimize 
the spread of the virus. 
What are your questions orconcerns? Write us at: 
"Did You Know That...?" North West Community 
Health Services Society 3412 Kalum St., Terrace BC 
VSG 412. 
7" 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Courtney Marie Gagnon Cameron Robert Ta~hoots 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
Ocl. 17, 1997 at 6:21 a.m. Nov. 17, 1997 5:14 a.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 15.5 oz. Sex: Fern',de Weight: 101bs 9.5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: larq, & Maria Gagnon Parents: Martina Klimek & 
'Cameron TashooLs $ 
Baby's Name: 0 
Gregory Stuart Molil0r Baby's Name: 
Date & Time of Birth: Bren 'dan James Me~lenaghan 
Oct. 22, 1997 at 8:40 a.m. Date & Time of Birth: 
Weight: 6 Ibs 6 oz. Sexi M',de Nov. 7, 1997 1:56 a.m. 
Parents: Rhonda & 'Randy Molitor Weight: 9 II)s Sex: Mate 
Parents: Jim McClenaghan & 
I,et-ah Whiff0rd ¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Bebe 'l,,ah Tr~an Crown Baby's Name: 
Date & Time of Birth: Julia~ne Ethel Nyce 
Nov. 9, 1997 at 9;52 p.m. Date & Time of Birth: 
Weight: 71hs 15 oz. Sex: F'em:de Nov. I, 1997, 6:1)3 a.m. 
Parents: Donald & Patrida Weight: 71bs 12 oz. Sext Fern;de 
Crown Parents: Gaylene Nyee 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more Information 
Overwa tea 
t~,~ ~er,¢ oma ~xxl ieqpb.. 
s IN 
in each .r.~rn. each roo~ / Special 
/ Airport Limo ~ervice / TBC Betting ] (12 ,41 ~ ~I f~ 
/ WalkingDi~tnncetotheNew J Adjucent to the [ t ]~/ ' l  ~$U 
Parkwood Place Civic Centre [ ~ U + tax 
/ Thursday, , Friday, Saturday ~ .._O.../rnom Per. nl'~ht, 
Special rates expire March 31, 1998 
  ,eim. n inn "In the Heart of Dow,,town" 
~ k 7  v .Z' a~l .  1 600 Quebec St., Prince George, 
V . ,~  Call Toll Free 1.800-292.8333 for Reservati0ns 562-3181 fax 562-1768 
qet  eaE , qetSet, !; 
Friday, December5& r,~ ~ ~~~ 
Saturday, December 6 ~ ~ ' 
tlanky's is kicking off tbe ~,  , -  '~ 
Christmas Season Ibis 
weekend!!! ~u I We are helping Santa do his gift ~ ~ ~ 
giving. Be here this weekend if
you bare been naughty or nice. 
Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
More and more new and potential small business 
people are asking this question in their community. 
The Youth Mentorship Program creates and assists 
mentoring relationships tohelp provide answers and 
promote success. 
A Youth Mentorship Program will begin in 
Terrace on Tuesday, November 25, 1997. 
If you are a young entrepreneur or a potential small 
:business owner and you would like the guidance • 
..of an experienced business person, or if you are a ;-~: % 
> successful business person who is willing to share 
your experience and knowledge through a mentoring 
relationship, contact Mary Ann at 1-888-377-9675 for 
more information, or to register for this program. 
, ._.BRITISH 
~OLUMBIA  
Ministry of Employment and Investment 
Terrace Furniture Marl 
,1% ;/:ii 
4 D S+: 0NLY 
:; :.x 
!i. ,.'::ii+i~:. ~i~;i ................... 
'~3::::?{~ . . . . .  ;~ili:.{i!ilili!i~:;~i+ I 
'::~,;."'-' • . ""ii!i!i%~:!:" .~:
' ,,,-:: L.. +:i~!~: . . . . .  , ................... i' ,+~::!4~i ~!~*'': i...#:" 
Thursday Dec, 4 
Friday Dec. 5 
Saturday Dec, 6 
Sunday Dec. 7 
Come in and browse for Christmas savings. 
The coffee is on us/ 
TV'S AS LOW AS 
FISH TANK 
was 
Includes I 
8 Fish J 
VCR REMOTE ONLY 
s179." 
°+S+OC,,N,S+OFF,R °+°'+'o"l 
Complete I~/l~~i~l Touch NOW 
Kitchen Lamps $~~ 
Utensil Set 
8 PIECE were $d l~ ar.,,,, 
DIGITAL CLOCK 
was $4e:00~ 
.ow s25 S20.99 per me/OAt 
: i 
Ducks, game clock & other small 
gift ideas. Just come in & see 
the huge selection all at : 
50% 
TERRACE FURNITURE MART 4434 L4KELSE AVE TERRACE Phone: 638-0555 ~ 
Around Town 
: Who's the brightest? 
BRIGHTEST, most Christmasy homes, streets and 
.'businesses in Terrace are invited once more to enter the 
.'annual 9th annual Christmas decorating contest. 
: Organized by the Northwest Realty Boards, the contest 
'helps bring the ChrisUnas spirit to Terrace. 
There are five categories this year - -  best home, apart- 
men,/mobile, street, commercial display and overall effort. 
The enlry deadline is Dec. 18. You can fax entries to the 
real estate board office at 638-1837. Judging will take 
place Dec. 19. 
Auction a success 
ECOI~IOMIC WOES didn't hurt the annual Rotary Club 
auction on Nov. 8-9. Organizers just finished totalling the 
results and $38,000 was raised. After the bills are paid ~,p 
proximately $30,000 will be left to spend in the com- 
munity, said organizer Art Erasmus. 
Erasmus was impressed both with the generosity of the 
donors and the bidders. 
The money will be spent to support community groups 
and projects throughout the year. The biggest one lined up 
so far is an upgrade of the Rotary ballpark behind Pacific 
Northern Gas. The outfield is full of potholes and crevices, 
complain ballplayers. 
Homecoming 
SKEENA and Mt. Elizabeth boys basketball teams will 
square offagainst an aging alumni squad on Dec. 5. 
The "'Homecoming '97" event has been organized by 
the Skeena Jr. Secondary parent advisory council and stu- 
dent council. 
The basketball games tart at 7 p.m. and will be followed 
by a social. Everyone is welcome. There will be a small 
admission charge at the door. 
Wishing well helps 
COMMUNITY SUPPORT for young Terrace bum vic- 
tim Cody Mooney is still strong, three months after a ter- 
rible accident. 
Mo0ney was badly burned and almost killed when an in- 
flammable material ignited. He's gone through 12 opera- 
tines in Vancouver so far, and faces more surgery over the 
next ten years. 
An auction organized by Terrace residents raised more 
than $15,000 to help cover medical expenses and the cost 
of family visits. 
" I  thought we should do our part," said BC Hydro 
vehicle tradesman John Halley. "So I suggested to $oe 
Wisniewski, our substations manager, that we erect a sign 
on the wishing well in the office lobby saying money 
thrown into the well would be donated to Cody." 
Now the well which used to be full of pennies boasts 
toonies, loonies and quarters. 
BC Hydro plans to keep the sign up in the lobby for 
about six months before presenting the donations to the 
Mooney family. 
,.~,¢RS CATALOGUE 
POSTAL STRIKE? 
At Sears we'll save you the worry 
because Sears does not depend 
on the Post Office. 
We guarantee your catalogue 
order will get to you with 
the same level of  service 
were  always provided! 
In fact, our Ship-a-Gift program 
offers an excellent alternative 
to Canada Post for 
shipping your gifts, 
and it's absolutely 
FREE! 
Shop Sears Catalogue~,..and shop worry free! 
Call toll-free, 1-800, 967-3277 
24 hours a day. 
A  ese t 
LAFED BODY HEALING THERAPY 
Nina Lavoie 
R.A.C. Certified Reflex010gist 
Spot Therapy, Zone Therapy, Compression Therapy, 
Reflex Therapy, etc. 
"I~EATMENT FOR THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 
Migraine headache, fatigue, CNS nervous ystem, 
whiplash, leg cramps, numb arms, neck and sh0ulde~s, menstruaJ 
problems, circulatory problems, ciatic nerves, backache, sinus 
congestion, under stress, chronic fatigue syndrome, hips and 
lower back, anemia, etc, 
REF~OL~Y 
Is a natural healing art based on the principal that here are 
reflexes on the hands and feet, which corresponds on every 
glands and organs of the body through the application ofthe 
pressure of these reflexes, Reflexology relieves tension, improves 
circulation and helps the body to promote natural function of the 
related areas of the body. 
r/EED AN APPOINTMENT: 
Please don't hesitate to call for an appointment now, Pick 
up your phone and dial the number. (250) 6384942, 
ADDRESS. 4102 Skoglund Street, Terrace, [~,C, 
LOCAtiON. Up on the bench, at the back of Teneceview Lodge 
[ BUSINESSHOURS: ] ~ 
Monday- Friday 9 am to 9 pm 
Saturday 1 pm to 10 pm 
SIMPLE MESSAGE FOR EVERYONE: HEALTH IS WEALTH 
( CHRISTMAS SPECIAL  "~ 
]New Cuetomere Csn Enjoy Their FIret Seuions at I 
I: 1/2 PRICE I 
L .... , When you mention this ad ) Ck .  
Oriental and Western Combination Techniques, 27 years ~ 
service experience, 4 year course at Divine World University in 
Y.U.L.O.S.A. Philippines, 2 years practical course at 
University of Science of Technology in Hefet, Chine 
Don't forget about 
Christmas Seals 
THE POSTAL strike inconvenienced more than just 
those people who want to send Chris'ross packages. 
Organizers of the BC Lung Association's Christmas Seal 
campaign are worried donations to the charity will be bad- 
ly hurt by the strike. 
The provincial goal for the Christmas Seal campaign was 
to raise $1.55 million. Only half that amount had been 
raised before the postal shntdown. 
Many British Columbians received the colourful Christ- 
mas Seals in the mail by mid-November, but couldn't send 
in donations because of the shutdown. 
"We are in crisis. The Lung Association's largest singe 
fundraiser has been crippled," said Richie Gage, volunteer 
president of the Lung Association. 
Money from Christmas Seals help pay for medical re- 
search in BC, public and professional health education and 
air quality programs. 
When mail service resumes, donations can be sent to the 
Lung Association at 2675 Oak St., Vancouver, 13(3, V6H 
2K2. 
Cal surveys needed 
THE LEADERSHIP 12 class at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary is asking parents to send accreditation surveys 
back to the school. 
The surveys asked parents for their opinion on a wide va- 
riety of issues at the school. The leadership class took on 
the distribution of the surveys as a class project, but there's 
no more class time allotted for students to collect he sur- 
veys. 
So they ask parents to please return completed surveys to 
the school. 
I (: lUWil ' i  
. . , , , . , , , , , . . ;  635.TIPSl 
: " t :~ ..... :' :~ i ~/ 
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/ Room Rates \ in cach room. eachroom / SPecial \ 
/ f~  '~ i I l " l~  ~ J AirportLimoecrvice / TaCBetting ,/ ~ ,~ ar '~g~l~ 
[ ~']Y~Sing le  I '/ WalkingOistancetoth¢Ncw ,/ Adjacent o the I ~ / l~ J~uu I 
/ ~ ~ + "lax ] Paxkwotxi Place Civic Centre I ~ U + tax I 
d~ ,tw ,a ¢ t~ J "/ Thursday, Friday, Saturday " ~, / r~nm ~r  . ;~ ,  J 
~.,~ , , /1  ~eD Double / Undcrworld's Alternnte Music \ "~l .,"y '~ ' v~" ] "b :  '; ' / 
\~ J 'T  +Tax./ .its, D..~, Ja,on rrn,,, v,~,ou,et \ ° mr gA~ or .°~.o': /
Special rates expire March 31, 1998 
,d i~] r l~a-~wl  "ll, l~ ' r -~ '~da]P  T ] r l t~  "In the Heart ofDowntow,z" 
~l l~•; ,{~x~U~JLX l .  J. ~ .aO~L l l l J .1  600 Quebec St., Prince George, 
~.,~jr uail 1011 Free 1-800-292-8333 for Reservations 562-3181 fax 562-1768 
COAST MOUNTAINS SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 
OFFERS FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT 
ALL ITEMS ARE AS IS, WHERE IS 
Located in New Hazelton (Contact Doug Bridal at 842-5901) 
1 ONLY early 1960's Model B-250 McCormick (International) Diesel Tractor 
3 point hitch - 
Located in Terrace (Contact Max Botelho at 638-4422) 
1 ONLY 1969 John Deer. 510 Diesel Tractor (4 cyl) 
c/w Allied front end bucket 
1 ONLY small trailer 72" x 120" 
1 ONLY riding lawn mower, 48" deck 
1 ONLY blade'attachment for back of farm tractor, 72" wide 
Located in Kitimat (Contact Hugo Tse at 632-3825) 
1 ONLY 1984 Dodge pickup, V-8, c/w canopy 
Please call the contact phone numbers to view equipment 
Written bids will be received by Mr. H.J. Eberts, Maintenance Superintendent at:: 
Coast Mountains School District 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace B.C. 
V8G 3E9 
OR by fax to (250) 638-4490 (in the event of postal disruption) 
until noon Monday December 8, 1997 
The highest or any bid not necessarily accepted 
;::::i.:;:.i~i ::b: 
Terrace 
Shopp ing  
Centre  
17!i!~:~!:Li::~i!i.i!i ~ 
25% Off 
Holiday Wear Event 
Plus 
Great Gift Ideas at 
$40 or  less  
smart  se t  
Terrace Shopping Centre 635-7880 
• S leepwear  
• S l ippers  
mpany 
Small To Plus Sizes 
River Chase Velour Co-ordinates 
Now In! Perfect For Christmas/ 
Just Arrived! 
"Slinky" 
Regular size pants and tops, 
Burgundy, Green Or Black 
Terrace Shopping Centre 635-1700 
-----: i~: :!TDBank - -  
Financial Group 
THE RIGHT INVESTMENT 
THE RIGHT ADVICE 
RIGHT HERE! 
Mutual Funds 
GlCs - Bonds 
Discount Brokerage 
Wealth Management Advice 
Portfolio Management 
We're Here To 
Help Make It 
Easier 
Terrace Shopping Centre Ph: 635.7231 
I 
~ ~. ~"~.o Safeway I 
:;i;:~. ~~i~ Dr inks  I 
i ~  opp)icoble I 
i:l 
I ~ SAFIWAY PRINIID COUPON PLU 806/I 
] rerything You Need,. 
,!Jl Under One Roof 
W[¢S 
IFightman & Smith 
Insurance Agencies Ltd 
638-1424 
Terrace Shopping Centre 
Diamond Solitaire Earrings 
i~' <';~':. ~ :"~'~.': ,."~"~:'~>~'." !,~,~...;.,..~..'.~...~?~ ., ~  -.. ,,~..~ 
' :.':,,~S-, ~-~:. ~',. ~'.~" ,: .... ~(~: 
Always beautiful 
Starting at 
. 39 Do 
SINCE 1910 
Terrace Shopping 
Centre 
635-7440 
' "::;:I < ,I i':l; ~ 
! i:]:i;~<~:',',' " ~ ' i0  .: ~ , . . ;~- .~ i  %..;; .,~i..../ 
,=J .,. " ~ ~<-'.'~' Z ~.  ~" 'J-..J..~, ~,J; 
With Shoppers Drug Mart Gift Centre 
• Shaped Candles • Pot Pourri 
, Beeswax Candles • Picture Frames 
, Pewter Ornaments • Bisque Angles 
, Chris~,mas Bear Collections • Lamps 
• Puzzles & Mucl~ More 
SHOPPERS 
DRUG IV lART  
T"EBARGAIPJ.Is  
I SUPER 
WEEKEND PRICES 
I I: [IJ Igl ff:VR 3 fl I ff:~ I.'f:~ ilJ:l sT;~'l:]g']lJ~l sT;~ KI]~ll~i 
DECEMBER 4th- 7th I 
25 o~tdoor Ilghl sots 2 for $9.00 Reg. 7.99 I 
9 fr Xmas Pine Garland $1,99 Reg, 3.99 i 
25 pk Xmas Bows 2 for $1,50 Rag, 39¢ I 
1140 lights 16 functions $12.00 Rag, 16.99 J
4647 Lakelse Avenue Terrace B.C, " 
Sunday L I .  5, Men - Wed 5:~0 - 6, 
Thurs. Frl 9:30.9, Saturday 9:30 - 6 | 
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,DAVE TAYLOR PORTS 638-7283 
Kispiox Quality 
ceording ~tto conservative 
k estimates t~ Skeena steelhead 
fishery gen~ated approximately 
$3.7 millioq in angler expendi- 
tures, $3.5 million in i#come, $2.4 million 
in wages and salaries which in turn genera- 
ted 85 person-years .of employment in 
1990. If we assume the~shery has grown at 
a compounded rate of about 2 per cent per 
year, like the other fresh water fisheries in 
this province have sinca, the time:ibis data 
was gathered, it's clear we live next to a 
resource too valuable tq squander. 
What draws anglers to this region is the 
quality of our steellaeadp fishing. Quality an- 
gling, as wise heads in the MOELP realized 
prior to cobbling together what became the 
Guide Management Policy, does not reside 
in catching a lot of steeihead, but in having 
the reasonable xpectation of catching a 
steelhead or two in pleasant uncrowded sur- 
roundings. 
For the resource managers the problem is 
one of preserving angling quality for a 
rapidly growing clientele. You can get a 
feel for the dimensions of this conundrum 
when you consider that the population of 
planet has more than doubled since inven- 
tion of rnonofilament fishing line. During 
the same time wild steeihead populations 
,.. hay~ more I1! .~,.ha lyed..,. .... 1 . . . . .  
b:~rtOn,.the:,~Dean:~river,,the Euphrates of the 
.u,Guide~ Mana'g~nefit:,Poliey, ~ the fishl men 
• and wo~en .0£ MQF..LP..rcstrained runaway 
growth largely attributable anglers from the 
States by bringing in a permit system for 
these so-called non-resident aliens which 
requires them to apply for blocks of days 
through the season, So far this limited entry 
has worked quite well. 
On the Kispiox we are selling a first. 
class steelheading experience for the 
price of a box of  beer per day andjeop. 
ardizing a quality angling experience 
in the process. 
Wilderness and isolation were deemed a 
vital component of rivers offering an an- 
gling experience of the highest quality. The 
Dean and Babine met this requirement, but 
because it is roared on each side for most 
of its length, the Kispiox did not. To those 
of us who have come to know and ap- 
preciate the Kispiox the designation was 
flawed, for besides fine fishing and radiant 
landscapes the small river with the world's 
largest steelhead offers a room and a meal 
instead of a sandy tent floor at the end of a 
day fishing. 
It's good to hear that the fish and wildlife 
division of MOELP is reconsidering the 
status of the Kispiox, but the problem of 
maintaining quality angling on the Kispiox 
is acute. Last year local anglers made up 
only 11 per cent of its fishery. The three 
guides and their assistants did not use up 
their allocation of days. The lion's share of 
the angling pressure on the Kispiox - -  over 
60 per cent this year - -  came from non- 
resident, non-guided anglers, many of 
whom camped upon the river. Adding to 
the problem is the fact that the best fishing 
to be had on the Kispiox is found on the 
lower seventeen miles of the river during a 
two month window. 
On the Kispiox we are selling a first-class 
steelheading experience for the price of a 
box of beer per day and jeopardizing a
quality angling experience in the process. 
Limiting non-residents with a Dean River 
style lottery will solve this problem for the 
time being but will this kind of meqhanism 
suffice two decades from now? '" 
Since the weather caps the number of 
days an individual guide can ~work the 
KJspiox the only viable long term solution 
may be to increase the number of guides 
by, say, two and requiie all non-residents to 
hire a guide. If you or l want to fish salmon 
in the N~w Brunswick's Miramachi this is 
what we have to do.~Is it unreasonable to
expect foreigners to do the same on the 
Kispiox or Bulkley? 
Coach of the Year 
And the winner is.. 
THERE WERE 12 excellent 
nominees this year, but in the end 
there can only be one winner. 
The judges have decided, after 
much deliberation, that the 1997 
Coach of  the Year award goes to 
Cassie Hall teacher Dick 
Springer!I!  
Our judges, Vivian Raposo of Keen- 
leyside Insurance and Leanne Brown of 
Cinaway Impressions had a tough choice to 
make in a field full of worthy coaches. But 
in the end, they felt that Springer's ver- 
satility and dedication gave him the edge. 
"The fact that he teaches all day and 
spends weekends and after school coaching 
really says something," says Raposo. "But 
it wasn't an easy choice." 
Judge Leanne Brown also saw Springer's 
involvement in many different sports as a 
sign of his dedication to youths. 
"lie's been doing it for 20 years without 
missing a year," she says. "I don't know 
how you can fit so many things into a 
week." 
Unfortunately, Springer will be off coach- 
ing for a little while. He broke two ribs and 
fractured five more playing hockey with the 
Northern Motor Inn Okies, Nov. 23. 
"I was digging in the corner, hoping to 
get the team back into the game and I fell 
hard," the Grade Six teacher says. "I  guess 
I should start looking for a less damaging 
sport.'  
Springer just turned 50-years-old. He has 
lived in Terrace for 17 years and has been 
coaching the whole time - -  everything 
from volleyball to basketball, and from 
floor hockey to track and field. 
Most of his work has been with school 
teams although e has also coached Terrace 
Minor Soccer. 
Springer says he was surprised to be 
nominated for Coach of the Year and even 
more surprised to win. 
"I thought it was a prank at first," he 
says. "It's a real honour. There are a lot of 
other people out there who put in those ex- 
tra hours . "  
Springer says he has always had a "fun 
first" philosophy with coaching younger 
students. 
"I like to see the kids have a good time," 
he says. "Winning's nice, but it's impor- 
tant hat hey enjoy the game." 
Springer will be off from coaching and 
teaching for several weeks while his n'bs 
heal. But this is one guy that's not used to a 
sedentary lifestyle, and you can bet he's~ 
just itching to get going again. 
So Dick Springer is the 1997 Coach of. '. 
the Year. We will present him with a cool 
embroidered jacket compliments of the 
Terrace~Standard and our sponsom, 
Cisaway Impressions and Keenieyside In- 
surance when he's feeling a little better. 
Eut we also can't forget about he other 
nominees who have worked so hard for 
years. They include: Randy Latimer, Nick 
Kollias, Lisa Hamer, Nicole Page, Brian 
Smith, Iane Turner, Bob Marcellin, Blaine 
Mackenzie, Gary Fuller, Steve Scott and 
Steve Smyth. 
All these coaches deserve a big hand for 
their hard work. No doubt there are many 
others out there who deserve some recogni- 
tion too, but there's always next yearl 
Congratulations to all nominees and espe- 
cially to Dick Springer, the 1997 Coach of 
the Year. 
DICK SPRINGER, a Grade Six teacher at Cassie 
Hall school has been picked as the 1997 Coach of 
the Year, Unfortunately he's nursing two broken ribs 
and five fractured ones after a hockey accident last 
week. But you can bet he'll be back soon. 
Rauter's rink takes Cash Spiel 
' L~,  AId'RINKS really dashed 'iii ~t this year's ,, Dale Walker rinffedged out a ream'skipped by son Dec: :12-14.%: :. ~.~i.'!~" 
Cash Spiel, held two weekends ago at the Curl. Bob Dempster to ~ke }he wiii. 
ing Club. 
A total of 12 rinks entered the popular spiel, 
with four coming from other towns around the 
northwest, including Prince Rupert and Kitimat. 
"We had a great response," says club man- 
ager Keith Melanson. "Locals did very well. It 
was a highly successful spiel." 
To qualify for the championship round, teams 
had to win three games in regular play. Four 
teams qualified and moved up. 
Two local teams that didn't quite make the cut 
played for the consolation finals. In that event, 
The final round was a sudden-death affair. In 
the end it was Terrace's Henry Rauter ink that 
took it all, including the $1,600 top prize. 
Visiting AI Green rink from Prince Rupert 
took second spot, while locals John Kennedy 
rink and Dan Fisher rink rounded out the top 
four. 
Meanwhile, another local team is on their way 
to the Mixed Provincial Championships. 
The team of skip Kevin McDougall, Kim 
MacDougall, Kevin Kelly and $oan 
Kueharyshen will represent this region in Nel- 
The~" team :: fhst  won the Zone -Six'rifle in 
Smithers Nov. 9. Two weekends later, they 
were back at it again, defeating the Prince 
George Zone in a best-of-three interzone series. 
Now if they win the Provincials, they will go 
to the Nationals in Ontario, Jan. 10. 
Last weekend, Smithers hosted the Senior 
Men's Zone Playdowns. Terrace was 
represented by Dale Walker and Henry Rauter 
finks. And this coming weekend, the Curling 
Club will host the Ladies and Jr. Ladies Zone 
Playdowns. 
Look for results in an upcoming Standard. 
Kermodes kick in home opener 
THE KERMODES got off 
to a flying start this 
weekend with a big win 
over the Hazeiton 
Secondary Spartans. 
Caledonia's senior boys 
team took it to the hoop, 
playing with a solid team ef- 
fort that overpowered a dis- 
organized Hazelton squad. 
The game started off slow- 
ly, with frequent fouls on 
both sides. Cal seemed to 
sense their dominance over 
the Spartans, and held back 
on their heels early on. 
But by the second quarter, 
the Kermodes had come into 
their own, playing a solid 
two-way game that kept a 
talented, but chaotic 
Hazelton squad scrambling. 
The Spartans ',';'ere actual- 
ly eerily quiet, seeming to 
rely on mental telepathy 
rather than verbal cues to 
organize plays. 
By half-time the 
Kennodes were up 51-31, 
and they never looked back. 
They ended up winning 
103-63. 
Cal coach Cam Mackay 
says his squad is starting el 
into a cohesive unit. 
"If everything sticks to- 
gerber we're a pretty even 
team," he says. "We're 
deep in a lot of areas." 
But one area where Cal's 
in the shallow end of the 
gene pool is height. There 
aren't any really tall players 
on the team. "But we're 
loaded with short, quick 
ones," Mackay says. 
After Friday night's game, 
the boys boarded the bus for 
Hazelton for a rematch on 
the Spartan's home turf. 
Results of that game 
weren't available at press 
time, so look for them in an 
upcoming Standard. 
CAJ.EDOMIA'S BOYS senior basketball team were 
off to a great start this weekend. The boys beat 
HazeRon 103-63 at home. Above, Fraser de Waile 
mUscles his way in for two. Right, "Get out of my 
wayl" Hazelton defense couldn't stop the Kermodes. 
Bluebacks post best 
times in Smithers 
TERRACE'S LESS expefl. 
enced swimmers made a 
name for themselves at the 
Buikley Valley Invitational 
two weekends ago. 
The swimmers, part of the 
Bluebacks development 
squad, came back from the 
meet boasting an 80 per cent 
best-times average. 
"That's great," says 
. . . .  Blueback coach Mike Car- 
lyle. "It 's very successful 
for that group." 
Carlyle points nut that the 
Bluebaeks only had three 
disqualifications at the meet 
"The kids ought to be 
really proud of themselves 
for that," he says. "None of 
them have more than a year 
of competition and for some 
it was their first meet." 
Those splashing into com- 
petition for the first time in- 
dude Bdsnua C-ibson, Con- 
or Simpson and Chris 
Turner. 
Several of the youths also 
posted 100 per o~m best 
times. They include: eight- 
year-old Aaron Molden- 
hauer, Henrietta Re/ling, 14, 
Lauren Simons, 12, Conor 
Simpson, nine, and lO-year- 
old Chris Turner. 
"It was a fun meet," says 
Culyle. "The kids showed 
• lot of team spir iL"  
This weekend, 10 of the 
more experienced 
Bluebac..ks are heading south 
for the annual high-calibre 
Richmond Racers eveat. 
Meanwhile 35 other 
Bluebacks will head to 
Prince Rupert for s meet 
there. 
Look for results in an up- 
coming Standard. 
Skeena comes close in 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 3, 1997 - B7 
About the letters 
The Terrace Standard welcomes 
letters to the editor. Our mailing ad- 
dress Is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, 
B.C., VSG 5R2. You can also fax let- 
ters to us at 250-638-8432. And you 
can send an e-mall letter to us at 
standard@kermode.net. We need 
your name, address and phone num- 
ber for verification, but only your 
name and cry will be printed. 
Tutoring Available/ 
Does your child struggle in school? 
Help Is Available! 
I am available to tutor school children grades 
1 through 8 in a wide variety of classes, 
Reasonable Rates! 
For more Information 
Call Kelly at 635-4768 Evenings 
Junior Volleyball Finals 
IT WAS deja-vu of sorts for in their round robin pool. back to take the second. In 
Skeena and Centennial Meanwhile, Skeena ended the third and final game, 
AUTO 
up tied for f'wst in their pool 
with a 2-1 record. 
In the first semi-finals, 
Buiidey Valley easily 
defeated Mount Elizabeth 
from Kitimat 2-0. 
But" the other semi-final 
match was an emotional 
battle between the two rival 
Terrace clubs. 
Centennial won the first 
game, but Skeena bounced 
Centennial pulled ahead 
within two points of win- 
tfing. But Skeena fought 
back from the 10-13 deficit 
to win 15-13. 
• "It was very dose,"  says 
Skeena coach Gary Fuller. 
" I  didn't think we could 
beat hem but we did." 
Unfortunately, in the 
finals the boys came out fiat 
against Bulkley Valley 
Christian. They lost in two 
straight, 15-8 and 15-2. 
Fuller says all-star Chris- 
tiau Desierto played well, as 
did Grade Nine setters 
Kevin Fads and Jason 
Kline. Centennbl's all-star 
was Kevin Braam. 
"We made a lot of prog- 
ress for a developing team," 
schools at the Northwest 
Junior Boys Z~ne 
Championships, Nov. 15. 
Just like in the girls' 
Zones, Centennial and 
Skeena met in a hard-fought 
semi finals. But this time it 
was Skeena who advanced 
to the final round. 
Centennial, with a record 
of 1-1. had finished second 
to Bulldey Valley Christian 
Score Board 
Terrace i~=.nor Hockey Association 
Nov, 22 
Atoms 
5 3 Copperside All West says Fuller. "For  us to make 
All Seasons 3 Kinsmen 2 the final• with mostly Grade 
Bantam Reps, Nines is a big accomplish- 
Terrace 2 Pdnce George 3 menU'  
Nov. 23 
Atoms - -  ~ =.~ 
Storage 4 Bargain 0 
Bantam Reps. 
Terrace 5 Pdnce George 3 
Terrace Men's Recreational Hockey Your Welcome 
Nov, 20 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Crystal 6353531 
Gilllan 6353044 
If you have 
Precision Blues 6 Chapter  One 5 
Nov, 22 
Back Eddie 12 All Seasons 5 
Skeena Cable  6 White Spot 2 
Ter race  Men 's  O ld t lmers  Hockey  
Nov. 25 
Back Eddy 4 Chapter  One 2 
Precision Blues 8 White Spot 2 
Nov 19 
NMI Okies 3 T imbermen 2 
Subway 7 SRD Blues 0 
Nov 23 
NMI Okles 3 Subway 2 
Ter race  Men's Indoor Soccer  
Nov, 16 
Forest~ 4 Intemal ionals  2 
Western Pac. 4 Park V&M 3 
Caledonia 5 Albion 3 
Super BM 7 Wedges  3 
Nov. 23 
Western Pac. 8 IntematJonals 6 
Park V&M 7 Forestry 2 
Super BM 2 Ca/ 1 
Albion 2 Wedges  2 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give, 
of us a call..,,) ~e 
DI II II II ICII-II-II--II--IDI--IDI-II--IDI--II II II II il--I 
D 1928 1998 D 
D The Ladies Auxiliary Banch 13 Royal Canadian Legion wish to [--1 
D thank everyone who helped to make our 7Oth Anniversary an D 
D event oremember. ~] 
r-] To our invited guests, Zone Delegates and Fraternals, L.A. & ~] 
r ]  Branch 13, members Past President Lois Tutt from Chilliwack, 
B.C., Past President Lottie Carter from Innisfaii, Alan, and the 
r-I following bussinesses. Thank You/ D 
D D D Terrace Travel Kristin's Emporium 17 
r-] Central Gifts Erwins Jewellers r-J 
r'] P&l Fish & Chips Shoppers Drug fVlart [7  
D Terrace Interiors Head Shed [7  
D Gemmas Gifts & Collectables Ashbury's D 
D Gemmas Kitchen Boutique Ev's Mens Wear D 
D Shefield & Sons All Star Shoes I"-] 
D Personally Yours Embroidery Dairy Queen D 
D Sight & Sound Crafters Gallery E] 
D Flowers A La Carte Kermodei Store North D 
D Just Leggs Benson Optical [7  
I-1 Happy Days Handbags & Luggage Co. Hava Java [--I 
r"] Carters Jewellers N0rthcoast Anglers r-] 
r-] coast Inn of the West Shadez of Hair Salon r ]  
r-] Royal Bank Unigl0be Travel r-] 
D Coast Inn of the West Cold Beer & Wine Store Ik0n Office Solutions D 
D Great West Life Assurance Creative Zone D 
D Wayside Grocery Jeans North D 
D All West Glass Krnart D 
r ]  TD Bank Chapman Office Products D 
r"] Video Stop Marvels & Mysteries D 
D Kathleen &Co 0verwaitea D 
D Wallindas Central Flowers r-1 
I-ICICIr-II-ICICII-ICIDD I II II ICIDDr-IDCID 
=0-,,,,, . - , , ,=  Network  C lass i f ieds  
it ~ | e | I A r I (} N These ads appear in approximately 100 J(~t') for25words To place an ad call 
| r l l l l k  Co l |mi le  ii~ Ill/t*= community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon tO (-, 9 0,6.00each this paper or the BeY- 
and reach more than 3 m on readers, additionalword CNA at (604) 669-9222 
LEASE REPOS. Returns 
4X4's, Trucks, Vans, 
Luxury Cars, Gas Savers, 
Caravans, Jimmys. Take 
over lease. G.M,, Dodge 
Club-Cab, 4X4's, Gas, 
Diesel. Marty Kozak (604) 
464-3941, (604) 525- 
0408. 
NEW & USED* Car/Truck 
Financing, No turn downsl 
Good credit, bad credit, 
no credit, even bankrupt, 
No one walks away, 
everyone drives awayl 
Minimum $1,500. down, 
Laura 1-888-514-1293. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES _ 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, 
Government assistance 
programs Information 
available, For your new or 
existing business. Take 
advantage of the govern- 
ment grants and loans. 
Call 1-800-505-8866. 
$100,000 per year poten- 
tial servicing the explosive 
Christian market with 
-today's technology, 
Home-based, full training 
and support. Call now 1- 
800-663-7326. 
INCREASE YOUR 1998 
Incomel Invest In s prime 
location Eagle Vending 
Route. Earn cash up to 
24hrs/dayl Minimum 20% 
return on Investmen t 
guaranteed. Financing 
available. Phone; Eagle 
Profit Systems 1-800-387- 
2274 (Dept,168). 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES .... 
THE FUTURE has arrived 
in Canadal Surf the inter- 
net from your TVI Join this 
prosperous business. This 
is your chance to be 
Financially Freell 1-800- 
988-7600; (or 1-360.992. 
.0868 (collect). 
FRUIT OF The Loom® 
Gildan and Tultex 
Actlvswear. Wholesale 
dealers only. Check us 
outl Large Inventory on 
hand. Will match any 
competitor's pricingl 1- 
800-665-5432, Fax: 1- 
_8~.0"26.7: !_03.0. ................ 
FINANCIAL FREEDOMI 
Average people are earn- 
Ing 5-10K per month part- 
time. Very simplel No per- 
sonal selling. Not MLM, 
Complete turn-key sys. 
tern, Call 1-888-252.2835. 
1 Minute mes_sa_.gs. __  
ACT NOWl Get in on the 
ground floor and be a 
founder of the Ultimate 
Network Marketing 
Company. For complete 
Information call: John 1- 
204-535-2255, Brian 1- 
403-352-8886, Dana 1- 
813-724-1958. 
CAREER TRAINING 
CHOOSE YOUR 
Career/start your own 
business. Earn an interna- 
tional diploma/A.I,N.S, of- 
fers over 100 home study 
programs, Alternative 
health, counseling, self- 
Improvement, nutrition, 
new age, business, 
sports, beauty, writing, 
Free Prospectus 1-888- 
516-1212.  
http://www.tains.com. We
have a career for youl 
FOR SALE MISC. . . . . .  PERSONALS _. 
P-ERSONALIZED PHOTO NEED HELP *Stars 
Calendars featuring your Psychic* Want a better 
own pictures, The Perfect 
Christmas gift for family life? Love, Money, Health 
and relatives, Call or Just someone to talk to 
Linmark Publishing @ 1- 1 -900-870-2212,  
800-663-1811 for $3,99/min, 18+, 
brochure and order form, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ADULT ENTERTAIN- 
MENT. Free video end 
accessory offersl Free 
catalogue. Order the best 
by mail and pay less. 
Discreet. HMC Video, 
4840 Acorn 2015, 
Montreal, Quebec H4C 
..... .  EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Canada 
offers on-campus and cor- 
respondence courses to- 
ward a Diploma in 
Counselling Practice, to 
begin this month, Free 
catalogue, call 24hrs 1- 
800-665-7044. 
HELP WANTED 
A NEW Career? Trained G--RO--WiNG---IVI/~RIN--E 
apartment/condominium Dealer In Fraser Valley 
managers needed- all seeking qualified 
areas, We can train you OMC/Merc/Volvo me- 
right nowl Free Job place- chanlc for fully approved 
ment assistance. For In- shop. Aluminum welding 
formalion/brochure call an asset, Wages nego- 
681-5456, 1-800-665- tiable as per qusllflca- 
_8_339~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  tlons. Fax resume: 
FEED/HAY (604) 795-3495,Attn:Bob 
HAY FOR Sale: Large R. 
round bales $50-$70 per MOB!LE HOMES 
ton, Alfalfa, Timothy, Red QUALITY MANUFAC- 
Fescue mix. Phone Bill TURED Homes Ltd, Ask 
Bond (250) 567-9856 about our used single and 
evenings, Vanderhoof. double wades. "We Serve 
EMPLOYMENT - We Deliver". 1-800-667- 
OPPORTUNITIES 1_533, DL#6813.. . . . . . . . .  
REQUIRED JOURNEY- . . . . . .  PERSONALS 
MAN Machinist and PSYCHIC sEcRETs-I 
welder in Alberta. Full- Unlock your potential. 
time employment Honest, accurate answers 
Available. Fax resume to: by Canada's most gifted 
1 -__403:523-4949~ . . . . . . .  Psychics, Live & 
REQUIRED JOURNEY- Personal, 1-900-451- 
MAN Machinist and 3778, 24hrs. 18+ $2.99 
welder in Alberta, Full- pertain, I.C.C, 
time employment CANADA'S BEST 
Available. Fax resume to: Meeting Place for singles 
1-4.0.3-523-4949, ........... talk openly to other adults 
G.M. DEALERSHIP ex. for romance and more. 
panding. Eagle Creek Meet someone in the next 
G.M. in Saskatchewan's 5 minutes. 011-592-588- 
fastest growing communl- 758LD.only~_!8+ c_al/us_. 
ty requires sxperiencecl CANADA'S M~)ST Gifted 
1L6. 
REAL_ESTATE 
A'FFENTION: "FOR Sale 
By Owners" BC 
Homesellers Network pro- 
vides world wide adverlls- 
ing for less than a dollar a 
dayl Call 1-888.248-5581 
or view www.bchome- 
sellers,corn 
RECREATIONAL LAND 
61 SMALL AND Large 
Acreages, beside the 
Thompson River, West of 
Kamloops, Financing 
available. Phone: 
(604)606-7900, Fax: 
(604)606.7901.  
sa les@nlho .com.  
Intarnet: www.nlho,com 
_ S]'EEI, BUILDINGS___ 
FUTURE STEEL 
technicians. Excellent Psychics have answers to "BultdJn~]s ~.~Fa~:t0r~, did'oct/ 
working conditions, tOP ,your p rqb eros or~ques= ~.=fall fiquldatlott~cn=bll rood- i 
wages,benefit package~ tions about heaJtl~ ,Iove~ :elsi~Save~5.30~= iof~-i.eg.i 
Send' i'es~r:ne: Eagl~ '~ relationships', ~or~e~, 
Creek G.M., Box 190, lucky numbers, ular prices. Calltoday for 
Meadow Lake, SK, SOM $2.99/minute. 18+. 24 a free estimate. 1-800- 
1VO, Attn: Brad. hours. 1-900-451-4336, 668-5111, Ext. 132, 
The Terrace Curling Association would like to 
thank the following sponsors who so generously 
donated to the years "Cash Spiel" 
Spee Dee Printers 
Acadia Northwest Mechanical Inc. 
Raincoast Cranes & Equipment 
Central Gifts 
Rossco Ventures 
Bank of Nova Scotia 
Columbia Auto Haus Ltd 
Tim Hortons 
Nuyens Drilling & Blasting Ltd 
McAIpine & Co. 
Trimline Signs 
End of the Roll 
Wayne Braid Notary 
MTR Controls 
Aqua Plumbing & Heating 
All West Glass Ltd 
Terrace Standard 
Cypress Forest Consultants Ltd 
Burdett Distributors (1977) Ltd 
Remax of Terrace 
Terrace Interiors 
Skeena Valley Trailer Park 
Northern Savings Credit Union 
Terrace Mohawk Stop N Shop 
Terrace Builders Do-It-Centre 
Terrace Home Hardware 
Keenleyside Insurance Services Ltd 
Garden Land Nurseries 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
Terrace Inn 
Big River Distributors Ltd 
Thornhill Motors 
Neid Enterprises Ltd 
Cedarland Tire 
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ACTION D 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
' DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classifle~ and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When as ta t  hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline,is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all disola v and classified ad#, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 9210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
/'.Standard 1 insertion- $6.60 (÷ta~) $25.00 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1 insertion $7.61 {+tax) *Additional at $6.94 
Both Issues (consecutive)- $11.50 I+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES . $6.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 201 15¢ each per msue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.84 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY . LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches includes 1 photo. $12.78 Der column inch 
*Additional at $6.94 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edit ion of the Weekend Advertiser. 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Miac 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Serv=ces 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wante¢ 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the righl to classi~ ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he ~rovincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit. elassity or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service. and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advedisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid less. 
All claims of errors in advertisemenls must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event ol failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for amy one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address  
Phone  Start Date  # of Insertions 'Ter race  Standard # Weekend Advertiser 
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  Credit  Card No. Exp i ry  Date__  
L.~ VISA (3 MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
6 
11 12 
16  17  
8 .75  6 .90  
r < E 
7.55  
Clip & Mail  This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St.. Terrace, B.C. VSG 5R2 
7,70 
13 
4 a 
9 i  10  
14  15  
19  20  - $6 .60  
7 .05  7 .20  7 .35  
8.00 
STAN' ARD 
e. l .~  R ~t'3 
For longer  ~d. pteaso USe a separate Slleet 
Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 
1196 SQ It 3 bdrm home. Great 
Horseshoe location. Oak floors, 
fireplace, wired, heated ga- 
rage/workshop, $133,000. Call 
635-1851. 
1200 SQ ft 3 bedroom, top 
floor, inlaw suite. Downstairs, 
upper & lower patios, sun room 
off master bedroom. Open to 
reasonable offers, 635-9058. 
1700 SQ ft, 3 bedroom home, 2 
bath, double garage, on 2.5 acr- 
es with trees, in Jack Pine 
Flats. For more information call 
635-0749. 
2 BEDROOM condo, n/g fire- 
place, 2 patio doors to yard, 
covered parking, storage, close 
to downtown and schools. 
$89,500. Call 638-1497. 
3215 -5th Street Houston, 2 
bedroom house on 4 lots, all 
appliances included. Gas & 
electric heat. Close to shopping 
centre. $60,000 firm. Call 1- 
250-845-7421. 
4 BEDROOM HOME in Horse- 
shoe. Close to school's and 
downtown, fenced yard, large 
deck, n/g heat/water, shed, re- 
cently renovated. 635-7566. 
EXCEl:LENT '2 bedroorfi'i'anch- ',,~ 
er on 35 acre Ioti Qulebstreet, 
new shingles, new lino, re- 
painted throughout, includes 
four appliances, nicely land- 
scaped with fruit trees. Must 
see. Southside Terrace. 
$109,000 firm. Call 635-4252. 
FOR SALE: TEN rental units, 
14% cap rate positive cash flow 
owner financing. Asking 
$300,000 and 25% down. Call i 
615-6410 Dave. 
LOCATION, LOCATION, loca- 
tion. 1168 sq ft 3 +2 bedroom 
home on bench above the pool, 
finished basement, excellent 
condition on 100' x 100' fenced 
yard with fruit trees. $159,900. 
Call 635-7603. 
NEW 3 bedroom rancher, 1300 ~ 
sq ft, vaulted ceilings, large kit, 
many extras, priced to sell, 
$156,000 GST included. AVA 
Holdings Ltd. To view 638- 
0745. 
PARKWOOD MOBILE home, 
n/g, vinyl windows, washer dry- 
er, Skeena Valley Trailer Park. 
$15,000 obo. Call 638-0569 or 
635-4894. 
PRIVATE SALE, 1565 sq ft 
rancher, 3 bedroom, 3 bath, full 
unfinished basement, double 
garage, oak kitchen, close to 
Uplands Elementary in New 
Subdivision, priced below re- 
placement cost @ $189,900. 
Phone 635-4311. 
THREE BEDROOM full base- 
ment house for sale. Large lot. ' T J~ I  
Phone 635-3831. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - Carefree ' 
Riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroftfl One level 
tewnhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 1-250-453- 
2035 or 1-250-453-9648. 
40. COMMERCIAL 
SPACE FOR ~RENT 
12 X 60 trailer, fridge, stove, 
natural gas, skirted, good lace- 
tion, nice view, lot #128 Ambas- 
sador Park Houston, $18,500 
obo. 847-8986. 
1979 14 x 70 mobile homo. 3 
bedrooms, ng heat, newly re- 
decorated. Needs to be moved. 
Phone 638-8084 to view. 
$36,000 askinq price. 
1980 MOBILE home, 14 x 70 
appliances included. Excellent 
condition. $24,500 delivered. 
Other's available. 1-800-809- 
8041 or 1-403-4.58-6398 Jerry 
or Joanne, 
3 BEDROOM trailer. N/G heat, 
w/d, f/s, quiet trailer court In 
Thornhill, $26,500. 638-0895. 
:...;.~: :. : ~. 5 Bedrooms on the Bench 
~ $144,900 MLS 
~:?  ~-~--, "~. J~-~L~ro0ms in the Horseshoe 
~i~ili~'" " " ~ZZ4,5OOMLS 
r,~:~'7 Oeric,635.6361Kenned, 
Walk to everything 
$137,900 MLS 
Ask About 
BONUS Airmiles 
3227 KALUM STREET 635-6361 
3598 Alder Avenue 
2272 Hemlock Street 
4610 Straume Avenue 
JUST LIS TED- Thomh~ig~ ~sa ,
Multi-level family home in excellent condi. 
lion, tastefully decorated throughout. 3 
bedrooms, 3 baths, formal living/dining 
rooms, family room, and a den. Triple 
paved driveway, double garage, and a 
landscaped yard. Dare to compare. 
196,500 MLS 
CHARACTER AND CHARM 
Well built half duplex offers 4 bedrooms, 
full basement hardwood flooring recently 
refinished. Kitcllen door opens onto an 
entertainment size deck which overlooks 
the fenced back yard. Excellent s arter or 
investment. 
109,900 MLS 
Don't rent- buy and have income coming 
in with this 3 bedroom home which offers 
a newer 2 bedroom suite down. Upstairs 
has recently been painted and livingroom 
offers feature fireplace. Downslairs uite 
has a natural gas fireplace in Ihe living- 
room, has been decorated in bright and 
modern colours. Yard is landscaped and a 
paved riveway. 
159,900 MLS 
~ 1  ~ Suzanne Gleason 
638-1400 
P~/HI~ of Terrace 
;i:!-.i~!:. : 
5541 Kleanza Drive 
TUCKED A WAY on a nicely treed 
2 acre parcel, you'll discover acozy 3 bed- 
room home with a beautiful oak kitchen 
and island. Built in dishwasher, fridge & 
stove. Fenced paddock and small barn. 
132,500 MLS 
~ B ~  ALIVE WITH COLOUR/ 
, : l i~! ! !  ~ Attractive 3 bedroom starter home wilh 
~ t i  ~ /~!1  new flooring, new lights, and doors. 
~ i i  -~' ~ ~,:. Sunken livingroom, family size dining area, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  covered eck, and 4 appliances are 
~ included. 
2377Hemlock Slreet 99,500 MLS 
TATOGGA LAKE RESORT/ 
Experience nature at its finest!! Approximately 37acres with a fully 
equipped restaurant, 10 furnished cabins, 37 R.V. sites, equipped tire 
shop, new above ground fuel tanks, and owners accomodation. Can be 
operated year ound or seasonal. MLS 
~ ~ Sheila Love 635-3004 
I~,,~11~ of Terrace 
:i 2o~MoBiLE i./ 
rSherry Anderson~ 
Notary Public | 
Real Estate, ~ I 
Conveyancing 1 
Wills, / NEWLY RENOVATED, 1977, 
N~bileHome 14 X 70, Meduline, 3 bedroom, 
Transfers, 1 bath, 2 appliances, new car- 
Dec larat ions ,  " pet, new linoleum, freshly paint- 
Mortgage 
Documentation, ed, very clean. Delivered to Ter- 
No~rlzatlons - race for only $24,594. Phone 1- 
800-470-5444. 
4921 Gair Avenue PAD AVAILABLE for new 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 home Boulderwood MHP. To 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 order your new home call Car- 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 ,~ don 638-1182. 
SAVE THOUSANDS by order- 
ing now for spring deliveryl Our 
modular homes feature painted 
HOMES/ .  ~ gyproc interiors, silent floors 
' " : r and nine foot ceilings, See your 
1980 MOBILE home. 14 x 70 "Dream Home: at Chaparral's 
appliances included. Excellent Factory, 3075 Sexsmith, Kelow- 
condition. $24,500 delivered, na or call Don Purdie or Eric 
Other's available 1-800-809- Shelby, Sheldon Modular 
8041 or 1-403-458-6398 Jerry Homes. Toll free 1-888-765- 
or Joanne. 8992. DL10146. 
2 BEDROOM trailer complete 
with joey shack in Thornhill on 
private lot. four appliances, n/g, 
no smoking, no pets, $600. Call 
635-9171 after 5:00, 
3 BDR TRAILER c/w, f/s natu- 
ral gas heat, $650 per month. 
Call 638-0895. 
3 BEDROOM 2 or 4 appliances 
(negotiable) mobile home, 
fenced yard in Pine Park, avail- 
able Nov. 15 or Dec. 1st. $650 
per month. Call 635-2126. 
3 BEDROOM DUPLEX, N/G 
fireplace with carport, c/w f/s, 
no pets please. Phone 638- 
1801. 
3 BEDROOM house f/s, w/d, 
available December 1st. $850 
per month. 635-5067. 
3 BEDROOM house in horse- 
shoe area, newly redone, avail- 
able Dec. 13th. References re- 
BRAND NEW 14 x 70 mobile STOPI YOU'VE found the best quire& Call 635-6352. 
home situated on private land- deal Paid $28,000, added 
scaped lot. All the goodies must $8000 in renovations. 12 x 60 3 BEDROOM HOUSE, large 
be seen! No reasonable offer mobile home with 12 x 43 addi- need 1900 sq ft shop, concrete 
refused. For appointment to tion. 3 nice size bedrooms, el- floors, 2 large overhead doors, 
view phone 638-8084. Drive by most new gas furnace, ap- infra-red heat. Shop and house 
and take a look. 1916 Bobsaln, pllances negotiable. $29,000. $1600 per month. Phone 635- 
$107.000 and 1922 Bobsein, Ca11638-1270 or 638-8384. 5513. 
3 BEDROQM new duplex .on 
$115,000. . : ':bench'. ~ :Five ' appliances, :,to. 
:BY ORDERING now fo.r.spn.'og :smoking, :$575 per month:l 
delivery! Our. modular homes 2 '  Bedroom apartment, avail-. Available Feb 1st 1998. p ease, 
feature painted gyprocinteriors, able immediately, $600 per Call635-0529~ ' 
silent floors and nine foot ceil- month. 635-7607 (home) 635- 3 BEDROOM top floor of 
ings. See your "Dream Home" 2926 (work). Ask for Bill. house, f/s, w/d ino 12 x 12 out- 
at Chaparrars Factory, 3075 
Sexsmith, Kelowna or call Don 2 BEDROOM townhouse, door storage, large yard, close 
Purdie or Eric Shelby, Sheldon fridge/stove, no pets, referenc- to town, n/s n/p, $800 per 
Modular Homes. Toll free 1- es required. Suitable for profes- month. Call 635-5459. 
888-765-8992. DL10146. sional couple. Call635-3796. 3 BEDROOM tri-plex unit. 
HAS TO go! Brand new 14' x 2 BEDROOM suite available Hardwood flooring, 4 applianc- 
70' mobile home on private lot. immediately,• no pets, utilities in- es, families welcome. 3 
Has everything. Come seal Lets cluded, partly furnished, 635- bedroom suite. In town, excel- 
talk! Offers to $115,000. No 2932. References and damage lent condition, family neighbour- 
reasonable offer refused, Call deposit required, hood, very affordable. 1 
bedroom suite. 1 1/2 yr old im- 
638-8084. 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE, maculate. 4 appliances. Inqui- 
KERMODE PARK Home Sales fridge/stove - no pets. Suitable ries call; B and D Properties. 
located accross from weigh for couple $600 per month. Call 638-0797. 
scales, featuring SRI modular 635-5213. 
---  APARTMENT AVAILABLE im- 
home and 14 x 70 mobile mediately, Very close to Thorn- 
homes. Call 635-5350. Summit Square h,Eschools, hook upfor washer 
MINT CONDITION, 1986 Atco, Ap  & dryer available. Phone 635- 
14 x 70, 2 x 6 walls, 8 ft high artments 3583 or leave messaqe 
ceilings, 4 newer appliances, 3 1 & 2 Bedroom Units AVAILABLE DEC. 18/1997:3 
bedrooms, 1 bath, separate util- bedroom duplex in upper 
ity room, open front livingroom Quiet & Clean 
and kitchen, excellent floor • No Pets • Thomhill, fridge & stove and 10 
plan. Priced right at only Ask.for Mortice Warner x 14 storage shed, $825 per 
month, no pets, references re- 
$36,694. delivered to Terrace. Call: 635-4478 ooired Ca, 638o410 
Phone 1-800-470-5444. 
BEDROOM SUITE all utilities 
included, available by Dec. 15, 
$450 plus damage deposit to 
view. Call 635-8482. 
For sale by owner; beautiful park like setting, (2) 
10 acre parcels and (1) 35 acre & (1) 41 acre 
parcel lots. Must be seen. Just 10 km north of GIVE YOURSELF 
A RAISE  
THE BEST RATES 
AVAILABLE 
THE BEST VALUE FOR 
YOUR MONEY 
"KULDO COURTS 
632-2450 
V IEWPOINT APTS,  
632-4899 
Kitimat, BC 
,,t, 
town. Being serviced with natural gas. 
635-5868 
SINGLEHURST FOREST 
2 to 8 acre parcels located 15 minutes from town. 
Each parcel offers a great view, stream, beautifully treed, 
and all back onto crown/and. 
"You'll love the veq/ nature of if." 
$69,o00 to $93,7o0 t~LS 
Buy NOW and SAVE the &S. T 
Sheila Love • 635-3004 
FOR RENT; mobile home, 2 
bedroom, natural gas and wood 
heat, in Thornhill. $450 per 
month. Call 964-7837 in Prince 
George, collect, after 6 pro.  
Available December 12. 
LARGE NEW 2 bedroom town- 
house, secure childproof yard. 
Lots of storage, three applianc- 
es, washer dryer hookup, ce- 
ramic tile, oak cabinets, $750. 
Call 638-0661. Available Jan. 1, 
MOBILE HOME pad for rent in 
Thornhill. $300/month available 
immediately. Call 635-1326. 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
sq ft; c/w 5 appliances, blinds, 
on site mini storage, non 
smokers, no pets. References 
required. $875 per month. 
#2609 Braun St. Terrace. Call 
1-250-632-6636. 
ONE AND two bedroom suites, 
$325, $425. If you rent in Dec. 
you get January for 1/2 price. 
638-2099. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment m.  
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. $450 per month. Call 
638-7725. 
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT 
SUITE for rent close to town, no 
pets, no smoking available now. 
References. ~and . damage de- 
post requlrea. Phone 638- 
8874. 
ONE BEDROOM duplex, c/w 
fridge and stove. Two bedroom 
house c/w fridge and stove. 
Both in town. No pets. Call 635- 
5464. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished su- 
ite, suitable for a single person. 
Utilities included in rent of $475. 
No pets, available immediately. 
Phone 635-2806. 
ROOMMATE WANTED for too- 
bile home located in the coun- 
try, references required, $350 
per month. Phone 635-4992. 
THORNHILL - two-one bed- 
room houses, $415 per month 
and one older two bedroom 
trailer suitable for bachelor or 
couple $450 plus damage 
deposit. No pets. Call 635- 
9530. 
TWO AND three bedroom trail- 
er for rent. Please leave mes- 
saQe at 635-4315. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mini storage. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $750 per 
month. Call 635-4954 or 638- 
2071. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite, laundry facilities and utilities 
included, located downtown no 
pets, Single or quiet couple call 
638-2098. 
3000 SQ fl meeting facility in- 
cludes large meeting room 
washrooms, kitchen and more. 
Available daily, weekly, month- 
ly. Contact Randy 635-4355 or 
office 638-8384 or Nell 638- 
8897. 
i RETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACE 
AImadin BuMn 9 
3219 Eby St, 
2,500 sq.h. Retail or O~ce, Groom Floor 
1,OOO sq.h. to 1,500 ~l.h. O~ce 2nd FI~ 
Ph: 6354191 
A TTREE STREET 
ACREAGES 
Nicely treed lots at the quiet dead end of the 
road, affording privacy and sites that are easy 
to develop. Services of natural gas, hydro and 
cablevision are available. 
"Country living with easy access to town" 
40,  COMMERCIAL  
SPACE FOR RENT 
WAREHOUSING 50 x 80. 
Downtown. Call 635.1166. 
FOR LEASE 
Retail or office space 
across from Inn of the 
West. 650 sq.ft. Main floor 
with rear access, available 
immediately. 
-, ,.* o '  
_ .•% . : . .  , 
70.  FOR SALE 
. . . .  ( M B C . )  : 
:.: 70: FORSALE:: ,:.: 
: ~(MISC, ) :  : : 
KENMORE WASHER & dryer. 
$300. Call 1-250-845-2040. 
1993 FORD RANGER XLT, 
fully loaded, canopy, tow pack- 
a~e, $13,500. 846-5818. 
4 MORE WEEKS UNTIL 
XMAS. Norma May's 
Collectibles, Topley. Will be 
openin December Friday nights 
until 9 pm and Sunday 9-5 pro. 
Lots of great gifts and stocking 
stuffers. 
' 80 .  WANTED ;: 
(MISCL)  ~ ::. 
ADMIRAL HEAVY duty clothes 
dryer, color almond. Price $150. 
Call 635-4231 after 5:00 pro. 
CELLO FOR SALEI JUST IN 
TIME FOR CHRISTMASI THIS 
IS A SECOND HAND CELLO 
IN VERY GOOD CONDITION 
AT A VERY REASONABLE 
PRICE. MOVING MUST SELL 
OPEN TO OFFERS. CALL 
SYLVANA AT 638-1512. 
/•90;CARSFOR : 
SALE : 
UKE NEW: Bushnell refractor 
telescope, tripod, 3 lens, 250x, 
$300. call 638-04'13. 
MISCELLANEOUS OFFICE 
furniture, filing cabinets, desks, 
several computers (486'), 1 
Jonsered 625 n Powersaw, 1 
Import Dry Box. Call 635-2625. 
MOVING, MUST sell every- 
thing. 18.5 foot Starcraft with 
115 hp Merc and trailer, $5000. 
China cabinet, Antique piano, 
antique dining room set, Ja- 
panese Tatami mats, Japanese 
coffee table, dolls and dishes, 2 
fridges, washer and dryer. Call 
635-2515. 
OAK POOL tables for sale with 
all accessories. Call Rob 638- 
1162. 
SIMS 165 SNOWBOARD. SU- 
PER EXCELLENT CONDI- 
TION, USED ONLY 4 OR 5 
TIMES BY BEGINNER. $250 
aBe.  CALL 638-1512. FORD 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
1997 Yamaha MM700 
2" track, Mntn Bars 
19.37 Arctic Cat Panther 
440, reverse, 2 up Seat 
0nly 300 miles 
1996 Yamaha VX600 
Long Track 2", Smart Carbs 
: GM 
1994 ArcBc Cat 
EXT 580 Mountain Cat 
reverse 
1995 Ski Doe 
Formula Z 583 cc, 
long track 
IMPORTS 1995 Yamaha VX600 
2" long track, twin pipes, 
mint condition 
1995 Polaris XI.T 600 
1 1/2 track, pipes, 0nly 925m 
1994 VX600 Long Track 
Reverse, electric start 
1991 Honda 
CR250 
1994 V-Max 600 St 
Twin Pipes 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Gre ig  Ave ,  
Ph :  635-2909 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Slrangway at 635-3333 
I I I  , :  
SNOWBOARD BOOTS, size 
11 and bindings, Airwalk Free- 
rides, $175. Morrow bindings 
$175. Both like new, phone 
638-7632 eveninqs. 
STIHL TREE SPACER'S chain 
saw $300; call 638-0403 after 5 
pm. 
TWO TICKETS TO U2's Pop- 
mart World Tour in Vancouver 
Dec. 9/97. Call 638-2012. 
"lhe Keys to Safe Driving" 
I Gift Certificates I 
Looking for that 
hard to find gift' for 
Christmas, 
Birthdays or 
Graduation:~ 
• Assessments (~ "~" 
• ~,ol,,at~on, ~ ~  
Terrace, Kifimat, ~/ / /  
PfiFe Rupert ur~// 
T011 Free 1-800-665-7995 
px/.x 6~s.~s32 
U-BREW space equipment, 8 
stainless steel kettles, stoves, 
boiler, hotwater tank, heat ex- 
changer, stainless steel exhaust 
hood & valves $15,O00 1-604- 
533-1008. 
YAKOTA GRIZZLY Peak Mtn 
bike, 18", 15 gears, good 
shape. Asking $225. Phone 
• 638-7632 eveninqs. 
I 
Tupperware 
KAREN h~'l-rEIS 
635-7810 Pacific 
PRIVATE LOT tree thinning in 
exchange for small logs. Birch 
.or Pine. Call 635-6534. 
1987 TOYOTA SUPRA, 6 
cylinder, 5 speed, air condition, 
power seat and windows. Ex- 
cellent condition. $7000. Phone 
638-1156. 
1988 F150 XLT Lariat, auto, 
e/c, loaded• 302 C.I. propane 
canopy. Box liner, trailer, pkg. 
$6500 1-250-692-7767. 
1990 FORD Mustang IX. 
85,000 kms, excellent condition, 
one owner. Asking $5500. Call 
635-3614. 
1990 PLYMOUTH acclaim 4 
door, 5 speed, new tires, very 
good condition, asking $4400. 
Phone 638-7632 eveninqs. 
1988 GMC 3/4 ton pu, V8, auto, 
4x4, $6750. Phone 635-4246. 
1978 18 passenger Thomas 
bus. Rebuilt 454, new blue 
paint, and new radials. Excel- 
lent condition, used only in 
summer, no rust, fully certified. 
$6500 abe. 847-2885. 
1978 32 passenger Ford bus. 
Propane, new Michelin radials, 
new brakes, certified, no rust, 
excellent fuel mileage, good 
shade. $6500 abe. 847-2885. 
1981 FORD 1 ton, 4 new tires & 
new brakes in Oct. Rebuilt mo- 
tor in June, new transmission in 
May. Front end done in July, 
new king pins, etc. $7500 832- 
0139 after 5 pro. 
1984 GMC $15, extra cab, win- 
terized, with canopy. Call 635- 
3780. 
1985 FULL size Chevy pu, 4 
wheel drive, excellent running 
condition $4500 abe. And 1 
year old white Tundra canopy, 
excellent condition $800 abe. 
Call 638-7608. 
1987 FORD F250 4x4, 6 cylin- 
der, 5 speed, new tires, battery, 
tuneup, 6 joints etc. No rust no 
dents, excellent running condi- 
tion. $5,600 abe. 638-7690. 
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1988 FORD p.u. 4x4 Ext cab 1 WHITE Jeep Cherokee 
utility canopy $3800. Onan Sport, 2 dr, 4x4, ar~/fm cas- 
4000 watt generator, $2000. sette, tilt/wheel, privacy glass, 
,1988 Toyota cargo van $2800. new tires, excellent running 
Ca11635-5430. condition, 5 speed, standard 
1~31 AND 1993 Ford Van, transmission. Call evenings be- '97 Chrysler Intrepid 
E350 XLT, 15 passenger, fully fore 9 iota 638-7770. v-e, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, 
loaded, excellent condition, 1993 MAZDA pickup in excel- Power Windows, Locks, 
great for a big family or group, lent condition. Low low mileage, Cassette 
.$7800 and $11,600 cbo. 847- a one owner vehicle. $9500. $19,995 
4715. Phone 638-6084 to view. 
FIBRENEW INO ..... We Repair, FOR SALE: 1988 4x4, GMC, '97 Dodge Stratus 
Restore and Re-dye.,, leather, 350 motor, good condition Auto, NC, Cassette 19,000 km 
vinyl, plastic, and fabrics. Auto- $4000, abe. 847-9113 leave $17,995 
motive: cigarette burns in messaqe. 
leather, plastic/vinyland carpet, '88 PATHFINDER 4x4 6 cylin- '97 Jeep Grand 
cracked and split automobile tier, 5 speed, new winter tires, Cherokee 
dashboards, door posts, mold' $7300 abe. Tel. 635-9121 6 cyl, Auto, NC, Tilt, Power 
ings, torn vinyl seats, consoles, Window & Locks, Cassette 
100.: TRUCKSFOR 
SALE:  / . . . .  . . , .  . , ~. , 
armrests and door panels, $33,995 
cracked and dry leather car- 
seats, faded fabric car seats =~6 Plymouth Breeze 
and cabriolet roofs, broken rub- 
her and hard ptast'io bumpers, Auto, A/C, Cruise Control, Tilt 
we deodorize all pungent odors, $16,995 
rockchips in windows. Com. 1988- 11.5 foot Bigfoot Camp- 
inertial & Residential: homes, er. $8500 or willtrade for Travel '96 Chrysler Intrepid 
offices, restaurants, bars, thea- trailer of same value. "lilt dou- 6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
tres, transportation companies, ble-bed skidoo trailer for sa le .  Cassette/Stereo & more 
scuffed and torn leather desk $600 firm. Call 1-250-845.2645. was $18,995 sale $17,995 
tops an dear tops, scratched, DISCOUNTRV'S over 200 new 
worn and faded leather furni- & used motorhomes, diesel ~ Dodge Ram Club Cab 
ture, patio furniture, etc. theatre pushers, slide outs, trailers, van 4X4, 5 speed, V-8 
and restaurant seating, doctors conversions, campers, trades $25,995 
tables, dentists's chairs, aircraft, are welcome, we deliver. Only 
bus, train, and taxi interiors, at Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97 ~95 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
Marine & Recreational: boat Winfield BC. Call us free 1-800. 4x4 Laramie SLT 
tops, seats and covers, snow- 668-1447 or Internet w',wv.voya- V-8,Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
mobile and motorcycle seats, ~er-RV.com. Windows & Locks, Cassette 
recreational vehicle interiors. R- $25,995 
brenew uses flexible latex 
dyes. (We do not use potentially '95 Plymouth Voyager 
harmful lacquers or lacquer- 6 cyI,NC, Cassette 
based products), Our dyes are 1992 SKI-doe (Skandic II 377) $15,995 
FAA approved for use in air- can be viewed at 4641 Lazelle 
craft. Flbrenew Technicians Io- Ave. Call 635-2625 for appt to =95 Dodge Club Cab 4X4 
cated in Prince Rupert, Terrace, view. Laramie SLT 
Smithers. Servicing the entire 
Northwest. Call for free es- 1996 FORMULA III 600 c/w s" V-1O, Auto, NC, Cruise, 
timate, in Terrace 638-6197 or long track only 1800 krn asking Tilt, & More, 0neTon.dually 
call toll free 1-888-624-6214. $6000 abe. 847-1968 or 847- $31,995 
1050. 
'95 Dodge Laramie SIT 
Cummins 4x4, Auto, A/C, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks 
was $29,995 sale $27,995 
'95 Dodge Ram 1500 
4x4 pickup Laramie SLT, V-8, 
• ~i~:::~:~i~:~:i:i~i~:: ::; :;::: :i~::::i;~i:i~,~i~ ,Automatic, NC, Cruise, Tilt, Power ........ :::::::ii .................. .... W ndows&Locks 
iiiii:~iii¢~iiii:;ii~i~i:~;ii~:iiii~;~i~!~il;$ii2'~ ";II was $23,995 Sale $21,995 
'93 Dodge Club Cab 4x4 LE ~ ;;~;::~:i::~:i:~:~::i::~:~:~i Deisel, auto, NC, Cruise, Tilt, power windows & locks, 
~ ;:. ........... :/ cassette, western snow plow ~i~i~::i~:~:~ attached 
~ ~ '91 Jeep YJ 4x4 
6 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Tilt 
=.~ ~. , , . ,~  ~1 was $15,995 sale $14,995 
~ ~-f. ---:-:- - . . . - - - -~  =/~.~. - ; - -  • '~~~~2; -  - - _ - - ~ ~ ~  
X~ 
SUnO[CK 
U~SI[R ~ N00~ 
'~tll LIVING OININO 
~' ;,~,,::; , , , ,  
i[DI00U I[OROOU l 
tWO-C ~; 
G&RAO[ 
| , '  , ~q' 
.......... !i....... :; 
i l i 
, ! 
TOTM. 1480 SO.. IT. (137.4 M') 
WIDTH= 75'-8" (za.I M) 
DEPTH: 31'-'0" (9,5 M) 
Chimney Furnace and Duct Cleaning 
Cleaning of air ducts reduces maintenance problems, 
improves air quality, and furnace efficiency and reduces 
allergies, 
We also do Septic Cleaning & Wet & Dry Vacuuming 
Insured and Bonded. We work weekends. 
Se~ng the Northwest since 1980. 
Ph :635-1132 
~QUA 
AL COMMERCIAL 
~IDENTIAL 
• Sheet Metal Work 
• Licensed Gas 
Fitters 
• Air Conditioning 
, Fireplaces 
House Plans Available Through 
' en'ace 
3207 Munroe, Terrace i / i i  
I II 
635"6273 t,Mrp, . 
THE TERRACE 
HOUSE DOCTOR 
For Free Estimates Call Norm 
638-8198 
~, b'<l I!,1 Ii',I I:l I~] I;] I_q L] I,;J I.~;i I:;t [{;I I~ '1~:1 I~ 
i:l I I  I I  I I I1 I'{.I I.q H I~1 f:l i~'1 I'~1 I~1 I:i'l I,~ ~; 
:~ Northwest  Ti le 6 • Marb le  ~ 
i 
- _ _ .  SALES AND INSTALLATIONS 
t~  " ~ '~ £S Yeats fxpenence 
{ ~ i 41¢ Ceramic file, hOrble end Glass Blocks ; 
k"~.~i~t Ph.&F, ,x63S-9280 Z 
= ! ~ ' "  GARY CHRIErlANSEN 
Site 41, R,R.£, Camp 18, Terrace, B.C. VeG 3Z9 
E~ IC I  ! I I . !  I I  I d I';;] r~zI I~il I:~.i1 |g l  l i f  I!: l  I.~| I!fl I:~ 
~1 I;~:! I.':l I I I,I I;~1 t'q !1 t~l 13 I-I 1:4 I;q I:P:.I I~ 
Comm,rdal * ResideNtial • Ind.lrlal 
BRIAN FL IGERE 
Bus: (250) 635.7014 
Pager: (250) 638.2989 
=4 Houri 
emprW.~s,~.J 
BONDED GAS FITTERS 
' Pumps • Repairs * Installations * Service • Conversions •Water Heaters 
• Sewer & Drain Cleaning • Fireplace Furnaces lU~;ll~a~LI 
This spot 
could be 
yours, 
Call 
638-7283 
~rr~A XTr  ) 
For all your decorating neecls 
• Carpet ~ ~  • Lighting Fixlures 
• Linoleum ~ • Hardwood 
• Ceramic111es = Window 
• Area Rugs Coverings 
® 
YOUR DECOR 
"ZeacJing the way in 
borne decorating" 
V/indow Coverings eHa@ood = Wallpaper 
• Reprodudi0n Furnilure *Pitlures * Mirrors 
• Home Accessories and ,,.Inlerior Decorating Services 
e CeramicTih 
e Lamps 
635-7466 
Wl i l l l  T I l l  ~ I~oF  YOU1 HO~ 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 1L9 I1 t l  
Ph: (250) 635.2801 _ . [  = i 
Fax:(250) 635.3612 ~ I 
TOLl. FREE ~ 
1-800-635-2801  J 
l~  ImFRIGIDAIRE 
Panason ic  
MAYFAG 
B~' jEN N .A I  R 
"The Appliance Experts" 
R, Price & Sons Ltd, I k    ,Totem's Country,vide Furniture 
CELLINI•SIGNATUR[~NACO, BIN~ r -~45Ol  LakelseAve. 638"i158 1"800"813-1158 
'95 Ford Escort Wagon 
Auto, NC, Power Windows & 
Locks, Tilt, Cruise- $13,995 
'95 Ford Mustang,, 
Auto., NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
28,000 km 
was $17,588 sale $16,588 
'95 Ford Contour GL 
v-6, traction control, CD, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
locks, Alloy Wheels 
was $15,995 now $13,995 
'94 Mercury Topaz 
Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise 
$8,995 
'92 Ford F-250 4x4 
Extra Cab 
V-8, Auto, A/C, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette 
was $16,995 sale $15,995 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,995 
'95 Chevy Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, NC, Tilt, Cassette, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
plus more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'93 Chew Cavalier 
4 door, Auto, NC, Cassette 
$8,495 
'91 GMC 4x4 Extra Cab 
$9,995 
'96 Toyota 4Runner 
Limited, V6, auto, leather, 
sunroof, loaded, 
was $42,995 now $39,995 
'95 Nissan Ext. Cab 4x4 
6 Cyl., 5 Sp., Tilt, Cruise, 
Cass./Stereo, Canopy 
was $21,995 sale $20,995 
'95 Toyota 4 Runner 
v.6, 5 speed,]ire pkg. 
- $30,995 
'95 Toyota Corolla 
Automatic, Airconditlonlng 
- $14,995 
'93 Toyota 4Rk.:~;~r 
4 dr,, V-6::A~i~!~ii),l~:i!~m 
was $ 2 ~ ~ , 9 9 5  
'93 Mazda 323 
Auto, 3 dr. hatch back 
$9,999 
TERRACE 
l :HFIYSLEF I 
4916 ltwy. 16 West 
635-7187 
1-8oo:313-7187 DLR. sgs8 
www, terraoeautomall.com 
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:/sNOWMOBILES: 
1996 SKANDIC skidoo with 
handwarmers. Reverse 503 Re- 
tax motor, 1200 kin, ERC, 
$5000 abe. Call 635-4741. 
MENS LARGE Yamaha, 2 
piece leather suit. $600. V-Max 
bender quad pipes. $250, 1- 
250-692-4266. 
250. CARD OF  
THANKS 
ORTOVOX AVALANCHE safe- 
ty equipment sales and rentals. 
Beacons, shove.s, probes, 
packs, bivy sacks. Competitive 
pricing, excellent warranty. Call 
638-0828.1-888-687-9453. 
'93 ARCTIC Cat Ext 580 EFI, 
ski skins, mountain bar, hand 
warmers, 1 1/4 inch track, and 
cover. Mint condition. Must be 
seen. Only 600 miles. Asking 
$3800 abe. ,'335-3095. 
1991 20 ft fibreglass well craft 
centre console 200 hp Johnson. 
Perfect sport fishing boat, c/w, 
trailer & bimini top electronics. 
extra in Prince Rupert. Call 624- 
3047 ask for Bernie. 
1978 FRUEHAUF Hiboy trailer, 
45 feet by 8 - 6 certified. 
$45,000. 638-0254. 
ATCO 10 x 24 construction 
trailer with axles, tires and 
'Nheels. $5000. To view phone 
638-8084. 
JUST IN time for snow removal• 
1993 Thomas Skidsteer loader, 
n.-~w tires, closed in heated cab, 
1700 Ib lift capacity, 2200 
hours• $17,500. 847-4236. 
SALE TRADE Rent: Dresser 
TDBE 6 way blade, new pins 
and bushings, rebuilt engine. 
TD8G 6 way blade, • new under 
carriage. 1993 Dresser TD8G 
LGP 6 way blade, new under- 
carriage, low hours• Winches, 
brush rakes, rippers, available 
for above• We turn pins and 
busing rebuild idlers and rollers 
and brush rakes for all crawler 
trackers. Call Trak Tech 1-250-. 
374-5054, 1-250-851-8530 or 
250-851-3694 or 250-579- 
9791 or 1-250-851-8530. 
: 290. BUSINESS , 
OPPORTUNITIES 
' 290 .  BUS INESS:  
OPPORTUNITIES 
BLACK LONG hair German 
Shepherd, purebred, 2 weeks 
$200. Both parents registered. 
Call 635-5496 or 636-5949. 
BRED ENGLISH Springer 
Spaniel Puppies, medium size, 
great family pets, 1st shots, 
great Christmas gifts for the 
fami¥ $350. 635-4600. 
CKC REGISTERED male Shih 
Tzu puppies. $500 each. Call 
• 250-992-9641. 
GOLDEN RETRIEVER PUPS 
for sale. $350. 3 females and  
one male. Call Magnum Board-, 
~ing Kennels at Houston. 1-250- 
645-3170. 
ST. BERNARD/PYRENES pup- 
LOST: ONE green and white 
chess game playing mat near 
Terrace Public Library one 
Tuesday night, Nov. 25. If found 
please call 638-7838. 
BC'S LARGEST CHATLINE. 
-Over 4000 men & women call a 
day. Connect live or just listen, 
For a free trial 604-257-5700 or 
1-800-551-6338. 
DID YOU know that.•.•.? By ten 
weeks after conception, the pre- 
born child's fingerprints are al- 
ready permanently engraved on 
his or her skin. Forever after 
these may be used to .identify 
this unique individual. Terrace 
Pro-Ufe, Box 852, Terrace 635- 
9552. 
DO THE COINCIDENCES in 
your life predict your future? For 
answers consult the kNOw CO- 
INCIDENCE PSYCHICS at 1- 
900-451-8614. 18 years or old- 
er, $2.99 per minute. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, The Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messacle. 
FOR FREE information "on the 
Watchtower Society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or tha Church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, the Mornrons, ca l l  1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messaqe. 
GAY, BI, curious? All Gayt All 
Live! All the timel Connect live 
or just listen. Try us for freel 
604-257-5656 ext 437 or 604- 
257-5555. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
LOOKING FOR A compatible 
partner to share your life with? 
Let The Swan & Rose Match- 
makers Ltd. help you find happi- 
hess & love. 1-800-266-8818. 
PSYCHIC READINGS by 
Valerie. advice on all problems 
such as Love, Business and 
Marriage• Reunite the separat- 
ed. Guaranteed results. Major 
credit cards only. 1-800-666- 
0796. 
WANTED MEN 18 - 50 yrs. 
Women will pay for your in- 
timate services really! Up to 
$1000/week. Find out how, call 
1-473-407-8290 International 
Ionq distance charqes apply. 
WHITE MALE COUPLE 
LOOKING FOR other guys for 
intimate encounters. Discretion 
assured. Call 635-3626 even- 
in qs and weekends. 
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
LIVE & PERSONAL 
RATED #1 IN CANADA 
EVAMLY UYS TALK 
LIVE 1 ON l 'pies. 6 weeks old, ready to go. 
$50 each• Call 1-250-696-3338• i ,s  
• !:.:::  ,:c:iii  :190! LIVESTOCK : . 
- / • . . 
BEEF, LAMB, port & goat. 
Hamblin Farms Lean n Tender- 
Naturally Produced, Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Customized or- 
ders. Plus custom butchering 
and sausage, delivery available 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
Phone 845-2133 or 1-800-665. 
6992. 
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL Wean- 
er and feeder pigs for less than 
weaners, 18 pigs for $800. 
- -  h 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
Congratulations Brian Cox on receiving 
your wings, after graduating from 
Caledonia Sec. Brian went 1o Royal 
Mililary college where he reteived a 
degree in Mechanical Engineering in 
May ] 996. After he finished b0sic fly- 
ing haining March/9/he was seleded 
Io fly jels end commenced lhn 
advanced flying Insining June |997. 
Upon finishing his froining he reteivd 
his wings Aug 15/97. Brian was 
recently promoted Io Ueulenanl and is 
f0 be lrained on CF-18 Hornet fighler 
plane in Cold Lob, Alberta• 
J 
THANK YOU TO Peter Lans- 
downe at Nechako Northcoast 
Construction Services and 
Dwayne Turner at Bandstra 
Transportation Systems Ltd. for 
their kind assistance on Nov. 
21. Terrace District Scout 
Council. 
(THANK YOU TM 
Evelyn Baxter and her family would 
like to thank everyone who helped 
her celebrate her 75th birthday and 
family reunion on November 8. A 
special thanks to Eli and Ray for the 
music, the Royal Canadian Legion 
and L.A. for their co.0peration and 
the use of their facilities. Guests from 
out of town included son Ken from 
Port Coquitlam, son Bernie and his 
wife Leslie of 0algary, daughter 
Bonnie from Nova Scotia, sister 
Stella, Sherri, Gabe and Debbie from 
Wiliams Lake, friends Peter & Pat 
from Hazelton. Evelyn would like to 
say a very special thank you for the 
lovely cards and gifts. It was a mar- 
velous urprise and one she will nev- 
er forget. 
Signed Evelyn, Chris, Ken, Bonnie, 
Claire & Bernie ~ 
.: ANNIVERSARY::; 
' . ' .  , i . '  , / : "  ;r. ' .; 
Happy 40th  : 
Dan  
You make it i 
i look so easy ; 
"Aging that is" i 
Love, 8, Frier, s i 
RELIABLE SNOW plowing 
services available. Phone 638- 
8124 ask for Casev. 
SMITHERS BASED trucking 
company looking for full or par- 
tial backhauls from anywhere in 
Alberta or Saskatchwan to de- 
liver anywhere from Prince 
George to Prince Rupert. 847- 
4083. 
SPECIAL THANKS 
To all the friends and family who made 
my birthday such a success. Through your 
generosity - $1,000 was donated to the 
local boxing club. Special thanks to Friell 
Lake Logging for their donation. Very 
much appreciated. t 
Robin Nygaard 
HOME BAS ED BUSINESS D ]RECTO RY] 
,: :i:,: ,,~i : :  'i,i. :: .,::i I:I:I:' Only$~oiOOPe!Week.i, :I.:.I.: !. ~,:i:,. ,,' i:,i ,., 
Tim Keenan, M.Sc.,o.P.T. 
Tuner / Te¢lhnlclan 
Phone:  1-250,,635-9736 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience, Excellent references 
upon request, Phone 635-9592 
or Emall: manucomp@uni. 
; serve.corn . . . .  .- ,. 
48 YEAR old ex-president large 
corporation gives up 18 hr day 
career to work 18 hr/Week. Hav- 
ing fun and maintaining high 6 
figure income. How?Doing 
What? Details call: Ran Bide- 
well (604) 951-2524. 
BEST HOMEBASED BUSI- 
NESS EVER: If you're not mak- 
ing $62.00 an hour, you're in 
the wrong business. Mfg, agent 
seeks local persons to restock 
established Iocatlons handling 
Hershey's chocolate. No exp. 
necessary. Part of full time, rain. 
invest, of $8,900, For courier 
package with complete details 
call toll free 1-800.336-4296. 
CAPPUCCINO/ESPRESSO 
EQUIPMENT, 2 yearn old• Cap- 
puccino machine Mac-Digit 2 
group. 2 grinders, coffee ma- 
chine, thermo pots, 4 table and 
chairs sets, 2 piece bar set, 
kitchen and bar fridga. Many 
other accessories. All equip- 
ment in excellent condition. 
Phone (250) 567-2060. After 5 
pm (250) 567-5536. 
FOR SALE truck with job - 
1996 freightliner classic, 46' 
sleeper, 525 Cummins, 46,000 
Ibs rear, 230,000 kms, extend- 
ed warranty, turps, 8 summer 
tires, number 6 seniority with 
jcb $105,000. For more into 
phone 1-250-692-6494 cell 
phone leave message if no an- 
swer. 
FOR SALE: Video game store 
franchise, Winnipeg highest vo- 
lume store in Canada. Excellent 
profit, great location. For more 
into call Andre Champagne at 
1-800-705-0067. 
• Hunting • Fishing 
• Camping • Groceries 
__ W e have it  al l /  
Hours: " 7am-  11pro Man to Sat 
8 am - 11 pm Sunday & Holidays 
[ 5008 Agar St., Terrace, B.C. ] 
Ph: 638-1369 Fax: 638-8500 1.800-314-1369 
-%I 
ON TsV.! I i  ,. =e interested in eam- 
Didribufors/agents I |  ing a second income while help- 
anted for Canadian I |  ing others. Please call 1-888- 
launch of WebTV II 574-5199. 
lurnkey operation II INTERNATIONAL HOME 
includes: i n  beverage supply company look- 
ing for distributors for Terrace 
!l|- Lead Generation III and area. Specializing in water 
carbonation, juices, etc. I! Sales/Customer Jn  op, 
nl training [ I  Training provided. Phone 635- 
hi- ¢ figure income IN 4305. 
i l  potential I I  LANDSCAPING AND Bobcat 
II Invesfrnent required, II service company, $190,000 as- 
I I financing available. II sots, based in the Bulkley Val- 
ley, serving North Western BC n] For details call Pat II since 1989, highly diversified. " '-886-66 - 44" Year round contra s S,x gure 
annual income, consistent 
growth and proiftabilities, asking 
• $225,000. Serious enquiries 
only. Asset lists and financial in- 
I formation available 1-250-847- 
9602. 
: RETAIL CLOTHING STORE, 
workwear and casual for men, 
ladies and teens. 3300 sq ft 
prime location in the strip mall 
on Main Street in Fort St. 
James. For more into (250) 
996-7766 days. (250) 996-7833 
evenings. 
BOOKKEEPING 
Monthly Revenue and Expense Statements 
Receivables, Payables. Invoidng, Payroll 
All for budnesses on the Go.. 
[ 
Youth 
phone: (250) 635-0843 
e-mail: amoto~unlserve.com Peggy Amoto 
Leave mess for Bill Knight 633- 
2324 Nass Camp. 
CUSTOM MEAT Cutting. Do- 
mestic Livestock only. Custom 
sausage - all species, fresh 
smoked. Sausage making sup- 
plies. Hamblin Farms Meats in 
Houston. Phone 845-2133 or 1- 
800.665-6992. 
FOR SALE: 105 bred cows. 
Variety of breeds. Preg. 
checked, ready to go. You se- 
lect. Phone/fax: All King (250) 
992-3048. 
HAY FOR SALE: delivered to 
Terrace form Vanderhoof, no 
order to large or small. 638- 
0254. 
HAY FOR Sale: Good quality 
round or square Albeda Hay. 
Delivered. Call 1-250-845-2222. 
HAY FOR sale: large hard core 
bales, alfalfa brass mix approx. 
1400 Ibs, 23 Simmental cows, 
total dispersal, 14 Simm x heif- 
ers, 23 red baldy 3 yr old cows. 
Bred for mid-March calving. 
Phone 250-690-7431. 
OATS, BARLEY, rolled/ground. 
Pellets, molasses. Custom 
grain rolling grinding, mixing 
service, available on your farm, 
Southside Feeds. 1-250-694- 
3500. 
ROUND SQUARE straight 
alfalfa and timothy, brome 
grass. Bales, (250) 690-7218 or 
(250) 567.0062 Vanderhoof will 
deliver, 
SQUARE BALES of good qual- 
ity first cut, second cut hay and 
straw delivered in from Alberta, 
no order to small. 847-4083. 
THE TACK Store, Start thinking 
about Spring orders now! Open 
from Thursday - Saturday 10-4. 
Open by appointment after 
hours. Please call 847-9863. 
: 220::LOST AND :, 
:~:~ FOpND: ! 
FEMALE SPAYED cat. All grey 
on back. White underside, face 
and feet. One ear missing tip. 
Southside, 636-1391. 
FOUND ON Kenny, bracelet, 
engraved (silver) to identify call 
638-S217. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: 
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
CLEVER SPREAD SHEETS; 
smart data base applications. 
Word processor form templates, 
free consultation. Reasonable 
rates. Call Robert at Terrabytes 
635-0886 or Ocean Ave. Ker- 
mode.net. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR Pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress, No equity-security. 
Good or bad credit. Immediate 
approval, immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office• 1-888- 
777-00747, Licensed & Bond- 
ed. 
CUSTOM MEAT CUTTING. 
Custom sausage, all species, 
fresh & smoked. Sausage mak- 
ing supplies. Hambltn Farms. 
Houston. Phone 845-2133 or 1- 
800-665-6992. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or sink - reglaze Itl Colour 
changes and chip repairs 
available. 562-8766 or 567- 
4171. 
HOME& Pot Care, Going outof 
town? Call "Keep Them Alive'. 
Two visit/day $10, References 
available. Call and leave mes- 
saqe at 638-8069. 
LEARN TO SEWI Wanted to 
learn but afraid to try? One on 
one or as a group, Flexible 
schedulel Outerwear fashion, 
heirloom, quilting, home dec. 
(custom sewing) Betty 635- 
2862. ' 
STEVE ARKY'S D.J• Service 
for sale. Includes: full pm 
speaker sets: 500 watt QSC 
Amp, equalizer, mixing board, 
two disc players, all wiring, 
some lighting and discs includ- 
ed. $2000, Call 1-250-845- 
3457. 
SURF THE internet on your RV 
set, Distributors/agents wanted 
for Canadian launch of WebTV. 
Investment required. Financing 
available, full training. Call Pat 
1-888-668-1448. 
Black  Bear  
I lAND-MADE, WIEEL-TIIROWN POTrERY 
iSaturdays at the Terrace 
Co-op in th~ Lobby 
ART POWELL 
(250) 632-2136 
T. N .A .  
ENTERPRISES 
Gravel • Top Soil. Mulch • Lawns 
:irewood, Tree Removal • Tree Topping 
Fence and House Painting 
VING Tel/Fsx 635-7764 
P/ren!ifu/Preserves 
EXCmNG NEwel ~ i  has lust re~mecl ~rom ~ ] [ g at ne Of a Kind Chris~as Gift? 
Toronto Convention Hair Show with hot new .~t!F 
[nterna/iooal slyl . . . .  d shi ..... Shop b, ood e II We have fabulous 
check out Ihe latest fiends in hair and Ix, au ly"  ~ 
care. Get a FREE Consultation.welcome. Bring a fiend along. Eamilles I I Gift Basketsts inln manym fl~vout; 
Bus (250) 638-8928 i ~ ~ q  
Fax (250) 638-8958 
48~ Welsh Av~. Contact: Jeff Town 3675 Walnut Dr. Terrace 
MUI LUC Terrace, B.C. V8O 1Y9 Ph: (250) 635"3259 Fax: (250)635-0186 
P g A I I1~,  
J ohn  & Heather  Aust in  
Distributor 
4815 Scan Avenue 
Terrace B.C. V8G 285 (250) 635-2365 
WALLPAPER AND PAINTING 
4908 Graham Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 182 
FAY HOPP 635-1914 
TH, EPARTYPEO E 
D :. So tco or without D, J) l; 
I Certified Bartenders I 
! I Let us organize your next party, 
for bookings call Paul Lebrun at 
638-8813 
Star Satelitesl 
Now You 
m ~  Have An 
Alternative. 
Your Business i  our No. 1 priuily. 
..... B I~ Ph: (250)635.1725 
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 
DAY & EVENING APPOINTMF, LqTSa~VA, ILABLE 
CINDY ZAPORZAN ~ 
K v%8 12501638.207  5 
Pet Care 
ale you k~?  Professional 
Absolu  
Lea¢lng your home P6f and 
una~,~w wh/~ on Itome Care 
winter wca~ 
couldresuttlna 
lapse In 
Insunn~ co~rzge. 
Jayne Bury 
Ph. 635.9193 
Reasonable Rates Fax 635-0130 
SURF THE INTERNET on your 
"rv set. Distributors/agents 
wanted for Canadian Launch of 
WebTV Investment required. 
Financing available, full training. 
Call Pat 1-888-668-1448. 
TAXI COMPANY'FOR sale in 
scenic Ft. St. James 8C. Com- 
plete business with three cars, 
five radios, exclusive motor car- 
rier rights, • much more, very 
profitable. For more into call 
250-996-8844. 
i 
Probation Officer 
Prjgram & 
Train for a New Career! co~oNs^~ 
The Corrections Academy is the only educutlonalfacility mandated to 
provide pro-employment training for Youth Probation Officers in 
British Columbia. A specialized program offered this Spring is 
targeted to individuals eeking a career in youth probation work. 
Applicants mint possess a combination of post-secondary c edentials 
and relevant work/volunteer xperience. 
Course Dates: April 14 -July 3, 1998 (Full-time) 
Application Deadlinen Janusry 8, 1998 
Course Location: Justice Institute of B,C,, New Westminster 
I['Sl'lf,]! 
INSTIT['.TE 
OF BICI, 
Need More Information? 
Plan to attend afree INFORMA TIONSESSION 
Dec. 2 at 5:S0 pro, North Coast Distance 
Education School, Rear Entrance of School 
Board Bldg. (VIDEO-CONFERENCE), 3211 
Kenny Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Applications will be ava i lab le  at the 
information session or call (604) 528.5551 
for an information package. 
MIOa40 
" .L 
i} ;},300/HELP ::. " 
. :WANTED :: . r " 
$S7O/WEEKLY MAKING jewel- 
ry (bracelets, earrings, necklac. 
es) year round, at home, no 
exp. Send a self-addressed 
stamped envelope to: Bolan 
Jewelry 15-  4025 Dorchester 
Road, Suite 126, Ext 906, Nia- 
.clara Falls, Ontario, L2E 6N1. 
A GENERAL caretaker and 
maintenance person is required 
for a church camp on Tyhee 
Lake near Smithers and Telkwa 
starting January 1, 1998. Ap- 
plicants apply with resume and 
references to Chair Camp Cale- 
donia, Box 3328, Smithers, B.C. 
V0J 2NO. Applicants will be 
treated in confidence, 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 
EXPERIENCED pre-engineered 
steel building installers. (250) 
563-8400. 
LOG HOME BUILDERS: EX- 
PERIENCE a must - steady full REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY. 
time work for reliable, hardwork- Apply with resume to Shan Yan 
Restaurant, 4606 Greig Ave., 
ing people. Call Abbotsford Terrace. B.C. 
(604) 504-7607 or (604) 864- 
0813 aveninqs, RESIDENTIAL HEATING serv- 
iceman/installer equired imme- 
diately Kitimat area. Current 
class B gasfitters ticket re- 
quired. Knowledge or installa- 
tion of gas appliances, 
Resumes in confidence to Ter- 
race Standard c.d0 File 67 3210 
Clinton St ,  Terrace B.C. V8G 
5R2, 
LOGGING TRUCK driver want- 
ed. Minimum 5 year experience, 
references & resume required, 
to haul in Ft St James area. Call 
996-7920 or fax 996-7999. 
NEEDED DAYCARE for work- 
ing morn. Some nights, most 
days, reg schedule for 3 school 
age, 1 3 yrs old. Reliable trans- 
portation a must. Call Kim 635- 
3994. 
REQUIRE EXPERIENCEDI 
grader/cat operator. Send re- 
sume to File #89 c/o Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Ter- 
race B.C. V8G 5R2. 
. , .L < 
LEJ INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS LTD. 
3467 Hwy 16 East, Terrace 
H.D. OR COMMERCIAL 
TRANSPORT MECHANIC 
Positions available at Pdnce George, Quesnel, and Terrace. 
Qualified technicians familiar with all phases of H.D. truck repairs. 
Preferred qualifications would include,motor vehicle inspection 
licence, air brake ticket, welding and diesel engine repairs. 
All applicants must be self motivated, out~oing and energetic team 
players. 
We offer excellent remuneration and a comprehensive benefits 
package. 
Please phone for an appointment or send resume to: 
Paul Monette 
LEJ International Trucks Ltd. 
Phone (250) 635-9198 / Fax (250) 635-9115 
3231, Kanum Terrace 
' Phone 635.7776 • • 
ANTHROPOLOGY INSTRUCTOR 
Terrace B.C. 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus, invites applications tofill a 
temporary position to teach Anthropology 112 commencing January 5 and 
terminating April 30, 1998. The salary will be in accordance with the Collective 
Agreement between the College and C.U.P.E. Nodhwest Community College is 
an equal opportunity employer. 
Anthroealoav 112 • Native Peooles of British Columbia I1 section1 
An introductory study of native indian peoples of B.C. from the time pdor to 
contact with the Europeans to the present. Emphasis will be placed on 
examination ofthe traditional societies and the history of the European colonial 
impact and current issues such as land claims, education, aboriginal rights, 
Indian status and political ctions. 
The successful applicant will have a minimum of a Master's degree in 
Anthropology with particular emphasis on Fimt Nations' issues, teaching 
experience at the post-secondary level. Internal applicants ate requested to 
submit heir most recent results from the Evaluation Comm~ee along with their 
resume. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, ho~.ever, only these selected for an 
interview will be contacted. Resumes should be submitted not later than 
December 9, 1997 to: 
Competition 97.112C 
Director, Human Resources 
Box 726 Terrace B C, V8G 4X2 
. . . . . . . . .  ~ ' ........... FAX: (2SOle35-3511 ~ . . . .  
NORT[4WEST COMMUNITY' COLLEGE ...... 
PART-TIME INSTRUCTOR 
INTEGRATED HUMAN SERVICE PROGRAM 
SOCIAL SERVICE WORKER OPTION 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus requires a part-time 
instructor to teach IHS 298 - Social Service Worker Practicum II. This 
course will be offered between February and June 1998. The salary and 
benefits will be in accordance with the Collective Agreement between the 
College and C.U.RE. Northwest Community College is an equal opportunity 
employer. 
IHS 298 - Social Service Worker Practicum II - 2 sections 
The instructor will work within the College region recruiting practicum 
placements, instructing and supervising social service worker students, 
orient him/herself to students and social service agencies, evaluate 
students and work independenUy and with program faculty. Travel and 
flexible hours are required. 
The preferred applicant should have a minimum of A Master Degree in the 
course discipline or related field and the ability to perform Instructional 
duties as outlined by the Collective Agreement between CUPE and the 
College. Prefer post-secondary instructional experience. Related experience 
in social services will be an asset. 
Internal applicants are requested to submit heir most recent results from 
the Evaluation Committee along with their resume. For further information, 
please contact Doug Foster 635-6511. We thank all epplicants for their 
interest, however, only those selected for an interview ill be contacted. 
Resumes should be submitted not later than December 10,1997 te: 
Competition 97.105C 
Director, Human Resources 
Sex 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4X2 
FAX: (250) 635-3511 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
$7~ LEVEL 1 FIRST AID (WCB) 
5a~urday, Dec 6 8:00am. 4:00pro 
Saturday, Dec 6 (Prince Rupert) 
Tuesday, Dec. 9 (Kirimat) 
Monday, Dec. 15 
TRIFIH.~>ORTfrrloN ENDORSEHEKr (WCB) 
,Sunday, Dec. 7 8:OOam . 4:00 pm 
Dec. I0 8:00 am . 4:OO pm 
LEVEL 3 RRIT AiD (W(B) 
Oec I. I  2 8:OOam . 4:00 pm 
Jan. 12.23 
WHNtS 
Tuesd~ Dec 9 8:00am .12:00pro 
I '98 Loggers calendars will be here soon, 
Place your orderl [ 
$75 
Sses 
-~j 
CHECK OUT our complete line of Quality first Aid & Emergency Kits. We 
kava d tie supp~m torestock your Ist Aid Kit to WCB standards. 
i 
We Do Custom Molded Hearing Protection 
You Had )~our Cre~n Annual Hearing Test Done? No Appointment Hecessery 
SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE 
position is available to Join our 
expanding service department. 
Must have aneXceilent practical 
knowledge in computer systems 
and networks, Send resume to 
Sandtronic Business Systems, 
74 South 1st Avenue, Williams 
Lake, BC V2G 1M5. 
THE CENTRAL Interior Log- 
ging Association is seeking a 
highly capable individual to as- 
sume the  position of General 
Manager within our organiza- 
tion. Starting date for this posi- 
tion will be approx Feb. 16/98. 
Closing date for applications is 
Dec. 31/97. Interested persons 
may call (250) 562-3368 to ob- 
tain a package outlining the de- 
tai ls  and requirements. 
Resumes, c/w cover letter, 
should be addressed to: The 
Hiring Committee, Central In- 
terior Logging Association, 
#101 - 198 Kingston St. Prince 
George, B.C. V2L 1C3 or fax 
(250) 563-3697. Only those 
shortlisted will be contacted. 
DENTAL HYGIENIST. Progres- 
sive practise requires highly 
motivated caring individual. 
Team player. Commensuration 
based on qualifications and ex- 
perience. Position available 
January 5, 1998. Donna Graft 
#200 - 4619 Park Avenue Ter- 
race BC V8G 1V5 (250) 635- 
7611 or fax (250) 635-7630. 
GROWING CARRIER seeking 
professional contract operators. 
Decks or vans. Canadian only 
or U.S., revenue split or mile- 
age rates. Newer truck with 
sleeper. Information call 1-800- 
663-4099. Also accepting Com- 
pany driver applications. 
% 
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW 
being taken for paid and 
voluntary positions for the 1998 
summer Christian camping pro- 
gram at Camp Caledonia. the 
program will run between June 
22 and August 7, 1998. 
Although volunteers are re- 
quired for weekly assignments 
throughout the period. The fol- 
lowing positions are available: 
assistant director - paid, sports 
director -paid, waterfront direc- 
tor - paid, lead female counsel- 
lor - paid, lead male counsellor- 
paid. Male and female counsel- 
lor will be paid an honorarium.• 
(15 years old ram=mum). Nurse~ 
- volu nteet~,' =c~:~ok~~t ;s ,  
cook~ helpers.-<:voJu n teer~i~ain- 
tenance workers - volunteer; 
Please send a brief resume 
stating date of birth, work ex- 
perience and preferred p0si- 
tion(s) to: Chair, Camp Caledo- 
nia, Box 3328, Smithers, b.C. 
V0J 2N0 before January 15, 
1998. 
TUTOR NEEDED for grade 12 
student. Math. 638-1636 after 
5:30 or weekends. 
WANTED: A n.urse to carry a 
pager on weekends & respond 
on-call to provide in-home care 
to convalescing clients: Phone 
Home Support at 635-5135. 
fPar t  Time Typist ~ 
WANTED 
to work Wednesdays & 
Fridays half days. Person 
must be able to type at least 
35 words a minute and have 
knowledge of basic office 
procedures. Please send/drop 
off resumes at The Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton 
Street, V8G 5R2. Attention: 
Ed. 
J 
BABYSITTING IN my home. 
Rates negotiable, Rers 
available, close to Kiti-K-Shan 
school, Call 635-0091. 
BANDSAW MILL for hire. Ce- 
dar for sale. Will cut to order. 
reasonable rates. Phone 635- 
9620. 
CERTIFIED CARPENTER. 
Specializing in bathroom reno- 
vations. Reasonable rates. Call 
for appointment 635-3665. 
FREE ESTIMATES for your 
renovations, general framing & 
basements. Silver Pine Contra- 
cting Ltd. 638-0906 or 638- 
0745. 
MOVING? TRUCK and 24' trail- 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across town or across 
country, Will assist in loading 
reasonable rates; Call 635- 
2126. 
WILL BABYSIT IN own home 
close to town. Lunches includ- 
ed, inf. available upon request. 
Call 638-0635. 
W1LL DO BABYSITTING IN my 
home in the I~ti K'Shian area 
Monday to Friday, Ages one 
year old and up. Phone 635- 
3815, 
Richard Thornton i 
Consh'uclion 
FulF/experienced carpenter available 
for co~I~'~o~, renovations orrepaJm. 
Call 638-8526 
n. i 
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PIANO LESSONSI Learn to 
play piano for fuel All ages 
including adults, beginner to 
Royal Conservatory Grade 6, 
Register ASAP as spaces are 
limited, Call 638-1512. 
KNOX UNITED 
CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
635-6014 
10:30 A.m. Sunday 
School 
And Worship 
Minister 
The Rev. Michael 
Hare 
,•NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEALING CENTRE 
: ~ n  does:not have to 
stre3sful - I f  you need 
help, ask  for it." 
: METAPHYSICAL COUNSELLING- 
Spiritual Crisis - Trauma 
Understanding your experience 
- Ministerial Services 
TRANSFORMATIONAL 
COUNSELLING - Relationships - 
Family - Personal - Career - 
Grieving - Seen 6regg CC 
TAKE NOTE THAT I 
Bernard Buehrmann of 
Terrace, B.C, will no 
longer be responsible 
for any debt incurred by 
anyone other than 
myself as of 
Nov. 30/97, 
I .... THO~HILL 
co Mm~q, NrZ'Y 
ctiTU~cx~t 
S u Jzday . ,S~rv ice  ~10:4 5
T,'¢ns &~l t  6ibl= ciass~s 
Su~dzx's Cool Cl=b)'~r z[es 2.12 9:30 
Colleg~ & iCarccr i  
Teens Y0uLh Groupe 
Adult Mld-w~ck~]B b i t  S ud cs 
Cl.ib~l~'s Pr(~,choo(&- M.U.M,S 
Ti"~days 9:30-1'1:00 Ocl-May 
~'~ ~ V r~*,~ 
tPastor Ro~'0oknr 
'~Pt~e"635:5 o58' 
f Looking For~'~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Support 
Program has information 
on child care options and 
on choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family 
Place at 4553 Park 
Ave, or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCSP is a program of the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre and 
is ~,nded by Ihe Minislry br Children 
~.~ and Families. J 
UNDER WAREHOUSE 
LIEN ACT 
1982 Toyota Tercel, 
4 dr sedan , ~. 
VINJT2AL21EOC4459942 
belonging to Laura Huhn will 
be sold to recover $525. 
The sale will take place et 
1:00 p.m. 
Sat., Dec, 6, 1997 at 
SNT Mini Storage, 
5043 Keith Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4N5 
IN THE MATTER OF THE I 
BANKRUPTCY OF I 
JACK MARCEL MCCAMY I 
Operating as "Win Dat North" I 
NOTI([ Is l~eeby ~u tbet JAa( I 
MARCEL MCCAMY filed aa osskJmHt ol I 
Ibe 2Orb clay of Novmlx~, 1997, =HI 
tbet tim first tmetll 9of (,editors will be 
held o~ ldday, tbe 16tb din/of Jm.mry, 
1998, al tim ~ of 9.'00 o'dedt n the 
foee~oe~ cd tbe C~t Hoise, IoOl 
N~t I  eloct, h, tint O~ O| PrlKe I 
Rupert, l a tk  Provimo of kfflskl 
Cokmbla. I 
Dated at Prl.(e George, B.C. this 26tk |
day of November, 1991'. | 
JOHN S. BEVERLEY & i 
ASSO(IATES INC I 
cBRrrlSH OLUMBIA 
Minislry for Children and Families 
210 - 815 - 1 st Avenue West 
Prince Rupert, BC V8J 1 B3 
Notice to: Efren Rozsas (Sr.) 
Terrace, B.C 
Take notice that a hearing will be held on December 18, 1997 
at 9:30 a.m. in the Provincial Court of British Columbia, held at 
Prince Rupert, British Columbia with regard to your children, 
Christopher Rozsas, born on July 21,. 1991 and Efren Rozsas, 
born on April 29, 1990~ The Director under the Child, Family 
and Community Service Act of British Columbia will be 
requesting a further three month extension to the Temporary 
Custody Order pursuant o S,41;1 (c) of the said Act. 
And further take notice that you have a right to appear and to 
be heard at this hearing. For further information please 
contact: 
Suzanne Caradus 
Minish'y for Children and Famgies 
210 - 815 - 1st Avenue West 
Prince Rupert, BC V8J 1B3 
Telephone number (250) 624-7594.  
l i i~  i Human Resources D~veloppement des 
Development Canada rassources humaines Canada 
Notice to El, Employment Trainee 
Procjrams, gAS and CPP Recipients 
Alternative cheque distribution and claimant reporting during Ihe 
postal disruption. 
If you receive: 
Employment Insurance or Employment Trainee Programs 
Human Resources Development Canada has made alternative arrangements 
for picking up and dropping off Employment Trainee Programs cheques and 
claimant report cards during the postal disruption. 
The Cheque Distribution Cenh'es for Terrace and Kitimot will be Iocatecl at: 
Terrace: Human Resource Cenlre, 4630 Lazelle Ave. 
Monday to Friday, 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM 
Kitlmat: Kitimat Community Skill CenlTe, 676 Mountoinvlew Square 
Monday to Friday, 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM 
No,them Areas: the benefit cheques will be delivered to the postal oullete. 
OTHER INFORMATION: your cheque will not be available for pick up until 
the 4th day after issuance. 
Please note: clients will be required to show two pieces of identification in 
order to pick up their benefit cheques. 
For more information regarding Employment Insurance call: 1-600.206- 
7218 or 635-6192. 
If you receive: 
Old Age Securily and Canada Pension Plan cheques 
OAS/CPP benefits were delivered by Canada Post and CUPW on November 
26th as usual." Postal disruptions have no effect on clients who receive their 
benefitsby-direc~ deposit ........ ; .... +~ : ~ . . . . . .  1 . . . . .  
Far rdOfe'inlttl'motion regarding gAS or CPP call: 1800-277-9914. 
i i i  n Iw'-I G-I f - , i  ~ 
l, J I I l iL  l(3LtJL(1. 
NOTICE OF MEETING OF GENERAL 
CREDITORS OF SKEENA CELLULOSE 
INC., ORENDA FOREST PRODUCTS 
LTD. AND' ORENDA LOGGING LTD. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, pursuant to the Order of the Supreme 
Co0rt of British Columbia dated November 28, 1997, that a 
meeting of the Creditors of Repap British Columbia Inc., now 
called Skeena Cellulose Inc., Orenda Forest Products Ltd. and 
Orenda Logging Ltd. (together "Skeena Companies'), shall be 
convened and held at 10:00 a.m. at Vancouver, British Columbia 
on Wednesday, December 3.7, 1997 ('Meeting"), for the 
purposes of: 
(1) considering and if thought fit, approving a Plan of 
Reorganization dated for reference November 28, 1997 
("Plan'), as proposed or as altered or modified at the 
Meeting or pursuant to the terms of the Plan, and agreeing to 
the compromise and arrangement constituted thereby; and 
(2) transacting such other business as may properly come before 
the Meeting. 
COPIES OF AN INFORMATION CIRCULAR DESCRIBING THE 
PLAN, TOGETHER WITH THE PLAN ITSELF, A NOTICE OF 
MEETING, A FORM OF PROOF OF CLAIM AND A FORM OF 
PROXY (=MEETING DOCUMENTS " ) CAN BE PICKED UP AT THE 
SKEENA COMPANIES' OFFICES LOCATED AT: 
Vancouver 23rd Roar - 666 Burrard Street 
Prince Rupert Watson Island 
Terrace 4900 Heith Avenue 
Smithers Tallow Road 
Carnaby' #10 North Boundary Road, South Hazelton 
IF YOU HAVE A CLAIM AGAINST THE SKEENA COMPANIES, YOU 
i MUST FILE A PROOF OF Cl.~l M IN THE MANNER, RRESCI~IBED 
I BY THE MEETING'DOCUMENTS. Ci~EDI:I'O'R5 WHO HAVE NOT 
RLED DULY "COMI~L'ETED PROOFS OF CLAIM AND WHO 'HAVE 
NOT DELIVERED SAME WITHIN THE TIME REQUIRED SHALL 
NOT BE ENTITLED TO A VOTE AT THE MEETING, EITHER IN 
PERSON OR BY PROXY. 
V#¢, TaR R ttld WEE 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
NORTHWEST ACADEMY OF 
PERFORMING ARTS 
308 - 4722 Lakelse Ave 
Instruction in Piano, Violin, Flute, Guitar, Voice, 
Instrumental and Group Piano 
Pre-.School Group - Tuesdays 
MUSIC IS A GIFT FOR A LIFETIME 
I 
.| I 
YlVA, 0UNIO 
 =owr your haailt  b a 
eatwal b ew ted way 
Frances Birdsell 
Natural Health Practitioner 635-2194 
St, Matthews Centre 4506 Lakelse Terrace, BC V8G 1 P4 
P IONEER UPHOLsTERY 
since 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
Claudette Sandecki  
• i 
3901 Dabble St. 
635-9434 
Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
Phone 638-0877 
• design and layout brochures, livers, ads, menus, posters, etc, 
• scan photos, art work, loges for print or computer use 
~.., • design company loges, business curds, letterhead 
('~'~1 • small volume printing at affordable rates 
./"~, '~ • business cards priuted while you wait 
/ J ) • computerslide present,,ions 
I,>'¢../ , 
SMALL BUT MIGHTY!  
BUSINESS BUiLDiNG ADVERTISING 
Terrace Standard 
Business Directorles$250peOr week**  
plus GST 
'Based on 13 week canffact 
ST --D-ARD 
3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace 638-7283 
Fax: 638-8,432 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
Passenger & Express Service 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to Terrace I
return, and all points in between, Pick up and delivery of I 
goods n Terrace, C,O,D, and cour er serv ce. I 
P.O. Bo'x217 Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: '635;2622 Fax: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635.7676 ....... 
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THE LAKERS are the 1997 Terrace Mini-Basketball League Champions. They 
pulled off a thrilling come-from-behind win over the Hornets, Friday. 
Mini-Basketball ends 
with exciting Finals 
A SUPER-EXCITING f'mal put them ahead 56-55. It to Grade Seven. All the 
game drew fans to their feet was an amazing come-from- teams are coached by 
Caledonia's senior boys as the 1997 Terrace Mini- 
Basketball eague came to a 
close. 
The final match pitted two 
equal teams against one- 
another for some great full- 
court action. 
It was the Lakers against 
the Hornets in the game that 
would decide this year's 
league champions. The 
Hornets came out strong at 
the start of the match and 
were 15 points ahead at the 
half. 
But the Lakers rallied, 
chipping away at the 
Hornet's lead until they 
were just one point behind. 
Then, with less than a 
minute left in the game, the 
Lakers scored a basket to 
behind victory that had the 
fan,~ cheering. 
This was some excellent 
basketball, with both sides 
showing an amazing amount 
"It's a really good 
program, both for the 
kids and for the 
coaches." 
~Cam Mackay 
of talent for such a young 
crowd. 
The Mini-Basketball 
League is for elementary 
school youths, both boys 
and girls, from Grade Five 
basketball players, who got 
a big hand from parents and 
fans after the game. 
"It's a really good pro- 
gram," says Caledonia 
boys' coach Cam Mackay. 
"Both for the kids and for 
the coaches." 
Coaching the Mini-League 
is actually a requirement for 
the Kermodes, but they 
never seem to mind. 
"It teaches them a lot," 
Mackay says. "And they 
really get into i t "  
Top finishers in the 1997 
Mini-Basketball League 
were the Lakers in first 
place, the Hornets in second 
place and the Supersonics in 
third. 
THE CALIBRE of play in the Mini-Basketball League 
is surprisingly high, with youths routinely making 
shots that most adults would miss. 
S,nidzers District Chamber ~ ~ .  
~I'C inmerce _.,,,r,.,.e~ l~-  - ~'~ ~ l~nowsnom g,:: 
Call Now For Your Free 1997/98 
WintcrGuide 1-800-542-6673 2 Day Ski 
Packages t'rom 
$125.50 
Hrldson 
y 
847-4581 
SMITIIERS ONLY 
: FU I , I , .qERVICF  I lOTI ' ; I ,  
::i:. ~ra!= i! I Prices per person based ,,n dbl occupancy. 
[~ .......... : : : :~  FOR THE HOLIDAYS ] 
[ l l~ l~ i I J I ,  t tg l l  o t , t l ,  P l i l l l ,  l ,~111f lg~ 
I I~  Furn i tu re  & App l iance  
I ~ ' r ~  4501 LakelseAve. ~- - - - - ] i~  
. . . .  8 . . . .  Terrace t v~s~ I - -  I~ ;~ i~: l  
]-uuu- 13-]]oo 638-1158 m ~ B[~; ! : : i  
Even Santa wished he had a 
sleigh this nice and affordable, a 
sleigh bed that is, 
Canwoods solid pine sleigh beds 
available in 
Singleforonly ......... $399* 
Doubleforonly ....... $499* 
Queenforonly ........ $599* 
A full line of matching chests & 
dressers. Also at fantastic 
prices. Canwood solid pine 
furniture, only at Totems 
Countrywide 
* Assembly reauired - very easy, you 
won't need Santas Byes to help. 
q 
The Twelve g ,ristmas 
No matter what you're t into, we've got what it takes make all 12 days an all-star event! 
~ n the First Day of Christmas I [ j ~-~ n the Second Day of Christmas [ /r~\ n the Third Day °f Christmas ~(~ n the Fourth Day of Christmas 
~f~ My True Love Gave to Me... i ] t~ My~etoMe 1 ~f~MY True L°ve Gave ~° Me''' ~[ ~ My True Love Gave to Me... 
I '~" Field N' Stream ~'  ~ . 
~" Rallerbl~d:d e ~ [ Rectangular Sleeping Bag All Daypacks ~ ] 
/ GoodTo.OOC ~ ~ ~  & Backpacks i~~l  
9" / ~ .....,.,.:.~:~~~. /llPJlillEC;imll A Source Spec ia l  ~:"~N:~:~~ ~"~'  " ~ " Afl metal hockey goal net with I ~ ~ ! ~  " J l  IlO ,, J ~ J ~ ~  ~ ~'~?~%~::~ ,~!........ 
heavy duty net .  / " "::' I~  :'!i~'~'<~'~:~:'*'" " ' Reg. =134,99 ~. . (U  Of f  ~ :  
s119 [ 
O 
n the Fifth Day of Christmas 
My True Love Gave to Me... 
Gordini Double Lens 
Adult Ski Goggles GG2 
s19o,, 
m 
/ r~n the Nineth Day of Christmas 
~ My True Love Gave to Me,., 
ITECH BG18L 
:: ::~:~.':.~::~'~, ~.  :" :!i:--.. ~,',:'.:!::? ~?:,:"~!!!":@~:$~$~:::?.:!. ~ !  
On the Sixth Day of Christmas ~r~ n the Seventh Day of Christmas 
My True Love Gave Pinoclet° Me,. V , My True Love Gave toswift Me... 
~~_~_~'~ //(ON ~ Flite 
I i~ '~[  20packGo.balis [ ~ ~  Bristle 
s17"  iili! s39,, 
~-N~n the Tenth Day of Christmas (~ My True Love Gave to Me,,, 
"~, f Coach 
On the Eleventh of Christmas Day 
My True Love Gave to Me,,. 
Reflex 
Men,s & Ladies 
Chuckles Choice Ski 
Gloves 
s2499 
~ n the Eighth Day of Christmas My True Love Gave to Me.,. 
Columbia 
Canadian 
@2~" Mens& Ladies Nylon 
;~'/~. ~ f~'~¢,~ Zap Fleece Lined Ski 
• ;~--~'~ ~ I or Winterpants 
s6999 
] /"~n the Twelveth Day of Christmas 
~ My True Love Gave to Me,., 
Winter Boots Sale 
SOREr  
Rugged. Canadian. Original. 
25 % A,..en.. Ladles & off Chlldrens Sorels 
Shop',  Like A Pro! Giv'n Like A Pro! S rv'n Like A Pro! 
ALL  SEASONS 
. ,  Source for Sports 
~ ~' - '~  4555 Lakelse Ave, Terrace Ph: 635-2982 
